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A B S T R A C T

This thesis develops an Artificial Intelligence (AI) approach intended for accurate

patient stratification and precise diagnostics/prognostics in clinical and preclinical

applications. The rapid advance in high throughput technologies and bioinformat-

ics tools is still far from linking precisely the genome-phenotype interactions with

the biological mechanisms that underlie pathophysiological conditions. In practice,

the incomplete knowledge on individual heterogeneity in complex diseases keeps

forcing clinicians to settle for surrogate endpoints and therapies based on a generic

one-size-fits-all approach. The working hypothesis is that AI can add new tools to

elaborate and integrate together in new features or structures the rich information

now available from high-throughput omics and bioimaging data, and that such re-

structured information can be applied through predictive models for the precision

medicine paradigm, thus favoring the creation of safer tailored treatments for spe-

cific patient subgroups. The computational techniques in this thesis are based on the

combination of dimensionality reduction methods with Deep Learning (DL) archi-

tectures to learn meaningful transformations between the input and the predictive

endpoint space. The rationale is that such transformations can introduce intermedi-

ate spaces offering more succinct representations, where data from different sources

are summarized. The research goal was attacked at increasing levels of complexity,

starting from single input modalities (omics and bioimaging of different types and

scales), to their multimodal integration. The approach also deals with the key chal-

lenges for machine learning (ML) on biomedical data, i.e. reproducibility, stability,

and interpretability of the models. Along this path, the thesis contribution is thus

the development of a set of specialized AI models and a core framework of three

tools of general applicability:

i. A Data Analysis Plan (DAP) for model selection and evaluation of classifiers

on omics and imaging data to avoid selection bias.



ii. The histolab Python package that standardizes the reproducible pre-processing

of Whole Slide Images (WSIs), supported by automated testing and easily inte-

grable in DL pipelines for Digital Pathology.

iii. Unsupervised and dimensionality reduction techniques based on the UMAP

and TDA frameworks for patient subtyping.

The framework has been successfully applied on public as well as original data in

precision oncology and predictive toxicology. In the clinical setting, this thesis has

developed1:

1. (DAPPER) A deep learning framework for evaluation of predictive models in

Digital Pathology that controls for selection bias through properly designed

data partitioning schemes.

2. (RADLER) A unified deep learning framework that combines radiomics fea-

tures and imaging on PET-CT images for prognostic biomarker development in

head and neck squamous cell carcinoma. The mixed deep learning/radiomics

approach is more accurate than using only one feature type.

3. An ML framework for automated quantification tumor infiltrating lymphocytes

(TILs) in onco-immunology, validated on original pathology Neuroblastoma

data of the Bambino Gesu’ Children’s Hospital, with high agreement with

trained pathologists. The network-based INF pipeline, which applies machine

learning models over the combination of multiple omics layers, also providing

compact biomarker signatures. INF was validated on three TCGA oncogenomic

datasets.

In the preclinical setting the framework has been applied for:

1. Deep and machine learning algorithms to predict DILI status from gene expres-

sion (GE) data derived from cancer cell lines on the CMap Drug Safety dataset.

2. (ML4TOX) Deep Learning and Support Vector Machine models to predict po-

tential endocrine disruption of environmental chemicals on the CERAPP dataset.

1 See Table of Acronyms for definitions of Acronyms in this section and in the thesis.



3. (PathologAI) A deep learning pipeline combining generative and convolutional

models for preclinical digital pathology. Developed as an internal project within

the FDA/NCTR AIRForce initiative and applied to predict necrosis on im-

ages from the TG-GATEs project, PathologAI aims to improve accuracy and

reduce labor in the identification of lesions in predictive toxicology. Further-

more, GE microarray data were integrated with histology features in a unified

multi-modal scheme combining imaging and omics data.

The solutions were developed in collaboration with domain experts and consid-

ered promising for application.
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Chapters 1 and 2 introduce the required background and the research top-

ics addressed in this PhD project. The first chapter introduces the preci-

sion medicine paradigm and its implications in the clinical and preclinical

setting. In particular, the landscape of current high-throughput technolo-

gies for biomarker development on Omics and Imaging data is described.

Chapter 2 outlines AI approaches for biomarker discovery and patient

stratification, with a focus on Radiology, Digital Pathology, and Toxicol-

ogy. Further, the technical challenges hindering the deployment of AI in

clinical practice are detailed, including data preprocessing, model repro-

ducibility and interpretability, and multi-omics integration. The aims and

the overall structure of this thesis are summarized in Chapter 3.



Chapter1
B A C K G R O U N D

Highlights

■ Precision Medicine aims at patient
stratification to improve targeted
healthcare and reduce medical mal-
practice.

■ As measurable indicators of phys-
iological and pathological mecha-
nisms, biomarkers are the bases of
precision medicine.

■ High-throughput technologies
have accelerated biomarker discov-
ery through the rapid acquisition
of massive data from molecular
and imaging sources.

■ Radiomics and Digital Pathology
are rapidly emerging to improve
clinical practice and extract quanti-
tative features from high-resolution
medical images.

■ Specific endpoints of the thesis.
Develop AI/ML tools for repro-
ducible stratification over omics, ra-
diology and pathology and their
combination. Test in clinical and
preclinical applications.

1.1 Precision medicine and why we need it

The COVID-19 outbreak drew worldwide attention to the challenges faced by the

healthcare system in dealing with diseases relying on complex biological mecha-

nisms and presenting diverse phenotypes among the affected population. More than

60 subtypes have been proposed for the SARS-CoV-2 patients in 2020, including

subgroups based on disease vulnerability (e.g., age, respiratory comorbidities), and

response to therapies (due, for example, to genetic variants), to identify more precise

biomarkers or at least gain a broader understanding of disease progress, spread, and

prognosis [117, 534]. Nonetheless, the plethora of COVID-19 symptoms and mani-

festations, even among patients with otherwise similar phenotypes, makes it difficult
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to predict individual risks or to determine candidates for targeted treatments.

1.1.0.1 The precision medicine paradigm for targeted healthcare

The frailty of the one-size-fits-all approach is not a surprise; the evidence that indi-

vidual factors, such as environmental, biological, or genetic conditions drastically

affect how patients suffering the same disease would benefit from the same treat-

ment or dosage goes back centuries [490]. The more complex the disease, the more

likely the medical intervention based on the average patient population is to fail,

resulting in inefficient care. For example, cancer chemotherapy has been reported

effective for only 25% of oncology patients [431], and drug ineffectiveness was found

as the most frequent Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR) in the US Food and Drug Admin-

istration (FDA) Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS), accounting for 6.4% of all

reports [323]. Remarkably, the clinical responsiveness of the top ten selling drugs for

widespread disorders in the US, including schizophrenia, heartburn, and arthritis,

was estimated at around 25% [351], corresponding to more than 17 million patients

with no expected benefit from the prescribed treatment [401].

In contrast, the precision medicine paradigm seeks to improve targeted healthcare

by exploiting individual variability to design tailored treatments and increase drug

safety (Figure 1). Thus, precision medicine represents an evolution from reaction to

disease progression, side effects, and ADR, to prevention, early intervention, and early

detection of disease onset [101]. Other than decreasing trial-and-error prescriptions

and directing target therapies, this new treatment strategy has the potential to reduce

surgical diagnostic procedures in favour of less invasive techniques (e.g., imaging

tests, liquid biopsies), avoiding associated complications and risks.

2
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Figure 1: Precision medicine. Biomarker extraction from Omics and Imaging data can allow
for patient stratification to deliver precise diagnosis/prognosis and avoid drug ad-
verse reactions.1

1.1.0.2 Controlling the economic waste of medical malpractice

The adoption of precision medicine in clinical practice can also reduce healthcare

costs and stem the economic waste resulting from mistaken, excessive diagnoses and

failed tests. The concern for overuse in clinical medicine, i.e., the adoption of unnec-

essary and potentially dangerous procedures [83], is increasing worldwide [55]. In

2012, an analysis of the wasteful spending in the US healthcare system determined

that 21% of total expenditures can be categorized as unnecessary, primarily due to

overused tests for relatively harmless conditions [39]; an update on these estimates

yielded an increase in the evaluated wasteful expenses to 25% in 2019 [423], corre-

sponding to more than $ 800 billion per year, exceeding the budget of the US federal

defense department and almost 15 times higher than the cost of education [38, 144].

Moreover, each pivot trial established by the US FDA to assess the efficacy and safety

of novel therapeutic agents requires on average a $ 19 million investment nearly dou-

bles if the design includes the comparison between placebo and an active drug [328].

The picture is not much more encouraging in Europe, where 10% of hospital ex-

penses is used to amend preventable medical mistakes and treat hospital-acquired

infections [344]. For example, in Italy, the estimated cost of medical malpractice for

1 Original image created with Keynote software.

3
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a single hospital has increased from €2.5 in 2012 to €3.5 million in 2019, with 35% of

adverse events are caused by therapeutic or diagnostic errors [302].

Notably, a significant portion of misdiagnosis in clinical practice is due to human

cognitive bias [168], as doctors are influenced by their clinical experience and per-

sonal biases (e.g. racial prejudice [44, 216]). In particular, one of the leading causes of

diagnostic errors is caused by physicians’ overconfidence, whether it is unconscious

(therapeutic illusion [77]) or intentional [258], which results in poor decision-making,

distorted evaluations, non-compliance with guidelines, and decreased the adoption

of additional tests or decision-supporting resources [78, 258, 285].

Precision medicine is thus expected to have a critical impact on the whole health-

care system by (i) increasing the clinical responsiveness of drugs and the patient

safety, (ii) containing the overall cost of health, (iii) improving the diagnostic process

and reducing the adoption of surrogate endpoints [369], and ultimately promoting

patient-centered care through efficient use of physicians’ time [340].

1.2 Biomarkers for patient stratification

To fulfill the promises of precision medicine, it is clear that a more comprehensive

picture at the molecular and cellular level of disease and human heterogeneity is

the conditio sine qua non for an highly accurate and precise medical practice [135].

Specifically, the foundation of precision medicine is the discovery and development

of novel biomarkers, which can be used to stratify patients into subgroups according

to disease susceptibility, pathogenesis, and response to treatment [482].

Biomarker - FDA-NIH Biomarker Working Group definition

A biomarker is a characteristic that is an indicator of normal biological pro-

cesses, pathogenic processes, or responses to an exposure or intervention, in-

cluding therapeutic interventions [171].

Biomarkers can be derived from different sources of measurement (e.g. genome,

proteins, microbiome, imaging) and serve to varying stages of patient care, includ-

4
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ing diagnostic evaluation (diagnostic biomarkers), assessment of disease progression

or relapse (prognostic biomarkers), and planning of therapeutic strategies (predictive

biomarkers) [50]. Although such measurable indicators have always been adopted in

standard clinical and preclinical practice, the investigation of potential biomarkers

has exploded in the last few decades [417], with more than 65 000 papers published

each year [507]. Because cancer is one of the utmost complex and heterogeneous

diseases with many factors affecting the outcome of patients, starting with early

detection [110], the hunt for the ideal biomarker has been especially fruitful in pre-

cision oncology. For example, 1582 potential molecular biomarkers, both diagnostic

and prognostic, are currently proposed to assess treatment effectiveness and patient

survival in Breast Cancer (BC) (MarkerDB database [507]). This rapid evolution of

biomarkers for patient and disease stratification has been enabled by technological

breakthroughs transforming nearly every aspect of patient care, from diagnostic test-

ing to drug development.

1.2.1 Omics data

Two key milestones have paved the way for a digital revolution in healthcare in the

genomic field, the Human Genome Project (HGP) and the International Haplotype

map (HapMap) project (1990–2003), which have led to the first successful Genome

Wide Association Studies (GWAS) in 2005 promoting a new data-driven, hypothesis-

free approach in medicine [470]. However, the prohibitive time and costs of the first

sequencing techniques (around $ 3 billion for a single strand of the human genome)

initially resulted in a limited number of studies, hindering the excitement for the

potential of genome-related analysis [176].

1.2.1.1 NGS technologies

The following advent of high-throughput technologies, in particular Next Generation

Sequencing (NGS), has allowed for the simultaneously reading of hundreds of thou-

5
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sands of nucleotide sequence reads, slashing the cost of sequencing to less than $

1000 in twenty years [231], and thus making genomic sequencing within everyone’s

reach. The flourishing of NGS led to an unprecedented number of novel discover-

ies regarding the correlation of DNA with complex traits, confirming the hetero-

geneity that characterizes individuals and human disease [469]. The increasing ev-

idence in the potential of genetic findings demanded a simultaneous improvement

in high-throughput technologies; the standard sequencing approaches estimate the

average signal produced by a multitude of different cells (also called bulk sequenc-

ing), thus ignoring information about cellular diversity. Single-cell Sequencing (SCS)

has enabled the analysis of the genome at cell resolution, needed to identify rare

sub-populations of cells or new species, understand their relationship within tissues

and organs, or unveil their development and differentiation paths [318]. Single-cell

methods have been applied to model organisms and address key medical questions

in physiology, pathogenesis and disease progression [452]. In precision oncology, SCS

applications include: resolving intratumor heterogeneity, studying invasion during

cancer progression, profiling of Circulating Tumor Cells, tracing metastatic dissemi-

nation, and investigating adaptive or acquired resistance in chemotherapy [335].

1.2.1.2 NGS for Precision Medicine

The rapid progress of NGS technologies has advanced biomarker discovery and its

translation in the routine clinical practice; more than 75000 genetic tests are available

on the market for a wide range of medical domains [361], with an increasing num-

ber of tests being developed for non-invasive prenatal screening [261], and diagno-

sis of rare pediatric diseases [136]. Beyond genomics, high-throughput technologies

have led to novel insights in other omics fields, including proteomics, metabolomics,

epigenomics, and transcriptomics [50, 373]. In particular, the analysis of RNA tran-

script levels to explore the physiology, activity, and state of cells can complement

the purely genetic investigations in providing more accurate biomarkers [298]. NGS

techniques for RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) are used to detect and quantify multiple

sub-populations of the transcriptome that have different roles in physiological and

pathological conditions, such as mRNA sequencing (mRNA-seq) to identify genetic

6
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variations [223] and alternative splicing [530, 532], or miRNA-seq to study small

molecules of highly-conserved non-coding RNA (microRNAs or miRNAs) that have

a fundamental function in the regulation of targeted genes [67]. RNA-seq is thus in-

strumental to understand the interconnection between the transcriptome and the phe-

notype in healthy tissues [289] and organisms [181], as well as biological mechanisms

involved in disease occurrence and progression [84, 421, 435, 522]. Transcriptomics is

progressively harnessed in cancer research to study tumor heterogeneity and estab-

lish biomarkers and therapeutic targets [207]; in particular, SCS techniques for RNA-

seq (scRNA-seq) provide a detailed picture of the tumor microenvironment [16, 528]

that can help in understanding the role of its immune component in suppressing (e.g.

Tumor Infiltrating Lymphocytes (TILs)) or promoting tumorigenesis [510].

1.2.1.3 NGS for toxicology

In preclinical research, the high-throughput analysis of the transcriptome has en-

abled the evaluation of toxicity and ADR resulting from the exposure to xenobi-

otics [226]. That drugs and environmental chemicals can alter gene expression profil-

ing in target organs through epigenetic mechanisms is well known in toxicology [21,

257, 292]. Several studies have demonstrated the suitability of transcriptomics to

detect sensitive biomarkers for early detection of toxicity based on differentially ex-

pressed genes [7, 389]. As the liver plays a major role in drug metabolism [477], it

is crucial to understand mechanisms of hepatotoxicity of drugs that affect the liver

as primary target; a particular class of ADR is Drug-induced liver injury (DILI), en-

compassing ADRs that cause liver damage. The liver is the most common target of

ADR, because of its crucial role in the metabolism of endogenous and exogenous com-

pounds [273]. Predictive markers of DILI able to identify susceptible patients would

give an enormous advantage to accelerate safe drug development and to prevent se-

vere reactions after approval [157, 403]. DILI is indeed one of the major concerns in

drug development and acute liver failure, accounting for 40% of liver transplants [82],

and 32% of drug withdrawals [158]. However, DILI prediction poses particular chal-

lenges, as pre-clinical testing for side effects in animals does not automatically trans-

fer to clinical trials and then to post-marketing treatment in the population. Indeed,
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individual susceptibility may arise in patients different from those enrolled in tri-

als, or range from clinically serious to worse as a function of interaction with other

factors [36].

Further, evaluation of idiosyncratic DILI is one of the most challenging tasks in

toxicity evaluation, due to the wide range of manifestations and the lack of specific

diagnostic tests [82]. Although animal testing remains the standard way to assess

drug safety in DILI studies, there is a constant effort to develop alternative assays

that are cheap and non-animal based [226]; as an example, the analysis of global

miRNA expression profiling through NGS uncovered four potential biomarkers for

DILI prediction associated to a common antifungal medication [268].

The digital revolution in medicine does not only refer to NGS technologies for

omics data, but encompasses a broader transformation that includes the advent of

high-resolution bioimaging techniques [470]. Modern bioimaging tools are used in

research and clinical practice to extract morphological information that results from

underlying biological mechanisms, thus linking the molecular nature of a disease

with its phenotypic manifestation [196]. Bioimaging biomarkers are a key component

of the precision medicine paradigm, with the role of increasing diagnostic accuracy,

guiding interventions, and monitoring response to treatments [163].

1.2.2 Radiology

Among radiology imaging techniques, Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and

Computed Tomography (CT) scans, often combined together, have a great impact

on cancer management and they are now an important part of both oncology clini-

cal practice as well as translational cancer research [142]. PET and CT supply useful

and complementary clinical information: PET can recognize functional malignancies,

undetectable on CT alone, while CT offers peculiar anatomical information, but can

normally identify abnormalities only after structural alterations have occurred. Local-

izing the exact position of a site of malignant disease often has a significant impact

on decisions affecting the diagnosis, prognosis, staging, treatment, and overall pa-

8
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tient management. However, precise localization is difficult in PET first because the

spatial resolution with this technique is of some mm (with modern technologies for

clinical equipment it is of the order of 4 mm). Second, PET is characterized by poor

identification of anatomical structures, since the radiopharmaceuticals are function-

ally specific and are absorbed differently only in target or target-like tissue; other

tissues are not shown in PET image. Although PET has the advantage of being able to

sensitively interrogate specific and varied abnormalities in tumor biology, its poorer

resolution and variable noise (e.g. time of image acquisition after injection, voxel di-

mension, respiratory motion or reconstruction algorithm) pose additional technical

limitations. Moreover, patho-physiological mechanisms can lead to potentially false-

positive and false-negative assessments [372]. In radiology, technological advances

have enhanced image reconstruction and scan speed, improving image interpreta-

tion and reducing procedure-associated risks such as radiation exposure from CT

and PET acquisitions [35].

1.2.2.1 Radiomics

Figure 2: Radiomics pipeline. 1) Radiology scan acquisition; 2) lesion segmentation; 3) fea-
ture extraction; 4) model building.2

The diffusion of high-throughput scanners and the parallel development of computa-

tional tools has implicated the translation of the standard visual assessment of radi-

ology scans into quantitative features (e.g. tissue intensity, shape, or texture) that can

serve as imaging biomarkers [164]. In particular, the extraction of minable data from

radiology images and their subsequent analysis in terms of computer-vision features,

2 Original image created with Keynote software. The sample CT scan is from the TCIA Head-Neck-
PET-CT repository.
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known as Radiomics, aims at providing objective, reproducible measures of a disease

evolution and response to treatment [260, 305]. A conventional radiomics pipeline

consists of four main tasks: (1) image acquisition/reconstruction; (2) image segmen-

tation; (3) feature extraction and quantification; (4) statistical analysis and model

building (Figure 2). Radiomics is rapidly emerging in oncology as a non-invasive

way to improve tumor staging, metastasis detection, and prediction of clinical out-

comes [425], especially when integrated with genomic profiles (radiogenomics) that

complement the pathophysiology description of a tumor [49, 424]. For example, sev-

eral radiomics and radiogenomics approaches have been adopted to identify imaging

biomarkers for diagnostic and prognostic endpoints in Head-and-Neck Squamous

Cell Carcinoma (HNSCC), including patient stratification into low or high survival,

and toxicity of oncologic therapies [57].

1.2.3 Digital Pathology

Figure 3: Digital Pathology workflow. Glass slides result from several steps to prepare tis-
sue specimens for histopathology assessment; in traditional histopathology, slides
are evaluated by pathologists under a microscope. Digital Pathology translates the
acquisition and analysis of tissue slides into a digital environment.3

10
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Although technological breakthroughs certainly speed innovation in radiology, pos-

sibly the major transformation brought by the digital revolution in medical imaging

is occurring in the pathology field. While the use of digitized radiological scans is a

long-standing clinical procedure, the histopathology examination of tissue samples

has been traditionally performed manually through a sequence of laborious steps:

first, organs and tissue fragments are collected during surgery or via biopsy; samples

are then processed with chemical substances to prevent damages and putrefaction

(fixation); samples are cut into thin slices (around 5µm), stored on glass supports, and

colored with histochemical stains (e.g. Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE)) to provide con-

trast; glass slides are finally evaluated by pathologists under optical microscopes. The

whole pipeline, from the sample extraction to the delivery of the pathology report,

can require up to 10 days [500], and tissue slides of each patient must be stored for

10-20 years after analysis [442]. The morphological characterization of structures and

patterns on tissue slides is pivotal to deliver a diagnosis and inform in real time physi-

cians on potential treatment options. In oncology, histopathology is often referred to

as the gold standard for tumor diagnosis and grading [220, Chapter 35]. Therefore,

the replacement of a centuries-old manual routine [473] with a digital workflow in

pathology, namely Digital Pathology (DP) (Figure 3), has initially raised quality and

efficiency concerns, slowing down its translation into clinical practice [170].

1.2.3.1 Advantages in clinical and preclinical practice

The current availability of high-resolution scanners that efficiently replicate glass

slides in a digital multi-resolution format, named Whole Slide Image (WSI), have es-

tablished the advantages of DP in tracking, automation, and interoperability over the

standard manual procedure [349]. In particular, the adoption of a digital environment

can facilitate the diagnostic process, allowing pathologists to review the whole tissue

section rather than small Region of Interest (ROI)s, and improving the ergonomics

of traditional settings [493]. Moreover, the use of WSI can help reducing laboratory

errors or issues resulting from the management and storage of glass slides, such

3 Original image created with Keynote software. Lab images credits: https://bit.ly/3s7mbYm (tis-
sue specimen and glass slide), https://bit.ly/3G5frPu (sectioning), https://bit.ly/3rXJdk5 (scan-
ning), and https://bit.ly/3o9GD9I (microscope).
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as sample mislabelling [333] or stain deterioration [321]. Finally, DP provides an ef-

fective and cost-efficient method for remote consultation (telepathology), promoting

collaboration and peer-reviewed evaluation among pathologists [415].

In the preclinical space, pathology is a central component in toxicity evaluation

and regulatory assessment with animal studies [183]; however, it is a laborious pro-

cess that requires extensive training; histopathology evaluation is often affected by

subjectivity and, unfortunately, discrepancies among pathologists are not uncommon.

Ethical aspects are also significant, because intensive use of animal testing is costly

and hard to justify in terms of reproducibility and translation from model to hu-

man [169]. DP can open the door to the development of alternative assays that have

a lesser impact on animals or possibly being non-animal based.

1.2.3.2 Computational pathology

The advent of DP represented a paradigm shift in clinical and preclinical pathology,

crowned in 2017 by the FDA approval of the first WSI-based device (Philips Intel-

liSite Pathology Solution) for primary diagnosis of surgical slides. WSI are currently

used in clinical practice and research, and serve as building blocks for computa-

tional approaches that can enhance image analysis, assist clinical decision, and lead

to the identification of sub-visual morphological features [1, 284]. Computational

Pathology (CPATH) techniques have been used to automate and refine routine tasks in

pathology including nuclei segmentation and count, staining estimation, and metas-

tasis detection as well as to provide new perspective on complex biological mecha-

nisms, such as cell interactions in tumor microenvironment [149, 336].
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Chapter2
A I A N D B I O M A R K E R D I S C O V E RY

Highlights

■ Deep learning (DL) techniques
adopt a data-driven learning pro-
cess that abstract complex relation-
ships in the input.

■ The increasing availability of mas-
sive public datasets is boosting the
applications of Deep and Machine
Learning models in the biomedical
domain.

■ In Radiology, DL can be combined
with Radiomics to develop accurate
imaging biomarkers.

■ In Digital Pathology, DL is ap-
plied to automate clinical/preclin-

ical tasks and identify sub-visual
histological patterns.

■ In toxicology, DL is improving the
detection of adverse drug reactions,
such as drug-induced hepatotoxic-
ity.

■ General endpoints of the thesis.
Development of (i) a bias free Data
Analysis Plan for model develop-
ment, (ii) standardized procedures
for data preprocessing, and (iii) ro-
bust mathematical procedures for
model development to overcome
technical issues in the deployment
of medical AI.

2.1 Deep Learning

The flood of outputs generated by the new high-throughput technologies has offered

new options for computational tools that can manage the massive amount of data

to extract valuable information [1, 60]. Based on an increasing list of success sto-

ries, Deep Learning (DL) techniques are already to represent a major breakthrough

in diagnosis, therapy decision, prognosis and treatment evaluation [393]. DL refers

to a class of machine learning methods that model high-level abstractions in data

through the use of modular architectures, typically composed by multiple nonlinear
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transformations estimated by data-driven training procedures. DL is now surpassing

pattern recognition methods in the most complex medical images challenges such

as the ones endorsed by the Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted In-

tervention (MICCAI), and it is comparable to expert accuracy in the diagnosis of

skin lesions [138], classification of colon polyps [245, 248], ophthalmology [115], ra-

diomics [98] and other areas [275]. In general, deep learning architectures based on

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)s hold state-of-the-art accuracy in numerous

image classification tasks without prior feature selection. Further, intermediate steps

in the pipeline of transformations implemented by CNNs or other DL architectures

can provide a mapping (embedding) from the original feature space into a deep feature

space (Figure 4). Of interest for medical diagnosis, deep features can be used for

interpretation of the model and can be directly employed as inputs to other Machine

Learning (ML) strategies.

6464 I

Conv
block 1

64 64 I/
2

Conv block 2

256 256 256 I/
4

Conv block 3

512 512 512 I/
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Conv block 4

512 512 512 I/
16

Conv block 5

4096 4096

FC1 and FC2

N

FC3 K I/
16

K I/
16

+

K I/
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K I/
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K K I
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Figure 4: Example of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model for image recognition,
composed of five convolutional blocks, and three fully connected layers. A similar
CNN is implemented in Chapter 12.1

1 Original image created with PlotNeuralNet: https://bit.ly/3Hna1AE
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2.2 Upscale resources

The increased availability of massive annotated medical data from health systems

has led to high expectations about the impact of AI on challenging biomedical prob-

lems [393]. Among the available public resources, three massive datasets are particu-

larly noteworthy for clinical and preclinical research:

• GTEX [462]. The Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) Consortium was estab-

lished in 2013 to build an extensive public resource to study gene expression

and regulation across different tissues and identify risks of disease among

healthy individuals. GTEx provides a comprehensive collection of genomic, tran-

scriptomics, and histology data; the current release (v8) includes a total of

15, 201 HE-stained WSIs, retrieved with an Aperio scanner (20× native magnifica-

tion), and 15201 RNA-seq samples, gathered from a cohort of 838 non-diseased

donors2. To ensure that the collected tissues meet prescribed standard criteria,

a Pathology Resource Center validated each sample origin, content, integrity

and target tissue3.

• TCGA [467]. The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) was introduced in 2006 by the

National Institutes of Health to explore cancer genomics. TCGA has been further

extended by The Cancer Image Archive (TCIA) to include clinical images (radiol-

ogy scans and histology slides) matched with genomic profiles [196]. TCGA and

TCIA are currently the most exhaustive public resource for oncology research,

providing 2.5 petabytes of molecular and clinical data collected across 33 differ-

ent cancer types for more than 11K individuals, and 160 imaging collections.

• TG-GATEs [214]. The Toxicogenomics Project-Genomics Assisted Toxicity Eval-

uation System (TG-GATEs) collection is the largest public toxicogenomics database

to date, developed by the Japanese Toxicogenomics Project consortium (TGP)

in 2015 to enhance drug safety assessment in preclinical studies. Toxicology

data in TG-GATEs includes gene expression profiles, biochemistry, hematology

2 https://bit.ly/3KU0ALi
3 https://bit.ly/3r7BS27
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and histopathology findings generated over 10 years from in vivo and in vitro

studies. To evaluate treatment-related toxicity, 170 hepato- or nephro-toxic com-

pounds were administered at multiple dosages and time points. Tissue sections

were sampled from the liver and the left kidney of control and treated rats and

digitized with an Aperio ScanScope scanner at 20x magnification for a total of

52879 HE-stained WSIs and corresponding genomic profiles (17528 treated and

6183 control livers, 21485 treated and 7683 control kidneys).

2.3 AI and Radiomics

Deep learning frameworks have been successfully applied to address clinical chal-

lenges in radiation oncology such as lesion or disease detection, classification, and

segmentation, which are crucial for diagnostic purposes and treatment planning [177,

222, 306]. In particular, remarkable improvements in software have been made for

PET-CT image processing and analysis [184, 188, 531]. These advancements have been

applied in the context of (1) noise filtering and image de-noising; (2) lesion and tu-

mor segmentation; (3) the extraction of quantitative metrics from PET-CT images; and

(4) the definition of multi-modal models for disease diagnosis and staging predic-

tion [187]. These four methodological components represent the key building blocks

of Radiomics (Section 1.2.2) [491]. Radiomics features are also referred to in the lit-

erature as Hand Crafted Radiomics (HCR) [3], as opposed to Deep Learning based

Radiomics (DLR), in which features are derived in association to the outcome labels

by using DL models. DLR leverages DL models to extract deep features from medical

images based on the specification of a predefined task, e.g. disease-diagnostic, or

cancer-type prediction [3]. Although hard to describe in biological or morphological

terms, the DLR features can outperform the hand-crafted ones [19, 247, 272, 440]. Both

the two radiomics approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, thus

it makes room for testing approaches combining HCR and DLR features. Methods to

combine HCR and DLR features relies on two separate data fusion approaches: (A)

decision-level fusion; and (B) feature-level fusion [3].
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In the decision-level fusion framework, HCR and DLR features are derived indepen-

dently, and a voting strategy is then adopted to join the predictions of separately

trained models. On the other hand, the feature-level fusion strategy is based on the

idea that HCR and DLR features can be combined into a unique set of features (e.g.

using concatenation) that will be further used as input for DL models [239].

Notably, combining features from both domains [3, 42], and incorporating different

types of features [147] results in significantly improved performance. In particular,

the feature-level fusion typically results in more accurate models [89, 342, 355, and

Chapter 8].

2.4 AI and Digital Pathology

Similarly to what happened to several other sectors, the novel DL paradigm has

revolutionized DP, leading to a fast growing flow of publications for a wide range of

applications in clinical and preclinical setting [2, 28, 132, 178, 215, 430].

Deep learning methods have been applied to analysis of histological images for

diagnosis and prognosis [63, 109, 325]. As human assessments of histology are sub-

jective and hard to repeat, DP has already allowed pathologists to gain a much more

effective diagnosis capability and to dramatically reduce time for information shar-

ing. Starting from the principle that underlying differences in the molecular expres-

sions of the disease may manifest as tissue architecture and nuclear morphological

alterations [30], it is clear that automatic evaluation of disease aggressiveness level

and patient subtyping has a key role aiding therapy in cancer and other diseases.

Digital pathology and the quantification of TILs are in particular the cornerstone

of the immunotherapy approach [122]. Indeed, quantitative analysis of the immune

microenvironment by histology is crucial for personalized treatment of cancer [320,

404]. TILs assessment is used for risk prediction models, adjuvant, and neoadjuvant

chemotherapy decisions, and for developing the potential of immunotherapy [420,

438]. Digital pathology is also a natural application domain for computer vision ma-

chine learning, with the promise of accelerating routine reporting and standardizing
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results across trials. Notably, deep learning features learned from digital pathology

scans can improve validity and robustness of current clinico-pathological features,

up to identifying novel histological patterns, e.g., from TILs.

AI for digital pathology has already demonstrated its utility in clinical applications.

The FDA has cleared: (i) An AI software for detection of potentially cancerous lesions

in the lungs. (ii) Marketing of the GI Genius, the first device that uses ML to assist

clinicians in detecting lesions (such as polyps or suspected tumors) in the colon in

real time during a colonoscopy; (iii) Marketing of Paige Prostate, the first software

that uses AI to identify an area of interest on prostate biopsies (FDA Announcement

Sept 21, 2021)

The need for a time-consuming and labor-intensive process is however an imped-

ing factor for the actual digitization of existing pathology collections. While AI work-

flows in Digital Pathology are being implemented for clinical and preclinical pathol-

ogy for new studies, it is thus hard to profit from precious preclinical data collection,

even if already digitized.

2.5 AI and toxicology

AI approaches are accelerating the mechanism of drug development, both by select-

ing novel molecules [436] and predicting toxicity of existing compounds [161]. To

understand pathways of toxicity, AI strategies have been implemented at various

stages of drug development (e.g. design, biomarker extraction, drug repurposing),

using molecular data from in vivo and in silico studies (predictive toxicology), or

imaging data from animal-based experiments such as histological samples (toxico-

logic pathology). However, the introduction of AI in preclinical safety studies, either

performed by pharmaceutical companies or academic research institutions, requires

validating new tools and in parallel the development of regulations.
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2.5.0.1 Predictive toxicology

Toxicology has traditionally relied on animal models for the assessment of chemi-

cal risk. However, ethics and regulatory policies limiting or prohibiting the use of

animals, and the need for earlier recognition of toxic molecules are now pushing

for replacing in vivo assays with in silico toxicological methods. Such approaches

are developed through different mathematical models [376, 384], possibly integrated

with animal-free in vitro assays [338]. In particular, algorithmic and technological

advances in machine learning have boosted the new paradigm known as predictive

toxicology [293]. The relevance of predictive toxicology is supported by initiatives led

by public agencies [474] and societies [398], with web platforms offering analytical

services (e.g., INSPECT [143]). The main change proposed by predictive toxicology is

the shift from detecting adverse effects at the organism level to the identification of

biologically significant disruptions of toxicity pathways at the molecular level [398].

Predictive toxicology is a broad term encompassing four main categories of ap-

proaches and resources [352]: data analytics (e.g., toxicoinformatics); chemical and

toxicity databases (e.g., toxicogenomics and metabolomics); chemoinformatics (e.g.,

quantum chemical methods for generating molecular descriptors); and, the quantita-

tive structure-activity relationships (QSAR) modeling framework.

In particular, the QSAR framework is based on the assumption that compounds

with similar structures are likely to exhibit similar behavior in terms of biological

activity or chemical property, including toxicity. Computational models are trained

in order to describe such relationships between chemical structures and toxicological

processes, and possibly predict the biological activity of additional chemicals out of

the training datasets. Known limits of QSAR are issues with validation, model inter-

pretation, and model selection [287]. On the other side, QSAR has made available

to machine learning frameworks a critical mass of data. Recently, a hazard database

of more than 800K chemical properties for about 81, 000 chemicals had been used to

train supervised ML models (logistic regression and RF) predictive of hazard labels

with previously unseen accuracy for purely in silico models [286].
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Given the enhanced ability of DL in extracting complex features over traditional

ML models, their applications to predictive toxicology is expected to increase. As an

example, Stokes et al. [436] fed RNA-seq data to a DL model to predict toxicity of

novel compounds for antibiotic discovery. Despite the key importance – both theo-

retical and applicative – of predictive toxicology, the scientific community is far from

having reached an optimal shared solution. Hurdles range from data quality issues

to the low specificity (high number of false positives) affecting most of the in silico

methods [515].

2.5.0.2 Toxicologic pathology

As tissue slides in toxicologic pathology includes a variable number of morpholog-

ical changes (e.g., necrosis, hypertrophy, cell proliferation), DL models have been ex-

plored to triage samples and differentiate between normal and abnormal tissues, or

to localize anomalous regions for faster evaluation [208, 313, 364, 399]. Other than

decision support systems, DL models may improve translational research by identify-

ing the underlying pathomechanisms of ADRs [327] and linking histological features

with molecular signatures [313]. Unlike clinical applications, the adoption of AI solu-

tion in toxicologic pathology is still at an early stage due to unique challenges faced

in the preclinical setting. In particular, a typical preclinical pathology task is dom-

inated by healthy tissue where the difference between injured and control samples

are small [313]; therefore, the impact of expert effort to manually annotate the lesions

to be conducted before AI analysis is significant. Recent studies using DL models in

toxicologic pathology on manually annotated regions are reviewed in Chapter 12,

Section 12.2.2.

2.5.0.3 DILI risk prediction

Given the complexity of DILI status prediction (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1.3), a num-

ber of groups have developed approaches and strategies to predict DILI from different

data types, such as compound chemical structures, gene expression and histopathol-

ogy collections. Modelling based on chemical structures and molecular descriptors

has been broadly used for DILI classification [88, 134, 205, 538]. As genomic infor-
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mation can expose adverse reactions not detectable from compound structures only,

several studies have focused on the of use gene expression signatures [244, 400, 429].

Few CPATH approaches have been also investigated to evaluate drug-related hepato-

toxicity, in particular DL models trained on collections of manually labeled ROIs [364,

371]. However, the scarcity of annotated WSI datasets has limited the application of

AI for DILI prediction [478].

2.6 Deployment of medical AI: technical challenges

AI breakthroughs in Digital Pathology, Radiology, and Toxicology are expected to

be pervasive over diverse medical domains, and translation to clinical practice is ex-

pected to accelerate due to faster regulatory approvals for medical AI [34]. However,

multiple technical challenges have to be addressed in order to deploy AI algorithms

in healthcare, as suggested in the review of Rajpurkar et al. [377]. A structured sum-

mary of opportunities and issues summarising the review is organized in the sun-

burst diagram in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Deployment of medical AI. Overview of selected applications and technical chal-
lenges of AI models on biomedical imaging and omics data.4

4 Original sunburst plot realized with the Plotly Python library https://bit.ly/3rYW59H.
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The challenges range from issues in model development to their validation, while

other are specific of the domain of the data modality:

1. Reproducibility is possibly the major concern regarding the clinical adoption

of AI systems. Predictive models should output comparable results when trained

repeatedly on a specific dataset (reproducibility), and perform consistently across

equivalent data on the same task (replicability). Reproducibility issues often arise

from engineering aspects that introduce bias in datasets and AI pipelines. Re-

producibility and replicability of AI models would be boosted by code avail-

ability and the adoption of software engineering guidelines, a practice not yet

widely adopted in the research community [277].

2. Data processing is particularly challenging in AI pipelines for medical imag-

ing datasets, due to the large size of data, the heterogeneity of image acquisi-

tion systems, and the lack of standardized procedures [504]. Above all, Digital

Pathology is the most complex medical imaging modality. Differently from ra-

diology that rely on a consensus protocol to store imaging data (The Digital

Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)), WSI can be retrieved in

many digital formats [40]. Moreover, a standard procedure to process WSI, usu-

ally too large to fit GPUs, for model development is still missing [407]. Finally,

the shortage of precise labels on digital slides can require supervised models

to work in a weak-label mode, possibly reducing their predictive accuracy.

3. Deep feature analysis. Understanding the internal decision process of predic-

tive models is still an unresolved issue [133, 350]. As AI aims to evolve its

status from exploratory to clinically effective solutions, explainability of predic-

tive models remains a major hindrance [133, 350]. In particular, the analysis

of the inner state of DL models (deep features) can help both in inferring novel

patterns, and improving error detection in AI pipelines.

4. Multi-omics integration The problem of data integration in computational biol-

ogy is far from having a consolidated and shared solution. The rapid extraction

of high-dimensional, high-throughput features from different sources provided
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by modern technologies requires collaboration between biologists, computer

scientists, physicians and other experts. The lack of common methodologies

and terminologies can transform this synergy into a further level of complexity

in the process of data integration [413]. As observed in [68, 370], specific techno-

logical limits, noise levels and variability ranges affect the different omics, thus

confounding the underlying biological signals. As a result, really integrative

analysis is still rare, as evidenced by the lack of consistency in the published

results [307, 509].

In the following sections, these four challenges are detailed, along with the de-

scription of available tools that can help mitigate technical issues concerning medical

AI.

2.6.1 Reproducibility of predictive models

Reproducibility is a paramount concern in biomarker research [217], and in science

in general [24], with scientific communities, institutions, industry, and publishers

struggling to foster adoption of best practices, with initiatives ranging from enhanc-

ing reproducibility of high-throughput technologies [419] to improving the overall

reuse of scholarly data and analytics solutions (e.g. the FAIR Data Principles [503]).

Although the landscape seems to have improved [558], and broad efforts have

been spent across different biomedical fields [334], computational reproducibility

and replicability still fall short of the ideal. Lack of reproducibility has been linked

to inaccuracies in managing batch effects [549, 559], small sample sizes [541], or flaws

in the experimental design such as data normalization simultaneously performed on

development and validation data [539, 551].

Data leakage 5

Among the various types of selection bias that threaten the reproducibility of ma-

chine learning algorithms, data leakage is possibly the most subtle one [560]. Data

5 These section is adapted from Bussola et al 2021 [62].
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leakage refers to the use of information from outside the training dataset during

model training or selection [555]. A typical leakage occurs when data in the training,

validation and/or test sets share indirect information, leading to overly optimistic

results. For example, one of the preclinical sub-dataset in the MAQC-II study con-

sisted of microarray data from mice triplets. These triplets were expected to have an

almost identical response for each experimental condition, and therefore they had

to be kept together in data partitioning to circumvent any possible leakage from

training to internal validation data [463].

Despite openness in sharing algorithms and benchmark data is a solid attitude of

the machine learning community, the reliable estimation on a given training dataset

of predictive accuracy and stability of DL models (in terms of performance range

as a function of variations of training data) and the stability of deep features used

by external models (as the limited difference of top ranking variables selected by

different models) is still a gray area.
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2.6.1.1 The Data Analysis Plan

Random labels sanity check

Training set

Test set

Internal 
training

Internal 
validation

Classification 
model

Prediction Performance 
evaluation

PredictionBiomarkers 
selection

Ranked 
biomarkers

Selected 
biomarkers

Best  
Model

Predicted  
Labels

10x5-fold CV

Data Analysis Plan (DAP     )

Figure 6: Diagram of the DAP, originally developed within the FDA-led MAQC/SEQC-II
initiatives [463]. If the training set labels are stochastically shuffled beforehand, the
DAP runs in random labels mode as a sanity check to ensure that the procedure is
not affected by systematic bias.

To assess the impact of engineering aspects on reproducibility, the MAQC/SEQC

projects adopt a Data Analysis Plan (DAP) that forces bioinformatics teams to submit

classification models, top features ranked for importance and performance estimates

all built on training data only, before testing on unseen external validation data (Fig-

ure 6). The DAP approach is methodologically more robust than a simple CV [463]

as the internal Cross Validation (CV) and model selection phase is replicated mul-

tiple times (e.g., 10 times) to smooth the impact of a single training/test split; the

performance metrics is thus evaluated on a much larger statistics. Also, features are

analyzed and ranked multiple times, averaging the impact of a small round of par-
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titions. The ranked feature lists are fused in a single ranked list using the Borda

method [227] and the bootstrap method is applied to compute the confidence in-

tervals. This approach helps mitigate the risk of selection bias in complex learning

pipelines [151], where the bias can stem in one of many preprocessing steps as well

as in the downstream machine learning model. Further, it clarifies that increasing

task difficulty is often linked to a decrease not only in accuracy measures but also

of stability of the biomarker lists [227], i.e. the consistency in the selection of the top

discriminating features across all repeated cross validation runs.

The input dataset is first partitioned in two separate datasets, the training set and

the test set, also referred as external validation set as reported in [463, 465]. The external

validation set is kept completely unseen to the model, and it is only used in the very

last step of the DAP for the final model evaluation. The training set further undergoes

a 5-fold CV iterated 10 times, resulting in 50 separated internal validation sets used for

model evaluation within the DAP.

At each CV iteration, features are ranked by KBest, with ANOVA F-score as the

scoring function, and the model is trained on an increasing number of ranked fea-

tures (namely: 10%, 25%, 50%, 100% of the total number of features). A list of top-

ranked features is also obtained by Borda aggregation of the ranked lists

As for model evaluation, the preferred metric is the Matthews Correlation Coeffi-

cient (MCC), which in a general multi-class problem is defined as [25, 229, 304]:

MCC =

N∑
k,l,m=1

(CkkCml −ClkCkm)

√√√√√
N∑
k=1

[
N∑
l=1

Clk

N∑
f,g=1
f ̸=k

Cgf

]√√√√√
N∑
k=1

[
N∑
l=1

Ckl

N∑
f,g=1
f ̸=k

Cfg

] , −1 ⩽ MCC ⩽ 1 (1)

where N is the number of classes and Cst is the number of elements of true class s

that have been predicted as class t.

MCC is widely used in Machine Learning as a performance metric, especially for

unbalanced sets, for which accuracy can be misleading [95]. In particular, MCC gives
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an indication of prediction robustness among classes: MCC=1 is perfect classifica-

tion, MCC=−1 is extreme misclassification, and MCC=0 corresponds to random pre-

diction. Finally, the overall performance of the model is evaluated across all the it-

erations (i.e., internal validation sets), in terms of average MCC and ACC with 95%

Studentized bootstrap confidence intervals (CI) [124], and then on the external vali-

dation set. The optimality of MCC with respect to other metrics such as F1 has been

recently described in [224]. As a sanity check to avoid unwanted selection bias effects,

the DAP can be repeated stochastically scrambling the training set labels (random la-

bels mode); in this mode, a procedure unaffected by selection bias should achieve an

average MCC close to 0. An example of random labels schema in Digital Pathology is

illustrated in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.

2.6.2 Data processing in Digital Pathology

The application of AI models in Digital Pathology reflects the serious technical chal-

lenges faced in the collection of histopathological images, starting from the man-

ual preparation of the tissue specimen to the acquisition of the digital images (Sec-

tion 1.2.3). The protocol adopted in clinical practice for the slide preparation includes

a diversity of decisive steps that can alter the quality of the slide (e.g., tissue artifacts,

storage conditions) and encumber the complete standardization of the process [407].

In particular, WSIs are typically retrieved at a resolution of 20x or 40x [520]. While

a high magnification is important to study relevant structures in the tissue, it also

represents a technical difficulty: a biopsy specimen scanned with magnification fac-

tor 40x has a resolution of ∼ 0.25µm/pixel and a color depth of 24 bits. Therefore,

approximately 48 MB are needed to represent only 1mm2 of tissue. As the typical

glass slide is much bigger (around 25mm2), the corresponding WSI file is a 105 × 105

RGB images (called Gigapixel) which typically exceeds the GB [520], making the

time required for a single complete human analysis almost prohibitive. Further, even

though many compression techniques exist, their adoption is generally not advised,

due to the potential introduction of artifacts hiding possibly interesting patterns.

Moreover, the availability of different scanning platforms results in a wide range of
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proprietary formats for storing the WSIs [40], further hindering the implementation

of an homogeneous processing. Although several efforts have been made towards

data standardization in DP [197, 349], a common WSI format is still lacking [40].

2.6.2.1 WSI preprocessing

In practice, DL pipelines for CPATH usually require extensive image preprocessing.

The first issue is that often the WSI manipulation methods are developed ad hoc and

kept undescribed, thus making data and results hard to reproduce. For example,

due to their very large size, WSIs are first divided into smaller patches (tiles) to fit the

GPU memory for model training (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Example of tile extraction in AI pipelines for Digital Pathology. (left) Thumbnail
of a Gigapixel WSI (GTEx public repository) (right) a variable number of tiles is
extracted to train AI models.6.

Multiple options are possible in the definition of the tiling procedure, with criti-

cal impact on model performance and computational cost [407]. Hence, the control

of the tile extraction strategy is a key aspect for reproducibility of the results. Simi-

larly, specific (e.g., tissue and WSI artifact detection methods) or generic (e.g., image

morphology operators) procedures introduce significant variability and may intro-

duce bias in the AI models applied to WSIs. Notably, a limited generalizability of

the developed algorithms stays as one of the biggest obstacles for the large-scale

6 Original image created with Keynote software.
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implementation of computational pathology approaches for routine clinical applica-

tion [256].

The second problem for AI models as tools for scientific discovery and applica-

tion in pathology is the potential for flaws in the code hidden in the preprocess-

ing pipelines. Identifying errors or corner cases is especially critical in machine

learning workflows that target healthcare-specific data structures. Currently, most

DL pipelines for DP include custom preprocessing code that is tailored to the data

and task of interest.

Among tools for WSI analysis and processing, there is a growth of solutions that

are publicly available and open-source, suggesting an effort towards promoting re-

producibility and collaborative research, also in clinical tasks [64, 130, 300, 330, 437].

However, available tools are rarely provided with a testing suite, thus potentially con-

tributing to the lack of reproducibility of AI in medical applications [75, 179]. Risk

can be high, as for influential coronavirus simulations sharply criticized for the lack

of systematic software testing and quality control [427]. This thesis will introduce the

histolab Python package as a dedicated solution for reproducible preprocessing of

WSI images (Chapter 6).

2.6.2.2 Weak label

The annotations of labels available for WSIs, in particular for retrospective collections,

are often given as one for to the slide. This is typically an effect of associating the slide

to a clinical pathology general evaluation, which rarely includes a specific marking

or annotation of the pattern or patterns characterizing the diagnosis. In CPATH appli-

cations, given the high complexity of a WSI, the computation is typically performed

at the level of tiles, or sub-images, extracted from a WSI. In absence of predefined an-

notations at tile level, unsupervised DL models, e.g., BiGAN (see Appendix A.5), and

dimensionality reduction techniques, e.g., UMAP (see Section 2.6.3.1), can be used

to transform tiles into lower-dimensional representations to find patterns of similar-

ity [313]. On the other hand, weakly supervised approaches recover the annotation

at slide level to train models on sub-images collections, each tile obtaining the label

of the original slide. Weakly supervised strategies can be successfully trained for
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clinical tasks that do not require pixel-wise annotations, such as tissue recognition

(see Chapter 4), or tumor subtyping [132]. In toxicologic pathology, however, normal

histology on WSIs exceeds atypical patterns (see Section 2.5.0.2), which can be found

at different locations and with different grades of severity [296]. Therefore, weakly

supervised learning is highly likely to perform poorly in toxicologic pathology. In

addition, training classification models on tile set requires a careful planning of the

model training, not to incur in unwanted biases such as the data (or information)

leakage: whenever tiles extracted from the same WSI occur in both the training and

the validation set, model results are heavily affected by overfitting (see Chapter 5).

This thesis will first introduce a framework for toxicologic pathology using weak

labels to train DL models on compressed WSIs, thus avoiding the tiling procedure

(Chapter 12).

2.6.3 Deep feature analysis

During the training process, DL models learn high-level representations of the input

data; these intermediate features can be extracted at different depths of a neural

network, avoiding the need for feature engineering.

Deep feature - DeepAI glossary

A deep feature is the consistent response of a node or layer within a hierarchical

model to an input that gives a response that is relevant to the model’s final

output. [118].

Deep features are usually high-dimensional and hard to interpret, as they abstract

complex connections between the data. Several mathematical descriptors have been

applied for the unsupervised analysis and clustering of the deep features, in order

to investigate the behaviour of predictive models, to infer novel relationships, or to

be used as independent predictors.
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2.6.3.1 UMAP and HDBSCAN

This thesis makes intensive use of dimensionality reduction (or projection) methods,

which is in general a mathematical transformation that reduces the space dimen-

sionality under constraints on conservation of distances or enhancement of statisti-

cal properties, e.g. maximization of variance as in the Principal Component Anal-

ysis (PCA) method. Modern dimensionality reduction methods have been exten-

sively used with machine learning models for model interpretation or just in the

attempt of compressing data complexity. Uniform Manifold Approximation and Pro-

jection (UMAP) is a novel dimensionality reduction technique introduced in 2018 by

McInnes and colleagues [310, 311] with roots in the fields of algebraic topology and

Riemannian geometry (see Appendix A.1). UMAP is a manifold learning algorithm

projecting high-dimensional data in lower spaces. The underlying hypothesis is that

data lie on one or more manifolds, whose structure UMAP tries to approximate. UMAP

can capture the local and global structure of high-dimensional data more accurately

than many alternative dimensionality reduction algorithms (e.g. t-SNE [480]) and it

is computationally faster [33]. UMAP has also been adopted to investigate artificial

neural networks. One example is the activation atlas by Carter and colleagues [76],

using UMAP to explore the distribution of activation maps from hidden layers of an

Inception V1 network [446], enlightening how different filters of the Artificial Neural

Network are correlated. Another example is [402], where UMAP loss is extended to DL

thus improving classifier performance by better capturing data structure. Nonethe-

less, initialisation seems to be critical and deserves special care [242]. The ability to

vary the embedding dimensionality allows UMAP to be used for more than just data

visualization: for instance UMAP enhance clustering performance of the Hierarchical

Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (HDBSCAN) unsuper-

vised algorithm [10].

HDBSCAN

HDBSCAN [66] is an extension of the classic DBSCAN algorithm [137], improved by

providing a hierarchical structure of clusters found from density estimation and a
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more intuitive approach for cluster selection. The density based approach can iden-

tify clusters with arbitrary shapes, thus overcoming limitations of algorithms that

are able to work only with convex clusters such as K-Means. The main advantage of

HDBSCAN relies on the simplicity of tuning its key hyperparameters, namely the min-

imum cluster size, and the number of neighbors used to estimated the density for

each point in the dataset. The hierarchical, density based approach is also robust with

respect to subsampling. Furthermore, the HDBSCAN algorithm can count on a really

fast implementations [312]. An example of unsupervised clustering with HDBSCAN is

reported in Figure 8 for a subset of the MNIST handwritten digits datasets; clustering

performance of partitioning algorithms (e.g., K-Means) are improved when HDBSCAN

is applied on features reduced with the UMAP algorithm.

Figure 8: Example of 2D UMAP projection and unsupervised clustering on the MNIST hand-
written digits dataset colored by: A) ground truth labels; B) KMeans labels; C) HDB-
SCAN labels computed on reduced 50 Principal Components; D) HDBSCAN labels
computed on reduced 10 UMAP dimensions.7
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2.6.3.2 Topological Data Analysis

Topological Data Analysis (TDA) is a recent approach to data analysis relying on

concepts from algebraic topology [72, 86], providing solid qualitative and often also

quantitative information about the geometric structure of the considered dataset (see

Appendix A.2). In particular, TDA allows the description of topological properties

of data as point clouds, time series analysis [359], images [73] or even volumetric

and time varying data [387]. From a computational point of view, a great effort

has recently been put into building efficient TDA algorithms, data structures and

software libraries such as Ripser [31], Mapper [428], and Giotto-TDA [454]). The

grounded theoretical framework and the performing implementations make TDA a

powerful data science tool, effectively used nowadays by several labs worldwide for a

wide range of applications: a non-exhaustive list of recent examples in bioinformatics

is [15, 294, 388, 418, 494].

In deep learning pipelines, TDA techniques can overcome standard analytical tools

in providing a rigorous characterization of complex relationships within the data,

and allowing for the simultaneous collection of informative features, supporting the

critical step of model interpretability and explainability [194].

2.6.4 Multi-omics integration

The underlying hypothesis of multi-omics integration is that different omics data can

provide complementary information [68], although sometimes redundant [80], and

thus a broader insight with respect to single-layer analysis, for a better understand-

ing of disease mechanisms [234]. This assumption has been confirmed by multiple

studies on diverse diseases, such as cardiovascular disease [266], diabetes [368], liver

disease [120], or mitochondrial diseases [237], and also longitudinally [453], suggest-

ing that the more complex the disease the more advantageous the integration. As

the co-occurence of multiple causes and correlated events is a well-known charac-

7 Original plots created with Python libraries: UMAP https://bit.ly/3IJmAGX for the UMAP projection,
scikit-learn [357] for PCA and K-Means clustering, and hdbscan https://bit.ly/3s1VEvc for the
HDBSCAN clustering.
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teristic of tumorigenesis and cancer development, the integration of data generated

from multiple sources can thus be particularly useful for the identification of cancer

hallmarks [81, 155, 279, 409].

2.6.4.1 Integration strategies

Figure 9: Early, Intermediate, and Late integration strategies for model prediction on an ar-
bitrary number N of multi-omics layers. (left) Early integration (juxtaposition) con-
catenates all layers into a single matrix for model prediction. (middle) Intermediate
integration derives a common representation of the input layers before model learn-
ing. (right) Late integration combines predictions independently obtained on each
omics layer.8

Many computational strategies have been introduced that combine multiple types

of data to identify novel biomarkers and thus to predict a phenotype of interest or

drive the development of intervention protocols. Given the heterogeneity of data

and tasks, these techniques deal with the data integration at different levels of the

learning process (Figure 9): (i) by concatenating the features before fitting a model

(early-integration), (ii) by incorporating the integration step into the model training

8 Original image created with Keynote software.
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(intermediate-integration), or (iii) by combining the outputs of distinct models for the

final prediction (late-integration) [270, 492].

In the early-integration approach, also known as juxtaposition-based, the multi-

omics datasets are first concatenated into one matrix. To deal with the high dimen-

sionality of the joint dataset, these methods generally adopt matrix factorization [68,

370, 434, 509], statistical [18, 112, 120, 266, 317, 322, 374, 391, 509, 521], and ma-

chine learning tools [322, 432, 509]. Alternatively, data models relying on polyglot

approaches can be used especially in bioinformatics applications [97, 385]. Although

the dimensionality reduction procedure is necessary and may improve the predictive

performance, it can also cause the loss of key information [270]. Moreover, biomark-

ers identified purely on a computational statistics rationale from meta-omics features

often lack biological plausibility [380].

In order to maximize the contribution of the single-omics layer, the late-integration

methods first model each dataset individually, and then merge or average the results;

they are also known as model-driven [492, 563]. Although these techniques avoid the

pre-selection of the features, they do not leverage the hidden correlations between

the data, posing again the risk of signal loss [154, 380].

The intermediate-integration strategies aim at developing a joint model that accounts

for the correlation between the omics layers, to boost their combined predictive

power [481]. Among these methods, the network-based models refer to the recon-

struction of a graph representing the complex biological interactions [322, 536], known

or predicted, between the variables to discover novel informative relationships [37].

They have successfully been applied in cancer research for the identification of pan-

cancer drug targets [564], the detection of subtype-specific pathways [481, 486] and

of genetic aberrations [126], or the stratification of cancer patients [379, 514, 529]. In

particular, Koh and colleagues [243] predicted breast cancer subtypes by applying

a modified shrunken centroid method in the development of their network-based

tool, iOmicsPASS. Further, breast cancer datasets in TGCA represent a benchmark

for integrative models [232, 236, 511], as well as AML [314].

More recently, the success of deep learning algorithms in various bioinformatics

fields [271] prompted the adoption of deep neural networks for omics-integration
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in precision oncology. Autoencoders and convolutional neural networks have been

effectively trained for the prediction of prognostic outcomes [80, 366], response to

chemotherapeutic drugs [416], and gene targeting [358], by adopting either an early-

integration [80, 358] or a late-integration [366, 416]. Although integrative deep learning

models hold the potential to include image-derived features in the integration work-

flow, they suffer from interpretability and generalization issues [195].

It is clear that no single method is consistently preferable, and that most of the

proposed approaches are task and/or data dependent [380]; however, the complexity

of tumor analysis suggests that network-based approaches are needed [471, 486].

Omics-integration is one of the most promising and demanding challenge of mod-

ern bioinformatics, and that there is an urgent need to prove the reproducibility,

interpretability, and generalization capability of the proposed methods [37, 517].

This thesis will explore different methods for variable integration, and in particular

for omics in Chapter 11.

A general layout of the path to integration of imaging and omics is described in

Chapter 3, which summarizes the thesis project aims.
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Chapter3
P R O J E C T A I M S

Figure 10: Summary of thesis aims and main results. Three levels were progressively com-
pleted moving from single modality to multimodal analysis on integrated data. A
central methodological pillar (in gray) was also developed for reproducible analy-
sis and for subgroup analysis after dimensionality reduction.

Thesis Aims

This thesis aims at the development of an AI framework intended for accurate patient

stratification and precise diagnostics/prognostics in clinical and preclinical applica-

tions. A summary of aims and main results is structured in Figure 10. The thesis aims

are depicted as subsequent steps and solved by developing dedicated components

that are composed at higher levels. The first level steps aimed at implementing Ma-

chine and Deep Learning pipelines for diverse biomedical data modalities, namely

Bioimaging (at the radiology and pathology levels) and Omics (different types), in

a reproducible environment. Also at the first level step, the thesis aimed to develop



project aims

the methodological DAP component. The second level step aimed to evaluate the

benefits of multi-omics and multi-modal integration to improve predictive frame-

works and extract biologically meaningful features. For methodology, the second

step required the adaptation of dimensionality reduction and unsupervised meth-

ods. The last step aimed at combining the different methods into reproducible AI

framework potentially operating on Imaging, Omics, or combined modalities to ex-

tract improved predictive biomarkers for relevant clinical or preclinical questions.

Thesis outline

Novel Deep Learning and Machine learning frameworks are introduced, which oper-

ate on single modality data, namely Imaging (Chapters 4– 7) and Omics (Chapters 9

and 10), and investigate the combination of multi-modal (Chapter 8) and multi-omics

sources (Chapter 11). Strategies to overcome technical challenges that arise during the

development of AI pipelines on medical data are systematically adopted, and novel

solutions are implemented to address specific issues in Digital Pathology (Chapters 5

and 6). Finally, Chapters 12 and 13 aim to apply the acquired knowledge to open

preclinical pathology problems and toxicogenomics. Two fundamental questions are

evaluated: (i) Methodological: Can AI better characterize injuries on histopathology

samples than a pathologist? (ii) Biological: Can a better safety biomarker in toxicol-

ogy be derived from imaging, genomics, or their combination? The two topics are

investigated for DILI prediction on the TG-GATEs toxicological data collection, as the

largest reference data resource for toxicology.

An indication of the scientific publication that is associated to the chapter is indi-

cated in a front page. The striking images in the front pages are all original artwork,

unless indicated. All Chapters start with a light blue box including the main insights

and results. The last item in the box is usually highlighting the personal contribution

to the research.
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P R E D I C T I V E M O D E L S I N D I G I TA L PAT H O L O G Y

Chapters 4– 7 include DL frameworks in clinical pathology and strategies

to overcome technical issues in AI pipelines for Digital Pathology. Chap-

ter 4 introduces the DAPPER framework for reproducibility of predictive

models on extensive WSI collections. The impact of selection bias on AI

classifiers caused by flawed WSI preprocessing protocols is estimated in

Chapter 5. The histolab solution introduced in Chapter 11 is the first

open-source library for data preprocessing in Digital Pathology that relies

on a comprehensive test suite to guarantee software robustness and mod-

ularity. histolab has been adopted to standardize the preprocessing step

in the development of complex designs, as the DL framework described in

Chapter 7 for automated lymphocyte detection on IHC-stained WSIs. The

potential of the proposed approach for TILs assessment in immuno on-

cology applications is proved on an original collection of Neuroblastoma

samples.
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Chapter4
T H E D A P P E R F R A M E W O R K

Highlights

■ DAPPER is a novel framework to
assess reproducibility of AI models
in classification pipelines for Digi-
tal Pathology.

■ DAPPER evaluates stability and
predictive power of ML classifiers
with a rigorous DAP and unsuper-
vised analysis of the deep features.

■ DAPPER is tested on 787 WSIs
from the GTEx public repository
to identify tissue of origin on HE-
stained tiles using an increasing
number of classes (5, 10, 20, 30) to
train the DL models.

■ Classification results indicate a
high predictive ability of AI models
on normal histology samples, with
MCC>0.7 and narrow CIs on exter-
nal validation data for all the exper-
iments.

■ The morphological similarity/dis-
similarity of different tissues and
organs is reflected in the UMAP vi-
sualization of the deep features ex-
tracted from the trained classifiers.

■ The DAPPER framework and the
tile collection are publicly released
as a basis for standardisation and
validation of AI models in Digital
Pathology.

Personal contribution
I contributed to the design of the DAPPER framework and performed sev-
eral main steps of the experimental pipeline, including data preprocessing and
DL/ML model training. I collaborated personally with the expert pathologist
(L. Cima) for model accuracy validation. I also significantly contributed to the
writing and prepared the figures for the article.
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4.1 Abstract

Artificial Intelligence is exponentially increasing its impact on healthcare. As deep

learning is dominating computer vision tasks, its application to digital pathology

is natural, with the promise of aiding in routine reporting and standardizing re-

sults across trials. Deep learning features inferred from digital pathology scans can

improve validity and robustness of current clinico-pathological features, up to iden-

tifying novel histological patterns, e.g., from tumor infiltrating lymphocytes. In this

study, we examine the issue of evaluating accuracy of predictive models from deep

learning features in digital pathology, as an hallmark of reproducibility. We intro-

duce the DAPPER framework for validation based on a rigorous Data Analysis Plan

derived from the FDA’s MAQC project, designed to analyze causes of variability in

predictive biomarkers. We apply the framework on models that identify tissue of

origin on 787 Whole Slide Images from the GTEx project. We test three different deep

learning architectures (VGG, ResNet, Inception) as feature extractors and three classi-

fiers (a fully connected multilayer, Support Vector Machine and Random Forests) and

work with four datasets (5, 10, 20 or 30 classes), for a total of 53, 000 tiles at 512× 512

resolution. We analyze accuracy and feature stability of the machine learning classi-

fiers, also demonstrating the need for diagnostic tests (e.g., random labels) to identify

selection bias and risks for reproducibility. Further, we use the deep features from

the VGG model from GTEx on the KIMIA24 dataset for identification of slide of origin

(24 classes) to train a classifier on 1, 060 annotated tiles and validated on 265 unseen

ones. The DAPPER software, including its deep learning pipeline and the Histologi-

cal Imaging – Newsy Tiles (HINT) benchmark dataset derived from GTEx, is released

as a basis for standardization and validation initiatives in AI for digital pathology.

This study provides three main practical contributions to controlling for algorith-

mic bias and improving reproducibility of ML algorithms for digital pathology:

1. A DAP specialized for digital pathology, tuned on the predictive evaluation

of deep features, extracted by a network and used by alternative classification

heads. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study where a robust model
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validation method is applied in combination with the DL approach. We high-

light that this methodology can be adopted in other medical/biology domains

in which AI is rapidly emerging, e.g., in the analysis of radiological images.

2. A benchmark dataset (HINT) of 53, 727 tiles of histological images from 30 tis-

sue types, derived from GTEx (see Section 2.2) for the recognition of tissue of

origin of up to 30 classes. The HINT dataset can be used by other researchers to

pretrain the weights of DL architectures that shall be applied on digital pathol-

ogy tasks (e.g., detection of TILs thus accelerating the training of application-

specific models. In the past 5 years, having a shared image dataset (e.g., the

ImageNet) allowed the development of a number of DL models for general im-

age classification (e.g. VGG, ResNet, AlexNet). Such pretrained networks have

then been effectively applied on a variety of different tasks. With the HINT

dataset we aim at favouring a similar boost on digital pathology.

3. An end-to-end machine learning framework (DAPPER) as a baseline environ-

ment for predictive models in digital pathology, where end-to-end indicates

that the DAPPER framework is directly applied to the digital pathology im-

ages, with the deep learning component producing features for the machine

learning head, without an external procedure (e.g., a handcrafted feature ex-

traction) to preprocess the features. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first example of a DL approach for the classification of up to 30 different tissues,

all with the same staining, which represents, per se, a valuable contribution to

the digital pathology community.
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Figure 11: The DAPPER environment. Components: A) The WSI preprocessing pipeline; B)
the deep learning backend to extract deep features; C) the DAP for the machine
learning models; and D) the UMAP module and other modules for unsupervised
analysis.
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Summary

We first apply DAPPER to a set of classification experiments on 787 WSIs from GTEx.

The framework (see Figure 11) is composed by (A) a preprocessing component to

derive patches from WSIs; (B) a 3-step machine learning pipeline with a data aug-

mentation preprocessor, a backend deep learning model, and an adapter extract-

ing the deep features; (C) a downstream machine learning/deep learning head, i.e.

the task specific predictor. In our experiments, we evaluate the accuracy and the

feature stability in a multiclass setting for the combination of three different deep

learning architectures, namely VGG, ResNet and Inception, used as feature extrac-

tors, and three classifiers, a fully connected multilayer network, Support Vector Ma-

chine (SVM) [108] and Random Forest (RF) [201]. This component is endowed with

the DAP, i.e., a 10× 5 CV (5-fold cross validation iterated 10 times). The 50 internal

validation sets are used to estimate a vector of metrics (with confidence intervals)

that are then used for model selection. In the fourth component (D) we finally pro-

vide an unsupervised data analysis based on the UMAP projection method (See Sec-

tion 2.6.3.1), and methods for feature exploration. The DAPPER software is available

together with the HINT benchmark dataset as a collection of Jupyter notebooks at

https://bit.ly/3rY0Pw8.

Notably, the DAP estimates are provided in this paper only for the downstream

machine learning/deep learning head in component (C); whenever computational

resources are available, the DAP can be expanded also to component (B). Here we

kept as a separate problem the model selection exercise on the backend deep learning

architecture in order to clarify the change of perspective with respect to optimization

of machine learning models in the usual training-validation setting.

As a second experiment, in order to study the DAPPER framework in a transfer

learning condition, we use the deep features from the VGG model trained on a subset

of HINT on the 1, 300 annotated tiles of the KIMIA Path24 dataset [20] to identify in

this case the slide of origin (24 classes).
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Previous work on classifying WSIs by means of neural networks was introduced

by [20, 255], also with the purpose of distributing the two original datasets KIMIA

Path960 (KIMIA960) and KIMIA Path24 (KIMIA24). KIMIA24 consists of 24 WSIs cho-

sen on purely visual distinctions. Babaie and coauthors [20] manually selected a total

of 1, 325 binary patches with 40% overlap. On this dataset, in addition to two models

based on Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW), they applied

two shallow CNNs, achieving at most 41.8% accuracy. On the other hand, KIMIA960

contains 960 histopathological images belonging to 20 different WSIs that, again on

visual clues, were used to represent different texture/pattern/staining types. The

very same experimental settings as the one for KIMIA24, i.e., LBP, BoVW and CNN,

has been replicated on this dataset by Kumar and coauthors [255]. In particular, the

authors applied AlexNet or VGG16, both pretrained on ImageNet, to extract deep

features; instead of a classifier, accuracy was established by computing similarity

distances between the 4, 096 features extracted. Also, Kieffer and coauthors in [238]

explored the use of deep features from several pretrained structures on KIMIA24,

controlling for the impact of transfer learning and finding an advantage of pretrained

networks against training from scratch. Conversely, Alhindi and coworkers [9] ana-

lyzed KIMIA960 for slide of origin (20 slides preselected by visual inspection), and

similarly to our study they compared alternative classifiers as well as feature extrac-

tion models in a 3-fold CV setup. Considering the importance of clinical validation of

predictive results [235], we finally compared the performance of the DAPPER frame-

work with an expert pathologist. DAPPER outperforms the pathologist in classifying

tissues at tile level, while at WSI level performance are similar.

DAPPER represents an advancement over previous studies, due to the DAP struc-

ture and its application to the large HINT dataset free of any visual preselection.
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4.2 Materials and methods

Dataset

The images used to train the models were derived from the GTEx Study [462].

A custom Python script was used to download 787 WSIs through the Biospecimen

Research Database (total size: 192 GB, average 22 WSIs for each tissue). The list of the

downloaded WSIs is available in Table 10.

A data preprocessing pipeline was developed to prepare the WSIs as training data

(see Figure 12).

a) b) c)

Figure 12: Tissue detection pipeline. The identification of the tissue bounding box is per-
formed on the WSI thumbnail in three steps: a) Binarization of the grayscale im-
age by applying Otsu thresholding; b) Binary dilation and filling of the holes; c)
Selection of the biggest connected region as tissue region and computation of the
vertex of the containing rectangle.

The WSIs have a resolution of 0.275 µm/pixel (Magnification 40X) and variable

dimensions. Further, the region interested by the tissue is only a portion of the WSI

and it varies across the samples. Hence, we first identified the region of the tissue in

the image (see Figure 12), then we extracted at most 100 tiles (512× 512 pixel) from

the WSIs, by randomly sampling the tissue region. We applied the algorithm for the

detection of the tissue region on each tile and rejected those where the portion of the

tissue was below 85%. A total number of 53, 727 tiles was extracted, with a number

of tiles per tissue varying between 59 (for Adipose - Visceral (Omentum)) and 2, 689

(for Heart - Left Ventricle). Four datasets (HINT5, HINT10, HINT20, HINT30) have

been derived with increasing number of tissues for a total of 52, 991 tiles; the full

number of tiles per anatomical zone, for each dataset, is available in Table 11 and

summarized in Table 1. We refer to the four sets as the HINT collection, or the HINT
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dataset in brief. We choose the five tissues composing HINT5 based on exploratory

experiments, while the other three datasets were composed including the tissues

with higher number of tiles.

The class imbalance is accounted for by weighting the error on predictions. In

detail, the weight w of the class i used in the cross entropy function is computed as:

wi = nmax/ni, where nmax is the number of tiles in the class with more tiles and ni

is the number of tiles in the class i.

Since image orientation should not be relevant for the tissue recognition, the tiles

are randomly flipped (horizontally and vertically) and scaled, following a common

practice in deep learning known as data augmentation. Data augmentation consists

of different techniques (such as cropping, flipping, rotating images) performed each

time a sample is loaded, so that the resulting input image is different at each epoch.

Augmentation has proven effective in multiple problems, increasing the generaliza-

tion capabilities of the network, preventing overfitting and improving models perfor-

mance [111, 331, 498].

Such randomized transformations were found to provide more comparable per-

formance between the prognostic accuracy of the deep learning SCNN architecture

and that of standard models (i.e., Support Vector Machine, Random Forest) based

on combined molecular subtype and histologic grade [325]. In addition, each tile is

cropped to a fixed size, which is dependent on the type of network used to extract

the deep features.

Table 1: Summary of the HINT datasets. Total: total number of tiles composing the dataset;
Min: number of tiles in the class with less samples; Max: number of tiles in the class
with more samples; Average; average number of tiles for each class.

Name # tissues Total Min Max Average

HINT5 5 8, 218 1, 009 2, 424 1, 643.6
HINT10 10 22, 885 1, 890 2, 689 2, 288.5
HINT20 20 40, 516 1, 574 2, 689 2, 025.8
HINT30 30 52, 991 957 2, 689 1, 766.4
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Deep learning architectures and training strategies

We exploited three backend architectures commonly used in computer vision tasks:

1. VGG, Net-E version (19 layers) with Batch Normalization (BN) layers [426];

2. ResNet, 152-layer model [191];

3. Inception, version 3 [445].

These architectures have reached highest accuracy in multiclass classification prob-

lems over the last 4 years [69] and differ in resource utilization (see Table 2).

Table 2: Backend architecture statistics.

Name Output features #Parameters Layers

VGG 25, 088 155× 106 19

ResNet 2, 048 95× 106 152

Inception 2, 048 35× 106 42

The feature extraction layer of each backend network is obtained as the output

of an end-to-end pipeline composed of the following main blocks (see panel B in

Figure 11):

1. Data augmentation: the input tiles are processed and assembled into batches of

size 32;

2. Feature Extractor: series of convolutional layers (Conv2d: with different num-

ber of channels and kernel size), normalization layers (BN) and pooling lay-

ers (MaxPool2d: with different kernel size) designed to fit with the considered

backend architecture (VGG, ResNet, Inception). The number of output features

of the Feature Extractor depends on the structure of the backend architecture

used;

3. Adapter: as the backend networks have output features of different sizes, we

add a linear layer at the end of the Feature Extractor, in order to make the
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pipeline uniform. The Adapter takes the features of the backend network as

input and output a fixed number of features (1, 000).

The 1000 Adapter features are then used as input for a classifier providing predicted

tissue labels as output. As predictive models, we used a linear SVM with regulariza-

tion parameter C set to 1, a RF classifier with 500 trees (both implemented in scikit-

learn, v0.19.1) and a Fully Connected Head (FCH), namely a series of fully connected

layers (see panel C in Figure 11). Inspired by [325] and [200], our FCH consists of four

dense layers with 1, 000, 1, 000, 256 and number of tissue classes nodes, respectively.

The feature extraction block was initialized with the weights already trained on the

ImageNet dataset [121], provided by PyTorch (v0.4.0) and frozen. Training also the

weights of the feature extraction block improves accuracy (see Table 12). However,

these results were not validated rigorously within the DAP and therefore they not are

not claimed as generalized in this study.

For the optimization of the other weights (Adapter and FCH) we used the Adam

algorithm [543] with the learning rate set to 10−5 and fixed for the whole training.

We used the cross entropy as the loss function, which is appropriate for multiclass

models.

The strategy to optimize the learning rate was selected based on results of a

preparatory study with the VGG network and HINT5. The strategy approach with

fixed learning rate achieved the best results (see Table 13) and was therefore adopted

in the rest of the study.

Data Analysis Plan

Following the rigorous model validation techniques proposed by the MAQC projects,

we adopted a DAP to assess the validity of the features extracted by the networks (see

Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). In our experimental settings, we used 80% of the total

samples for the training set, and the remaining 20% for the external validation set. A

stratification strategy upon the classes of tiles, i.e., 5, 10, or 20, has been adopted in the
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partitioning. We also report the Canberra stability with a computational framework

designed for sets of ranked biomarker lists [227].

Beyond MCC, we also considered Accuracy (ACC) for model evaluation, in its mul-

ticlass generalization [25, 229, 304]:

ACC =

N∑
k=1

Ckk

N∑
i,j=1

Cij

, 0 ⩽ ACC ⩽ 1 (2)

where N is the number of classes and Cst is the number of elements of true class s

that have been predicted as class t.

Experiments on HINT

We designed a set of experiments to provide indications about the optimal architec-

ture for deep feature extraction, while keeping fixed the other hyper-parameters. In

particular we set batch size (32) and number of epochs (50), large enough to let the

network converge: we explored increasing numbers of epochs (10, 30, 50, 100) and,

since the loss stabilizes after about 35 epochs, we set the number of epochs to 50.

First, we compared the three backend architectures on the smallest dataset HINT5,

with fixed learning rate. Both VGG and ResNet architectures achieved good results,

outperforming Inception as shown in Table 4 and Table 5. In successive analyses we

thus restricted to use VGG and ResNet as feature extractors and validated perfor-

mance and features with the DAP. The same process was adopted on HINT10 and

HINT20. An experiment with 30 tissues has also been performed. Results are listed

in Table 14. A summary of the experiments with considered backend architectures is

reported in Table 3.
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Table 3: Summary of experiments with the backend architectures.

Experiment Dataset Feature extractor Version/Model

VGG-5 HINT5 VGG Net-E+BN

ResNet-5 HINT5 ResNet 152-layer
Inception-5 HINT5 Inception 3

VGG-10 HINT10 VGG Net-E+BN

ResNet-10 HINT10 ResNet 152-layer

VGG-20 HINT20 VGG Net-E+BN

ResNet-20 HINT20 ResNet 152-layer

Table 5: Accuracy values for each experiment, and classifier head pairs on HINT dataset. The
average cross validation ACC with 95% CI and ACC on the external validation set
are reported. Best-performing backend network, and classifier head combination on
each dataset are reported in bold.

FCH SVM RF
Experiment H-ACCt H-ACCv H-ACCt H-ACCv H-ACCt H-ACCv

VGG-5 87.2 (87.0, 87.5) 85.6 82.9 (82.7, 83.1) 82.1 79.9 (79.7, 80.1) 79.7
ResNet-5 90.3 (90.1, 90.5) 90.7 88.1 (88.0, 88.3) 87.2 86.3 (86.1, 86.5) 87.9
Inception-5 79.8 (79.5, 80.0) 78.7 76.2 (75.9, 76.4) 75.9

VGG-10 90.6 (90.5, 90.7) 90.5 87.5 (87.3, 87.6) 88.0 90.0 (89.9, 90.2) 89.7
ResNet-10 87.2 (87.0, 87.3) 87.4 84.3 (84.1, 84.4) 84.9 86.1 (85.9, 86.2) 86.5

VGG-20 78.2 (78.1, 78.4) 78.5 74.1 (74.0, 74.2) 74.4 77.3 (77.2, 77.4) 77.7
ResNet-20 76.7 (76.6, 76.9) 76.9 79.9 (79.8, 80.0) 80.3 75.1 (75.0, 75.2) 75.2

Experiments on KIMIA24

In the second experiment, we used VGG on the KIMIA24 dataset with the deep

features extracted by VGG on GTEx; the task is the identification of the slide of origin

(24 classes). In the DAPPER framework, classifiers were trained on 1, 060 annotated

tiles and validated on 265 unseen ones.
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4.3 Results

Results of the tissue classification tasks in the DAPPER framework are listed in Ta-

ble 4 for MCC and Table 5 for ACC, respectively. See also Figure 13 for a comparison

of MCC in internal cross validation with external validation.

All backend network-head pairs on HINT have MCC> 0.7 with narrow CIs, with

estimates from internal validation close to performance on the external validation

set (Figure 13). Agreement of internal estimates with values on external validation

set is a good indicator of generalization and potential for reproducibility. All models

reached their top MCC with 1, 000 features. On HINT5 and HINT10, the FCH neural

network performs better than SVM and RF. As expected, MCC ranged close to 0 for

random labels (tested for SVM, results not shown).

The most accurate models both for internal and external validation estimates

were the ResNet+FCH model with MCC=0.883 on HINT5, the VGG+FCH model on

HINT10, and the ResNet+SVM model on HINT20. In Table 15 we show the results

with a lower number of dense layers in the FCH, which are comparable with the

FCH with 4 dense layers. Results on HINT30 are detailed in 14; on the external val-

idation set, the VGG model reaches accuracy ACC= 61.8% and MCC= 0.61. Perfor-

mance decreases for more complex multiclass problems. Notably the difficulty of

the task is also complicated by tissue classes that are likely to have similar histolog-

ical patterns, such as misclassification of Esophagus-Muscularis (ACC: 72.1%) with

Esophagus-Mucosa (ACC: 53.2%), or the two Heart tissue subtypes or the 58 Ovary
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Figure 13: Comparison of DAPPER cross validation MCC (H-MCCt), vs MCC on external
validation (H-MCCv) performance for each classifier. (a) FCH; (b) SVM; (c) RF.
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Figure 14: Confusion matrix for ResNet+SVM model on HINT20. Red shaded cells indicate
the most confused classes.

(ACC: 68.3%) tiles predicted as Uterus (ACC: 72.8%). The full confusion matrix for

ResNet with SVM on HINT20 is reported in Figure 14.

In this paper we establish a methodology to evaluate reproducibility and predic-

tive accuracy of machine learning models, in particular of the model selection phase.

This is obtained by moving from a single training-test split procedure to an evalu-

ation environment that uses data replicates and averaged statistical indicators, thus

enabling to select a model on the basis of statistical indicators derived from the inter-
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nal validation loop. In this framework, we can honestly evaluate model performance

differences along a set of experiments on a group of tasks. The DAPPER framework

cannot by itself identify the reason of such difference, and indeed the emergence of

optimal architectures for a specific task may be due to different factors, as revealed

by appropriate experimental design. In terms of the experimental design described

in this paper, for any model type we expect and find a decrease in accuracy for an

increasing number of classes, which requires learning more decision surfaces with

less data per class. Notably, the best model in the internal DAPPER validation is con-

firmed to be the best also on the unseen test data, with a value within the confidence

interval or immediately close.

Results on KIMIA24

Table 6: Performance of DAPPER framework for VGG backend network, and classifier heads
(FCH, SVM, RF) on KIMIA24 dataset. The average cross validation MCC (K24-
MCCt), and ACC (K24-ACCt) with 95% CI, as well as MCC (K24-MCCv), and ACC
(K24-ACCv) on external validation set are reported.

Model K24-MCCt K24-MCCv K24-ACCt K24-ACCv

VGG+FCH 0.317 (0.306, 0.327) 0.207 34.4 (33.2, 35.2) 23.8
VGG+SVM 0.446 (0.439, 0.454) 0.409 47.1 (46.4, 47.8) 43.4
VGG+RF 0.457 (0.449, 0.465) 0.409 48.0 (47.3, 48.8) 43.4
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Figure 15: Canberra stability indicator on HINT and KIMIA datasets. For each architecture,
a set of deep feature lists is generated, one list for each internal run of training in
the nested cross validation schema, each ranked with KBest. Canberra stability is
computed as in [227]: lower is better.

Regardless of difference in image types, VGG-KIMIA24 with both RF and SVM heads

with ACC=43.4% (see Table 6), improving on published results (ACC=41.8% [20]).

It is worth noting that transfer learning from ImageNet to HINT restricts training

to the Adapter and FCH blocks. In one-shot experiments, MCC further improves when

the whole feature extraction block is retrained (see Table 12). However, the result still

needs to be consolidated by extending the DAP also to the training or retraining of

the deep learning backend networks to check for actual generalization. The Canberra

stability indicator was also computed for all the experiments, with minimal median

stability for ResNet-20 (Figure 15).

Results at WSI-level

We evaluated the performance of DAPPER at WSI-level on the HINT20 external vali-

dation set, with the ResNet+SVM model. In particular, all the predictions for the tiles

are aggregated by WSI, and the resulting tissue will be the most common one among

those predicted on the corresponding tiles. However, it is worth noting that the num-

ber of tiles per WSI in the HINT20 external validation set varies (min 1, max 31)
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due to a stratification strategy only considering the tissues-per-sample distribution

(see Section Data Analysis Plan). Therefore, we restricted our evaluation to a subset

of 15 WSI per class (300 WSI in total), each of which associated to 10 tiles randomly

selected. This value represents a reasonable number of Regions of Interest (ROIs) a

human pathologist would likely consider in his/her evaluations. In this regard, we

further investigate how the DAPPER framework performs on an increasing number

of tiles per WSI, namely 3, 5, 7, and 10. As expected, the overall accuracy improves

as the number of tiles per WSI increases, reaching 98.3% when considering all 10 tiles

per WSI. Notably, the accuracy is high even when reducing to 3 tiles per WSI (see

Table 7).

Table 7: Metrics at WSI-level for increasing number of tiles per WSI. Metrics are computed on
a subset of HINT20 external validation set, consisting of 15 WSI per class (300 WSI
in total). The WSI class is determined by the most frequently predicted class by the
ResNet+SVM model for the considered tiles.

# Tiles per WSI MCC ACC (%)

3 0.86 86.3
5 0.93 93.7
7 0.96 96.0

10 0.98 98.3

Comparison with pathologist

We tested the performance of DAPPER against an expert pathologist on about 25%

of the HINT20 external validation set, 2, 000 tiles out of 8, 103, with 100 randomly

selected tiles for each class. We asked the pathologist to classify each tile by choosing

among the 20 classes of the HINT20 dataset, without imposing any time constraint.

The confusion matrix resulting from the evaluation of tiles as produced by the pathol-

ogist is shown in Figure 16. Predictions produced by the DAPPER framework for

comparative results are then collected on the same data. The best-performing model

on the HINT20 dataset, namely the ResNet+SVM model, has been considered for
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this experiment. As reported in Table 8, DAPPER outperforms the pathologist in the

prediction of tissues at a tile-level.

Figure 16: Confusion matrix for pathologist classification on a subset of HINT20 external
validation set. Red shaded cells indicate the most confused classes.
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Table 8: Tissue classification performance of DAPPER vs Pathologist. DAPPER with
ResNet+SVM model outperforms the pathologist at tile-level. Metrics are computed
on a subset of HINT20 external validation set (2, 000 tiles).

Classifier MCC ACC (%)

Pathologist 0.542 56.3
DAPPER 0.786 79.6

To provide an unbiased estimation of the performance of DAPPER, we repeated

the same evaluation on 10 other randomly generated subsets of 2, 000 tiles extracted

from the HINT20 external validation set. The obtained average MCC and ACC with

95% CI are 0.786 (0.783, 0.789), and 79.6 (79.3, 79.9), respectively.

Finally, since the classification at tile-level is an unusual task for a pathologist, who

is instead trained on examining the whole context of a tissue scan, as a second task

we asked the pathologist to classify 200 randomly chosen WSIs (10 for each class

of HINT20). As expected, the results in this case are better than those at tile-level,

i.e., MCC=0.788, and ACC=79.5%, to be compared with the DAPPER performances

reported in Table 7.

The HINT Benchmark Dataset

As a second contribution of this study, we are making available the HINT dataset,

generated by the first component of tools in the DAPPER framework, as a bench-

mark dataset for validating machine learning models in digital pathology. The HINT

dataset is currently composed of 53, 727 tiles at 512× 512 resolution, based on his-

tology from GTEx. HINT can be easily expanded to over 78, 000 tiles, as for this

study we used a fraction of the GTEx images and at most 100 tiles from each WSI

were extracted. Digital pathology still misses a universally adopted dataset to com-

pare deep learning models as already established in vision (e.g., ImageNet for image

classification, COCO for image and instance segmentation). Several initiatives for a

“BioImageNet” will eventually improve this scenario. Histology data are available

in the generalist repository Image Data Resource (IDR) [343, 505]. Further, the In-
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ternational Immuno-Oncology Biomarker Working Group in Breast Cancer and the

MAQC Society have launched a collaborative project to develop data resources and

quality control schemes on Machine Learning algorithms to assess TILs in Breast Can-

cer.

HINT is conceptually similar to KIMIA24. However, HINT inherits from GTEx more

variability in terms of sample characteristics, validation of donors and additional ac-

cess to molecular data. Further, we used a random sampling approach to process tiles

excluding background and minimize human intervention in the choice and prepara-

tion of the images.

Deep features

We applied an unsupervised projection on all the features extracted by VGG and

ResNet networks on all tissues tasks. In the following, we discuss an example for

features extracted by VGG on the HINT20 task, displayed as UMAP projection (Fig-

ure 17), points are coloured for 20 tissue labels. The UMAP displays for the other tasks

are available in Fig 20–Figure23.
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Figure 17: UMAP projection of external validation set for VGG-20 experiment.

The UMAP display is in agreement with the count distributions in the confusion

matrix (Figure 14). The deep learning embedding separates well a set of histology

types, including Muscle-Skeletal, Spleen, Pancreas, Brain-Cortex and Cerebellum,

Heart-Left Ventricle and Atrial Appendage which group into distinct clusters (See

Figure 17 and Table 9). The distributions of the activations for the top-3 deep features

of the VGG backend network on the HINT10 dataset are displayed in Figure 18; the

top ranked deep feature (#668) is clearly selective for Spleen.
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Table 9: Histology types well separated by SVM+ResNet model for HINT20. Accuracy is
computed with respect to the confusion matrix in Figure 14 and expressed in per-
centage, together with the total number of samples for each class.

Histology type ACC(%) #samples

Spleen 94.6 446

Brain - Cortex 94.3 333

Muscle - Skeletal 93.4 347

Brain - Cerebellum 93.4 376

Heart - Left Ventricle 90.1 565

Pancreas 87.9 463

Heart - Atrial Appendage 84.7 317
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Figure 18: Deep features and tissue of origin. Distributions of the activations for the top-3
deep features computed with the VGG backend architecture for HINT10 dataset.
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The UMAP projection also shows an overlapping for tissues such as Ovary and

Uterus, or Vagina and Esophagus-Mucosa, or the two Esophagus histotypes, consis-

tently with the confusion matrix (Figure 14).

Examples of five tiles from two well separated clusters, Muscle-Skeletal (ACC:

93.4%) and Spleen (ACC: 94.6%), are displayed in panel A of Figure 19. Tiles from

three clusters partially overlapping in the neural embedding and mislabeled in both

the VGG-20 and ResNet-20 embeddings with SVM (Esophagus- Mucosa ACC=53.2%,

Esophagus-Muscularis ACC=72.1%, Vagina ACC=59.0%) are similarly visualized in

Figure 19B. While the aim of this paper is to introduce a framework for honest com-

parison of models that will be used for clinical purposes rather than fine-tuning

accuracy in this experiment, it is evident that these tiles have morphologies that are

hard to classify. This challenge requires more complex models (e.g. ensembles) and

a structured output labeling, already applied in dermatology [138].

Further, we are exploring the combination of DAPPER with image analysis pack-

ages, such as HistomicsTK 1 or CellProfiler [74], to extract features useful for inter-

pretation and feedback from pathologists.

1 https://bit.ly/3Hn9NcR
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Figure 19: Representative tiles predicted from VGG-20 experiment. A) Examples from two
well-separated clusters observed in the UMAP embedding. B) Samples of misla-
beled tiles from tissues partially overlapping in the UMAP embedding.
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4.4 Discussion

Digital pathology would greatly benefit from the adoption of machine learning, shift-

ing human assessment of histology to higher quality, non-repetitive tasks. Unfortu-

nately, there is no fast, easy route to improve reproducibility of automated analysis.

The adoption of the DAP clearly sets in a computational aggravation not usually con-

sidered for image processing exercises. However, this is an established practice with

massive omics data [419], and reproducibility by design can handle secondary results

useful for diagnostics and for interpretation.

We designed the DAPPER framework as a tool for evaluating accuracy and sta-

bility of deep learning models, currently only backend elements in a sequence of

processing steps, and possibly in the future end-to-end solutions. We choose as test

domain HE stained WSIs for prediction of tissue of origin, which is not a primary task

for trained pathologists, but a reasonable benchmark for machine learning methods.

Also, we are aware that tissue classification is only a step in real digital pathology

applications. Mobadersany and colleagues [325] used a deep learning classifier to

score and visualize risk on the WSIs. Similarly, deep learning tile classification may

be applied to quantify histological differences in association to a genomic pattern,

e.g., a specific mutation or a high-dimensional protein expression signature. In this

vision, the attention to model selection supported by our framework is a prerequisite

for developing novel AI algorithms for digital pathology, e.g., for analytics over TILs.

Although we are building on deep learning architectures known for applications

on generic images, they adapted well to WSIs in combination with established ma-

chine learning models; we expect that large scale bioimaging resources will give the

chance of improving the characterization of deep features, as already emerged with

the HINT dataset that we are providing as public resource. In this direction, we plan

to release the network weights of the backend DAPPER models that are optimized

for histopathology as alternative pretrained weights for digital pathology, similarly

to those for the ImageNet dataset and available in torchvision.
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Implementation and code availability

All the code of the DAPPER framework is written in Python (v3.6) and R (v3.4.4).

In addition to the general scientific libraries for Python, the scripts for the creation

and training of the networks are based on PyTorch; the backend networks are im-

plemented in torchvision. The library for processing histological images (available

at gitlab.fbk.eu/mpba-histology/histolib) is based on OpenSlide and scikit-image.

For the UMAP analysis we used the R umap module with the following parameters:

n_neighbors=40, min_dist=0.01, n_components=2, and Euclidean metric. The com-

putations were performed on Microsoft Azure Virtual Machines with 4 NVIDIA K80

GPUs, 24 Intel Xeon E5-2690 cores and 256 GB RAM.
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4.5 Appendix

Table 15: Matthew Correlation Coefficient values for each experiment, and FCH classifier
with <4 dense layers on HINT dataset. FCH3:three dense layers with 1000, 256

and # tissue classes nodes, respectively; FCH2: two dense layers with 256 and #
tissue classes nodes, respectively. The average cross validation MCC with 95% CI
(H-MCCt), and MCC on the external validation set (H-MCCv) are reported. The
bold numbers correspond to bolds numbers in Table 4 of the main text.

FCH3 FCH2

Experiment H-MCCt H-MCCv H-MCCt H-MCCv

VGG-5 0.841 (0.838, 0.843) 0.823 0.832 (0.829, 0.834) 0.822

ResNet-5 0.881 (0.878, 0.883) 0.887 0.871 (0.869, 0.873) 0.877

VGG-10 0.895 (0.894, 0.896) 0.895 0.893 (0.892, 0.895) 0.892

ResNet-10 0.858 (0.856, 0.859) 0.860 0.853 (0.851, 0.854) 0.855

VGG-20 0.773 (0.772, 0.774) 0.775 0.768 (0.766, 0.769) 0.769

ResNet-20 0.757 (0.756, 0.759) 0.756 0.749 (0.748, 0.751) 0.746

Table 10: Summary of available samples, downloaded WSIs and extracted tiles.
Anatomical part # WSIs # Tiles

1. Adipose - Subcutaneous 18 174

2. Adipose - Visceral (Omentum) 21 59

3. Adrenal Gland 25 1574

4. Artery - Aorta 19 876

5. Artery - Coronary 23 915

6. Artery - Tibial 22 957

7. Bladder - -
8. Brain - Cerebellum 20 1825

9. Brain - Cortex 19 1731

10. Breast - Mammary Tissue 26 1291

11. Cells - EBV-transformed lymphocytes - -
12. Cells - Transformed fibroblasts - -
13. Cervix - Ectocervix - -
14. Cervix - Endocervix - -
15. Colon - Sigmoid 21 1401

16. Colon - Transverse 20 1301

17. Esophagus - Gastroesophageal Junction 22 1440

18. Esophagus - Mucosa 23 1700

19. Esophagus - Muscularis 25 1926

20. Fallopian Tube - -
21. Heart - Atrial Appendage 20 1622

22. Heart - Left Ventricle 28 2689

23. Kidney - Cortex 28 2424

24. Liver 26 2583

25. Lung 21 1009

26. Minor Salivary Gland 19 896

27. Muscle - Skeletal 23 1875

28. Nerve - Tibial 23 1286

29. Ovary 26 2452

30. Pancreas 26 2193

32. Pituitary 21 1890

32. Prostate 24 2323

33. Skin - Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic) 25 1811

34. Skin - Sun Exposed (Lower leg) 22 1129

35. Small Intestine - Terminal Ileum 24 1184

36. Spleen 22 2184

37. Stomach 21 1477

38. Testis 26 2221

39. Thyroid 26 1890

40. Uterus 21 1857

41. Vagina 21 1746

42. Whole Blood - - 69
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Table 11: Summary of the tissues composing the datasets.

Dataset Anatomical zone [# Tiles samples]

HINT5 Kidney - Cortex [2424], Pancreas [2193], Colon - Transverse [1301], Breast - Mammary Tissue [1291], Lung [1009].

HINT10 Heart - Left Ventricle [2689], Liver [2583], Ovary [2452], Kidney - Cortex [2424], Prostate [2323], Testis [2221],

Pancreas [2193], Spleen [2184], Esophagus - Muscularis [1926], Pituitary [1890].

HINT20 Heart - Left Ventricle [2689], Liver [2583], Ovary [2452], Kidney - Cortex [2424], Prostate [2323], Testis [2221],

Pancreas [2193], Spleen [2184], Esophagus - Muscularis [1926], Pituitary [1890], Thyroid [1890], Muscle -

Skeletal [1875], Uterus [1857], Brain - Cerebellum [1825], Skin - Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic) [1811], Vagina

[1746], Brain - Cortex [1731], Esophagus - Mucosa [1700], Heart - Atrial Appendage [1622], Adrenal Gland [1574].

HINT30 Heart - Left Ventricle [2689], Liver [2583], Ovary [2452], Kidney - Cortex [2424], Prostate [2323], Testis [2221],

Pancreas [2193], Spleen [2184], Esophagus - Muscularis [1926], Pituitary [1890], Thyroid [1890], Muscle -

Skeletal [1875], Uterus [1857], Brain - Cerebellum [1825], Skin - Not Sun Exposed (Suprapubic) [1811], Vagina

[1746], Brain - Cortex [1731], Esophagus - Mucosa [1700], Heart - Atrial Appendage [1622], Adrenal Gland [1574],

Stomach [1477], Esophagus - Gastroesophageal Junction [1440], Colon - Sigmoid [1401], Colon - Transverse [1301],

Breast - Mammary Tissue [1291], Nerve - Tibial [1286], Small Intestine- Terminal Ileum [1184], Skin - Sun Exposed

(Lower leg) [1129], Lung [1009], Artery - Tibial [957].

Table 12: Summary of the FCH performances when the layers of the feature extraction block
are trained. When training also the feature extraction block (VGG backbone net-
work, not in DAP) we observe an improvement of the accuracy from 5.5% to 24.8%
for the four chosen experiments. A possible interpretation of this phenomenon is
that the neural network benefits from adjusting also the initial weights because the
layers have to learn characteristics on the images much more different than the Im-
ageNet dataset.

Trained Freezed
Experiment ACC % MCC ACC % MCC

VGG-5 97.6 0.970 92.1 0.901

VGG-10 97.5 0.972 88.6 0.874

VGG-20 93.9 0.936 76.9 0.759

VGG-30 77.1 0.765 61.8 0.607
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Table 13: Comparison of the three optimization methods to set the learning rate. The best
method for setting the learning rate was assessed using the VGG as backbone net-
work (not in DAP) on the classification of 5 tissues. Three methods were tested:
Fixed (FIX): the learning rate is set to 10−5 for the whole training; Step-wise (STEP):
the learning rate is initialized at 10−3 and updated every 10 epochs with the follow-
ing rule: λnew = λold/10; Polynomial (POLY): the learning rate is initialized at 10−3

and updated every 10 iterations with a polynomial law: λnew = 10−3(1− i
Imax

)0.9,
where i is the index of the iteration and Imax is the total number of iterations.

FCH
Opt. method ACC MCC

FIX 93.7 0.921
STEP 88.4 0.854

POLY 91.1 0.888

Table 14: Summary of the performances using the VGG as backbone network (not in DAP)
on datasets with increasing number of tissues. We observe that the performance de-
creases when the number of tissues increases. This result can be explained with the
increased difficulty of the task and is also possibly complicated by the introduction
of tissues with similar histological patterns.

FCH
Experiment ACC % MCC

VGG-5 93.7 0.921

VGG-10 88.6 0.874

VGG-20 76.9 0.760

VGG-30 61.8 0.607
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Figure 20: UMAP projection on training and (external) validation set for VGG-5 experiment.
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Figure 21: UMAP projection on training and (external) validation set for ResNet-5 experi-
ment.
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Figure 22: UMAP projection on training and (external) validation for VGG-10 experiment.
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Figure 23: UMAP projection on training and (external) validation for ResNet-10 experiment.
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Chapter5
D ATA L E A K A G E I N D I G I TA L PAT H O L O G Y

Highlights

■ Protocols for data partitioning in
AI pipelines for histopathology tile
collections are particularly suscep-
tible to the risk of selection biases
among bioimaging applications.

■ The DAPPER framework is
adopted to first quantify the impact
of data leakage on reproducibility
and reliability of ML classifiers in
Digital Pathology.

■ Results on 4 classification tasks
from 3 public repositories indicate
that predictive score can be inflated
up to 41% when tiles from the same
subject are used both in training
and validation sets.

■ We design an original proto-
col for reproducible preprocess-
ing and leakage-free data partition-
ing for AI pipelines on massive
histopathology collections.

Personal contribution I co-designed the overall pipeline and run the experi-
ments on the considered datasets. I implemented the protocols for data prepro-
cessing on GTEx and TCGA data. I also drafted the article and prepared the
figures.

5.1 Abstract

Reproducibility of AI models on biomedical data still stays as a major concern for

their acceptance into clinical practice. Initiatives for reproducibility in the develop-

ment of predictive biomarkers as the MAQC Consortium already underlined the im-

portance of appropriate Data Analysis Plans (DAPs) to control for different types of

bias, including data leakage from the training to the test set. In the context of digital

pathology, the leakage typically lurks in weakly designed experiments not account-

ing for the subjects in their data partitioning schemes. This issue is then exacerbated
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when fractions or subregions of slides (i.e. tiles) are considered. Despite this aspect

is largely recognized by the community, we argue that it is often overlooked. In this

study, we assess the impact of data leakage on the performance of machine learning

models trained and validated on multiple histology data collection. We prove that,

even with a properly designed DAP (10 × 5 repeated cross-validation), predictive

scores can be inflated up to 41% when tiles from the same subject are used both in

training and validation sets by deep learning models. We replicate the experiments

for 4 classification tasks on 3 histopathological datasets, for a total of 374 subjects,

556 slides and more than 27, 000 tiles. Also, we discuss the effects of data leakage on

transfer learning strategies with models pre-trained on general-purpose datasets or

off-task digital pathology collections. Finally, we propose a solution that automates

the creation of leakage-free deep learning pipelines for digital pathology based on

histolab, a novel Python package for histology data preprocessing. We validate the

solution on two public datasets (TCGA and GTEx).

Summary

The goal of this study is to provide evidence that reproducibility issues are still

lurking in the grey areas of preprocessing, ready to emerge in the everyday practice

of machine learning for digital pathology. The BreaKHis [545] dataset, one of the

most popular histology collections of breast cancer samples, has been used in more

than 40 scientific papers to date [546], with reported results spanning a broad range

of performance. In a non-negligible number of these studies, overfitting effects due

to data leakage are suspected to impact their outcomes.

DL pipelines for histopathological data typically require WSIs to be partitioned into

multiple patches tiles to augment the original training data, and to comply with

memory constraints imposed by GPU hardware architectures [103]. For example, a

single WSI of size 67, 727× 47, 543 pixels can be partitioned in multiple 512× 512 tiles,

which are randomly extracted, and verified such that selected subregions preserve

enough tissue information. These tiles are then processed by data augmentation op-
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erators (e.g. random rotation, flipping, or affine transformation) to reduce the risk

of overfitting. As a result, the number of multiple subimages originating from the

very same histological specimen is significantly amplified [542, 557], consequently

increasing the risk for data leakage. Protocols for data partitioning are not naturally

immune against replicates, and so the source originating each tile should be consid-

ered to avoid any risk of bias [299].

In this work, we quantify the importance of adopting Patient-Wise split procedures

with a set of experiments on digital pathology datasets. All experiments are based on

DAPPER (see Chapter 4), a reproducible framework for predictive digital pathology

composed of a deep learning core ("backbone network") as feature encoder, and mul-

tiple task-related classification models, i.e. Random Forest or Multi-Layer Perceptron

Network (see Figure 24). We test the impact of various data partitioning strategies

on the training of multiple backbone architectures, i.e. DenseNet [547], and ResNet

models [191], fine-tuned to the histology domain.

Our experiments confirm that train-test contamination (in terms of modeling) is

a serious concern that hinders the development of a dataset-agnostic methodology,

with impact similar to the lack of standard protocols in the acquisition and stor-

age of WSIs in digital pathology [28]. Thus, we present a protocol to prevent data

leakage during data preprocessing. The solution is based on histolab, an open-source

Python library designed as a reproducible and robust environment for WSI prepro-

cessing (see Chapter 6). The novel approach is demonstrated on two public large

scale datasets: GTEx [462] (i.e. non-pathological tissues), and TCGA [467] (i.e. cancer

tissues).
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A. Tile partitioning protocols

Datasets

C. Data Analysis Plan (DAP)

Patient-wise split (PW)

 Tile-wise split (TW)

Train Test
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Figure 24: Experimental environment for evaluation of data leakage impact on machine learn-
ing models in digital pathology. (A) Tile datasets are split into train/test set fol-
lowing either the Tile-Wise or the Patient-Wise protocol; (B) the train set is fed to
a backbone network for feature extraction, using different transfer learning strate-
gies; (C) machine learning classifiers on the deep features are evaluated within the
Data Analysis Plan.

5.2 Material and methods

We tested our experimental pipeline on three public datasets for image classification

in digital pathology, namely GTEx [462], Heart Failure (HF) [343], and BreaKHis [545].

Descriptive statistics of the datasets are reported in Table 16, and Figure 24.
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Table 16: Statistics of the datasets considered in this study.

Dataset Subjects WSIs
WSIs per Subject

Tiles
Tiles per Subject

Min Max Median Min Max Median

GTEx 83 265 1 7 3 26, 174 1 700 300

HF 209 209 1 2, 299 11

BreaKHis 82 82 1 2, 013 9 62 21

gtex data In this work, we consider a subset of 265 WSIs randomly selected

from 11 histological classes of the GTEx repository, for a total of 83 subjects. From this

subset, we randomly selected a balanced number of WSIs per tissue: adrenal gland

(n = 24); bladder (n = 19); breast (n = 26); liver (n = 26); lung (n = 21); ovary

(n = 26); pancreas (n = 26); prostate (n = 24); testis (n = 26); thyroid (n = 26);

uterus (n = 21).

We implemented a data preprocessing pipeline to prepare the tile dataset from the

WSIs collection (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2). A maximum of 100 tiles of size 512× 512

is then randomly extracted from each slide. To ensure that only high-informative

images are used, tiles with tissue area that accounts for less than 85% of the whole

patch are automatically rejected. At the end of this step, a total of 26, 174 random

tiles is extracted from the WSIs, each available at different magnification levels (i.e.,

20×, 10×, 5×). In this paper we limit experiments and discussions to tiles at 5× mag-

nification, with no loss of generality.

the hf dataset The Heart Failure collection [343] originates from 209 HE-

stained WSIs of the left ventricular tissue, each corresponding to a single subject. The

learning task is to distinguish images of heart failure (n = 94) from those of non-heart

failure (n = 115). Slides in the former class are categorized according to the disease

subtype: ischemic cardiomyopathy (n = 51); idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (n =

41); undocumented (n = 2). Subjects with no heart failure are further grouped in:

normal cardiovascular function (n = 41); non-HF and no other pathology (n = 72);

non-HF and other tissue pathology (n = 2). WSIs in this dataset have been acquired

with an Aperio ScanScope at 20× native magnification, and then downsampled at

5× magnification by authors. From each WSI, 11 non-overlapping patches of size
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250 × 250 were randomly extracted. The entire collection of 2, 299 tiles is publicly

available on the Image Data Resource Repository 1 (IDR number: idr0042).

the breakhis dataset The BreakHis histopathological dataset [545] collects

7, 909 HE-stained tiles (size 700× 460) of malignant or benign breast tumour biopsies.

Tiles correspond to regions of interest manually selected by expert pathologists from

a cohort of 82 patients, and made available at different magnification factors, i.e., 40×,

100×, 200×, 400×) [545]. To allow for a more extensive comparison with the state of

the art, only the 200× magnification factor is considered in this paper. The BreakHis

dataset currently contains 4 histological distinct subtypes of benign, and malignant

tumours, respectively: Adenosis (n = 444); Fibroadenoma (n = 1, 014); Tubular Ade-

noma (n = 453); Phyllodes Tumor (n = 569); Ductal Carcinoma (n = 3, 451); Lob-

ular Carcinoma (n = 626); Mucinous Carcinoma (n = 792); Papillary Carcinoma

(n = 560). This dataset is used for two classification tasks: (BreaKHis-2) binary classi-

fication of benign and malignant tumour samples; (BreaKHis-8) classification of the

8 distinct tumour subtypes.

The pipeline used in this work is based on the DAPPER framework for digital

pathology (see Chapter 4), extended by (i) integrating specialised train-test splitting

protocols, i.e. Tile-Wise and Patient-Wise; (ii) extending the feature extractor com-

ponent with new backbone networks; (iii) applying two transfer learning strategies

for feature embedding. Figure 24 shows the three main blocks of the experimental

environment defined in this paper: (A) dataset partition in train and test set; (B)

feature extraction procedure with different transfer learning strategies; (C) the DAP

employed for machine learning models.

A. Dataset partitioning protocols

The tile dataset is partitioned in the training set and test set, considering 80% and

20% split ratio for the two sets, respectively. We compare two data partitioning pro-

tocols to investigate the impact of a train-test contamination (Figure 24A): in the

1 idr.openmicroscopy.org/
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Tile-Wise (TW) protocol, tiles are randomly split between the training and the test

sets, regardless of the original WSI. The Patient-Wise (PW) protocol splits the tile

dataset strictly ensuring that all tiles extracted from the same subject are found ei-

ther in the training or the test set. To avoid other sources of leakage due to class

imbalance [381], the two protocols are both combined with stratification of samples

over the corresponding classes, and any class imbalance is accounted for by weight-

ing the error on generated predictions.

B. Deep Learning models and feature extraction

The training set is then used to train a deep neural network for feature extraction

(Figure 24B), i.e. a “backbone” network whose aim is to learn a vector representa-

tion of the data ( features embedding). In this study, we consider two backbone ar-

chitectures in the residual network (ResNet) family, namely ResNet-152 [191] and

DenseNet-201 [547]. Given that the DenseNet model has almost the double of pa-

rameters2, and so a higher footprint in computational resources, diagnostic experi-

ments and transfer learning are performed only with the ResNet-152 model. Simi-

larly to [557], and [540], we started from off-the-shelf versions of the models, pre-

trained on ImageNet, and then fine-tuned to the digital pathology domain using

transfer learning. Specifically, we trained the whole network for 50 epochs with a

learning rate η = 1e− 5, and Adam optimizer [543], in combination with the categor-

ical cross-entropy loss. The β1 and β2 parameters of the optimizer are respectively

set to 0.9 and 0.999, with no regularization. To reduce the risk of overfitting, we use

train-time data augmentation, namely random rotation and random flipping of the

input tiles.

The impact of adopting a single or double-step transfer learning strategy in com-

bination with the Patient-Wise partitioning protocol is also investigated in this study.

Two sets of features embeddings (FE) are generated: FE1, backbone model fine-tuned

from ImageNet; FE2, backbone model sequentially fine-tuned from ImageNet and

GTEx.

2 DenseNet-201: ∼ 12M parameters; ResNet-152: ∼ 6M parameters.
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C. Classification and Data Analysis Plan

The classification is finally performed on the feature embedding within a DAP (see

Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1) for machine learning models (Figure 24C). In this work,

we compare the performance of two models: RF and Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP).

Results have been reported both at tile-level and at patient-level, in order to assess the

ability of machine learning models to generalise on unseen subjects (see section 5.3).

Figure 25: Random Labels experimental settings. A) The labels of the extracted tiles are ran-
domly shuffled consistently with the original patient. B) The train/test split is then
performed either Patient-Wise or Tile-Wise.

We adapted the random labels schema (RLab) of DAP to assess the impact of the tile

partitioning strategies. In particular, we consistently randomize the labels for all the

tiles of a single subject, thus they would all share the same random label (Figure 25A);

then we alternatively use the Patient-Wise (Figure 25B1) or the Tile-Wise (Figure 25B2)
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splits within the DAP environment. We focus on the RLab validation to emphasise

evidence of data leakage derived from the TW and the PW protocols.

Performance metrics

Several patient-wise performance metrics have been defined in the literature [343,

545, 554]. Two metrics are considered in this study: (1) Winner-takes-all (WA), and (2)

Patient Score (PS).

In the WA metric, the label associated with each patient corresponds to the major-

ity of the labels predicted for their tiles. With this strategy, standard metrics based

on the classification confusion matrix can be used as overall performance indicators.

In this paper, ACC is used for comparability with the PS metric. The PS metric is

defined for each patient [545] as the ratio of the Nc correctly classified tiles over the

NP total number of tiles per patient, namely PS = Nc
NP

. The overall performance is

then calculated using the global recognition rate (RR), defined as the average of all the

PS scores for all patients:

RR =

∑
PS

|P|
(3)

In this paper, the WA metric and the PS metric are used for comparison of patient-

level results on the HF dataset and the BreaKHis dataset, respectively.

Preventing Data Leakage: the histolab library

As a solution to the data leakage pitfall, we have developed a protocol for image and

tile splitting based on histolab (see Chapter 6). In order to intercept data leakage condi-

tions, the protocol is designed to create a data-leakage free collection (tile extraction

with the Patient-Wise split) that can be easily integrated in a deep learning workflow

(Figure 26). The protocol is already customized for standardizing WSI preprocessing
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on GTEx and TCGA, two large scale public repositories that are widely used in com-

putational pathology. The code can be also adapted to rebuild the training and test

datasets from GTEx used in this study, thus extending the HINT collection presented

in Chapter 4.

5.3 Results

Data Leakage effects on classification outcome

The results of the four classification tasks using the ResNet-152 pre-trained on Ima-

geNet as backbone model (i.e. feature vectors FE1) are reported in Figure 27, Table 20

and Table 21, with the Tile-Wise and the Patient-Wise partitioning protocols, respec-

tively. The average cross validation MCCv and ACCv with 95% CI are presented,

Figure 26: Workflow of the proposed protocol against data leakage in digital pathology, using
the histolab software.
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along with results on the test set (i.e. MCCt, and ACCt). State of the art results

(i.e. Others) are also reported for comparison, whenever available.

Figure 27: DAP results for each classifier head, using the Tile-Wise and the Patient-Wise parti-
tioning protocol, and the FE1 feature embedding with the ResNet-152 as backbone
model. The average cross validation MCCv with 95% CI are reported for each clas-
sification task, along with MCCt on the test set.3

As expected, estimates are more favourable for the TW protocol with respect to the

PW one, both in validation and in test and consistently for all the datasets. Moreover,

the inflation of the Tile-Wise estimates is amplified in the multi-class setting (see

BreaKHis-2 vs BreaKHis-8). Notably, these results are comparable with those in the

literature, suggesting the evidence of a data leakage for studies adopting the Tile-

Wise splitting strategy (Table 20 and Table 21). Results on the GTEx dataset do not

suggest significant differences using the two protocols; however both MCC and ACC

metrics lie in a very high range. Analogous results (not reported here) were obtained

using the DenseNet-201 backbone model, further confirming the generality of the

derived conclusions.

3 Original image, not available in the published manuscript.
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Table 17: Random Labels (RLab) results using the ResNet-152 as backbone model, and Tile-
Wise and Patient-Wise train-test split protocols. The average MCCRL and ACCRL
with 95% CI are reported.

Dataset MCCRL ACCRL

TW PW TW PW

HF 0.107 0.004 0.553 0.502

(0.078, 0.143) (-0.042, 0.048) (0.534, 0.570) (0.474, 0.530)

BreaKHis-2 0.354 -0.065 0.637 0.560

(0.319, 0.392) (-0.131, 0.001) (0.613, 0.662) (0.506, 0.626)

BreaKHis-8 0.234 0.013 0.318 0.097

(0.173, 0.341) (-0.042, 0.065) (0.215, 0.506) (0.056, 0.143)

Random Labels detects signal in the Tile-Wise split

A data leakage effect is signalled for the Tile-Wise partitioning with a MCC consis-

tently positive in the RLab validation schema (Sect. 5.2). For instance, as for BreaKHis-

2 coupled with MLP, MCCRL= 0.354 (0.319, 0.392) in the Tile-Wise setting, to be com-

pared with MCCRL= −0.065 (−0.131, 0.001) using the Patient-Wise protocol. Full

MCCRL results considering 5 trials of the RLab test are reported in Table 17, with cor-

responding ACCRL values also included for completeness. Notably, all the tests using

the Patient-Wise split perform as expected, i.e. with median values near 0, whereas

results of the Tile-Wise case exhibit a high variability, especially for the BreaKHis-2

dataset (Figure 28).
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Figure 28: MCC_RL results on the test set using the Tile-wise (TW) and the Patient-wise (PW)
protocols.

Benefits of domain-specific transfer learning

Figure 29: DAP results for each classifier head, using the Patient-Wise partitioning protocol,
and the FE1 and the FE2 feature embedding with ResNet-152 as backbone model.
The average MCCv cross validation MCCv with 95% CI are reported, along with
MCCton the test set.4
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The adoption of the GTEx domain-specific dataset for transfer learning proves to be

beneficial over the use of ImageNet only (Figure 29, Table 22, and Table 21). Notably,

the Patient-Wise partitioning protocol with the FE2 embedding has comparable per-

formance with FE1 and the inflated Tile-Wise splitting (Table 20). However, minor

improvements are achieved on the BreaKHis-8 task, with results not reaching state

of the art. It must be observed that the BreaKHis dataset is highly imbalanced in the

multi-class task. As a countermeasure, authors in [11, 562] adopted a balancing strat-

egy during data augmentation, which we did not introduce here for comparability

with the other experiments.

To verify how much of previous domain-knowledge can be still re-used for the orig-

inal task, we devised an additional experiment on the GTEx dataset: on the Feature Ex-

tractor component (i.e. Convolutional Layers) of the model trained on GTEx and fine-

tuned on BreakHis-2, we add back the MLP classifier of the model trained on GTEx.

Notably, this configuration recover high predictive performance (i.e. MCCt=0.983) on

the classification task after only a single epoch of full training on GTEx.

Patient-level Performance Analysis

We report patient-wise performance using the ResNet-152 backbone model with ei-

ther the FE1 feature embedding and both Tile-Wise and Patient-Wise protocols (Ta-

ble 18), or with the FE2 strategy and the Patient-Wise split (Table 19).

4 Original image, not available in the published manuscript.
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Table 19: Patient-level results for each classifier head, with the Patient-Wise partitioning pro-
tocol and the FE2 feature embedding with the ResNet-152 model. The average cross-
validation Patient-level accuracy with 95% CI (ACCv) and corresponding scores on
the test set (ACCt) are reported. The Others column reports the highest accuracy
achieved among the compared papers.

Dataset Patient-level MLP RF Others
Metric ACCv ACCt ACCv ACCt ACCv

HF WA
0.992

0.976
0.989

0.976 0.940 [343]
(0.989, 0.995) (0.984, 0.992)

BreaKHis-2 PS
0.941

0.971
0.958

0.991 0.976 [554]
(0.930, 0.951) (0.948, 0.968)

BreaKHis-8 PS
0.691

0.721
0.699

0.724 0.967 [554]
(0.669, 0.716) (0.676, 0.723)

5.4 Discussion

All the related works considered in this study uses different experimental protocols;

factors such as preprocessing, data augmentation, and transfer learning methods

can explain different accuracy scores obtained for a deep learning model on the

same database. We report here, for completeness, a short description of the approach

employed in the compared papers; we refer to a Patient-Wise partitioning protocol

when the authors clearly state the adoption of a train-test split consistent with the

patient, or when the code is provided as reference.

Nirschl et al. [343] train a CNN on the HF dataset to distinguish patients with

or without heart failure. They systematically apply the Patient-Wise rule for the

initial train-test split (50-50) and for the training partition into three-folds for cross-

validation. Data augmentation strategies are also applied, including random crop-

ping, rotation, mirroring, and staining augmentation. As for the BreaKHis dataset,

Alom et al. [554] use a 70-30 Patient-Wise partitioning protocol to train a CNN with

several (not specified) hidden layers, reporting average results from 5-fold cross-

validation. Further, the authors apply augmentation strategies (i.e., rotation, shifting,

flipping) to increase the dataset by a factor of 21× for each magnification level. The

work of Han et al. [562] proposes a novel CNN adopting a Tile-Wise partition with the
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training set accounting for the 50% of the dataset. Data augmentation (i.e. intensity

variation, rotation, translation, and flipping) is used to adjust for imbalanced classes.

Jiang et al. [561] train two different variants of the ResNet model to address the bi-

nary and the multi-class task, for each magnification factor. They adopt a Tile-Wise

partitioning protocol for the train-test split, using 60% and 70% of the data in the

training set for BreaKHis-2 and BreaKHis-8, respectively. Data augmentation is also

exploited in the training process, and experiments are repeated 3 times.

Other authors employed a similar protocol to address the BreaKHis-8 task by train-

ing a CNN pretrained on ImageNet: Nawaz et al. [553] implemented a DenseNet-

inspired model, while Nguyen et al. [556] chose a custom CNN model, instead. Both

studies use a Tile-Wise partition on the BreaKHis dataset (70-30 and 90-10, respec-

tively), and do not apply any data augmentation. Xie et al. [550] adapt a pre-trained

ResNet-V2 to the binary and multiclass tasks of BreaKHis, at different magnification

factors, using a 70-30 Tile-Wise partition. Data augmentation has been applied to

balance the least represented class in BreaKHis-8. Jannesary et al. [552] used a 90-10

Tile-Wise train-test split with data augmentation (i.e. resizing, rotations, cropping and

flipping) to fine-tune a ResNet-V1 for binary and multi-class prediction. Moreover,

experiments in [552] were performed combining images at different magnification

factors in a unified dataset. Finally, both [544] and [548] used a Tile-Wise train-test

split for prediction of malignant vs benign samples using a pre-trained CNN and [548]

also employed data augmentation (rotation and flipping).
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5.5 Appendix

Table 20: DAP results for each classifier head, using the Tile-Wise partitioning protocol, and
the FE1 feature embedding with the ResNet-152 as backbone model. The average
cross validation ACCv with 95% CI are reported for each classification task, along
with ACCt on the test set. The Others column reports the highest accuracy achieved
among the compared papers.

Dataset MLP RF Others
ACCv ACCt ACCv ACCt ACCt

GTEx 0.999
0.999

0.999
0.998 -

(0.999, 0.999) (0.999, 0.999)

HF 0.980
0.978

0.978
0.980 -

(0.978, 0.982) (0.977, 0.980)

BreaKHis-2 0.995
0.994

0.996
0.997 0.993 [561]

(0.994, 0.996) (0.995, 0.997)

BreaKHis-8 0.959
0.940

0.946
0.940 0.985 [552]

(0.956, 0.962) (0.943, 0.949)

Table 21: DAP results for each classifier head, using the Patient-Wise partitioning protocol,
and the FE1 feature embedding with the ResNet-152 as backbone model. The av-
erage cross validation ACCv with 95% CI are reported for each classification task,
along with ACCt on the test set. The Others column reports the highest accuracy
achieved among the compared papers.

Dataset MLP RF Others
ACCv ACCt ACCv ACCt ACCt

GTEx 0.998
0.998

0.997
0.997 -

(0.998, 0.998) (0.997, 0.998)

HF 0.927
0.915

0.924
0.915 0.932 [343]

(0.924, 0.929) (0.918, 0.930)

BreaKHis-2 0.870
0.924

0.876
0.946 0.973 [554]

(0.856, 0.882) (0.859, 0.892)

BreaKHis-8 0.679
0.644

0.701
0.600 0.973 [554]

(0.655, 0.703) (0.681, 0.732)
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Table 22: DAP results for each classifier head, using the Patient-Wise partitioning protocol,
and the FE2 feature embedding with ResNet-152 as backbone model. The average
cross validation ACCv with 95% CI are reported, along with ACCt on the test set.
The Others column reports the highest accuracy achieved among the compared pa-
pers.

Dataset MLP RF Others
ACCv ACCt ACCv ACCt ACCt

HF 0.978
0.982

0.977
0.978 0.932 [343]

(0.976, 0.980) (0.975, 0.979)

BreaKHis-2 0.941
0.980

0.963
0.984 0.973 [554]

(0.930, 0.952) (0.955, 0.971)

BreaKHis-8 0.685
0.603

0.699
0.606 0.973 [554]

(0.661, 0.712) (0.675, 0.724)
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Chapter6
T H E H I S T O L A B L I B R A RY

Highlights

■ histolab is a novel Python library
developed to improve standardiza-
tion and reproducibility of WSI pre-
processing.

■ histolab is compatible with nine
WSI formats and includes seven
main modules for image manipula-
tion, and automated tile extraction.

■ histolab is public, multi-platform,
fully documented, and designed to
be efficiently embedded into AI
pipelines for Digital Pathology.

■ The robustness of histolab relies
on a comprehensive suite of soft-
ware tests, and it is the first open
source library for WSI preprocess-
ing with 100% of code covered by
unit and integration tests.

Personal contribution I equally contributed to software development and test-
ing of all histolab modules, with A. Marcolini and E. Arbitrio. In addition, I
designed and evaluated the nuclei segmentation algorithm (Section 6.4.0.2) and
wrote the online histolab documentation.

6.1 Abstract

DL is rapidly permeating the field of Digital Pathology with algorithms successfully

applied both to ease daily clinical practice and to provide novel information to pathol-

ogists. Most DL workflows for Digital Pathology however include custom code for

data preprocessing, usually tailored to data and tasks of interest, resulting in soft-

ware that is hard to understand, peer-review and test. In this work, we introduce

histolab, a Python package designed to standardize the pre-processing of WSIs in

a reproducible environment, supported by automated testing. The package provide

functions for building datasets of WSI subwindows (tiles), including augmentation
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and morphological operators, a tile scoring framework and stain normalization meth-

ods. histolab is designed to be modular, extensible, and easily integrable in DL

pipelines for Digital Pathology. To guarantee robustness, histolab embraces software

engineering best practices such as multi-platform automated testing and Continuous

Integration.

Summary

Here we introduce histolab, a novel open-source Python package for WSI prepro-

cessing, in order to provide a standard environment for DL applications in Digital

Pathology that is endowed with automated testing. First, histolab is designed to be

easily integrated in a computational pipeline and contributes to a reproducible set-

ting. Notably, histolab includes a comprehensive software test suite for automated

early detection of design flaws (see Section 6.4), thus mitigating the risk of hidden

technical debts [414]. In particular, by evaluating early and with industry standards

if the software can be trusted, we take a critical effort to avoid domino effects that

could possibly jeopardize a whole pipeline.

In research, histolab has been adopted to standardize WSI preprocessing on the

GTEx and TCGA public repositories.

The experimental setting of histolab is based on a high-level interface, which

can be used for concise and reproducible scripting of tasks such as fine-tuned tile

extraction, or sequences of preprocessing steps over intrinsic (size, color variability)

and extrinsic (file format) factors. A step-by-step tutorial for experimenting with

histolab is included in its official documentation 1.

Related work

Among tools for WSI analysis and processing, there is a growth of solutions that are

publicly available and open-source, suggesting an effort towards promoting repro-

1 https://histolab.readthedocs.io/en/latest/quickstart.html
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ducibility and collaborative research, also in clinical tasks [300]. To the best of our

knowledge, four other projects have been developed with aims similar to histolab,

i.e., providing a reproducible, high-level tool for WSI preprocessing that can be eas-

ily plugged into a Digital Pathology workflow or in a larger bioimaging analysis

solution: PyHIST [330], deep-histopath [130], compay-syntax [64], and py-wsi [437].

Further, two general-purpose research toolkits for computational pathology, more

oriented to support AI models, have been recently introduced: both are named

PathML [437]. PyHIST [330] is a semi-automatic command-line tool that implements

different tile generation methods. PyHIST and histolab common features include: (i)

automatic tissue detection, (ii) assessment of tissue area on the tiles; (iii) grid and ran-

dom sampling approaches; (iv) multi-platform availability. However, histolab offers

the following additional features: (v) a pool of filters to manipulate the images; (vi) a

score-based extractor with customizable scoring functions; (vii) a data module with

several example WSIs, (viii) a comprehensive test suite. Moreover, PyHIST currently

supports only Aperio’s SVS or TIFF formats, while histolab supports all OpenSlide

formats. The deep-histopath project has been developed ad hoc to preprocess the

TUPAC16
2 dataset and predict breast cancer tumor proliferation [130]. Its public

repository provides many image preprocessing utilities useful to apply deep learn-

ing for histopathology image classification. Also, a novel nuclei scoring function is

implemented, based on tissue percentage and color characteristics, which also allows

the extracted tiles to be sorted and filtered. Although histolab and deep-histopath

share several features, histolab has three main advantages: (i) the code is not tai-

lored for a specific dataset; (ii) the package is available on PyPI; (ii) the proposed

nuclei scoring function does not depend on empirically derived parameters. More-

over, deep-histopath does not include tests. compay-syntax is an OpenSlide-based

tool for basic random tile sampling of WSIs [64]. compay-syntax has an intuitive API

and it is published on PyPI, but its documentation is limited and software testing is

missing.

Finally, py-wsi handles tile extraction on top of OpenSlide following a grid strategy

and automatic labeling from Aperio ImageScope XML annotation files [437]. Notably,

2 http://tupac.tue-image.nl/
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it provides functions for saving tiles and their metadata into a LMDB database, as

well as HDF5 format, and utilities for batch iteration over tiles, epoch counting and

tiles shuffling. py-wsi has been published on PyPI, however it lacks a software testing

suite.

6.2 Software description

Software Architecture

histolab is a Python-based software built on top of existing state-of-the-art libraries,

e.g., OpenSlide [167] for low-level WSI operations, NumPy [182] for fast numerical

computations and scikit-image [495] for image processing algorithms. A preprocess-

ing pipeline for extracting informative tiles from WSI datasets can be implemented

in histolab by composing methods and data structures from six main components:

slide, filters, masks, tile, tiler, scorer, and data.

Software Functionalities

The histolab library is composed of seven main modules for WSI processing: the

slide module, the filters package, the masks module, the tile module, the tiler

module, the scorer module, and the data module.

6.2.0.1 The slide module

The slide module provides a simple high-level interface to handle a WSI; it con-

tains the slide class, which wraps functions, methods and properties of a virtual

slide in a single object. The slide class encapsulates OpenSlide, possibly the most

used open-source scientific software for Digital Pathology [167], and relies on the

openslide-python library for the low-level operations on digital slides. A WSI is usu-

ally stored in pyramidal format, where each level corresponds to a specific mag-

nification factor. Therefore, two relevant properties of a WSI are: (i) its dimensions
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at native magnification; (ii) the number of levels and the dimensions at a specified

level. OpenSlide identifies each magnification level of the WSI with a positive integer

number, starting from 0.

A slide is initialized by providing the path where the WSI is stored and the path

where the extracted tiles will be saved. Further, the slide module implements the

SlideSet class, which handles a collection of Slide objects stored in the same direc-

tory, possibly filtered by the valid_extensions parameter.

The slides_stats property of a SlideSet computes statistics for the collection,

namely the number of available slides; the slide with the maximum (minimum)

width; the slide with the maximum (minimum) height; the slide with the maximum

(minimum) size; the average width, height, and size of the slides.

6.2.0.2 Filters

Filters is a subpackage including 35 functions for image manipulation, such as con-

trast enhancement, color deconvolution or background removal and image quality

control. Further, the filters component implements 9 morphological filters on bi-

nary masks, including basic morphological operations (i.e., dilation, erosion, opening,

closing). Many filters wrap scikit-image [495] and SciPy [489] functions, and reimple-

ment functions from [130]. Notably, filters are designed and tested to be applied

singularly or combined together as a chain of transformations through the Compose

object.

6.2.0.3 The masks module

The classes implemented in the masks module define how to calculate a binary mask

from a slide, which is necessary during the tiles extraction phase. The TissueMask

class segments the tissue areas in the slide leveraging a sequence of histolab filters,

including conversion to grayscale, Otsu thresholding, binary dilation, small holes

and small objects removal. The BiggestTissueBoxMask class applies the same chain

of filters as TissueMask and it returns a binary mask corresponding to the bounding

box of the largest connected tissue region. As a diagnostic check, it is possible to draw
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the contours of the selected mask on the slide thumbnail via the slide’s method

locate_mask, passing the mask instance as a parameter.

6.2.0.4 The tile module

Feeding a neural network with a full resolution WSI (possibly exceeding 10GB) is

currently impractical. Usually, a WSI is first divided into tiles covering the region or

regions of interest [103]. Then, the tiles are used as sample inputs in a Deep Learning

pipeline; in the simplest training procedure, each tile is treated as an independent

object, usually associated to a diagnostic label assigned to the WSI of origin by an

expert pathologist.

The tile module contains the tile class to manage a rectangular region cropped

from a slide. A tile object is described by (i) its extraction coordinates at native

magnification (corresponding to level 0 in OpenSlide), (ii) the level of extraction, (iii)

the actual image, stored as a PIL Image [99]. A tile object will be created internally

during the tile extraction process (Figure 30).

A tile object can be evaluated to retrieve information. In particular, the method

has_enough_tissue checks if the proportion of the detected tissue over the total area

of the tile is above a specified threshold (by default 80%). Internally, the method

quantifies the amount of tissue by applying a chain of histolab filters, including

conversion to grayscale, Otsu thresholding, binary dilation and small holes filling.

6.2.0.5 The tiler module

Different logics are implemented for tile extraction in the tiler module. The con-

structor of the three extractors randomtiler, gridtiler, and ScoreTiler share a

similar interface and common parameters that define the extraction design: (P1)

tile_size: the tile size; (P2) level: the extraction level, from 0 to the number of avail-

able levels; negative indexing is also possible, counting backward from the number

of available levels to 0 (e.g., level= −1 means selecting the last available level); (P3)

check_tissue: True if a minimum percentage of tissue over the total area of the tile is

required to save the tiles (see Section 6.2.0.4), False otherwise; (P4) tissue_percent:

number between 0 and 100 representing the minimum required ratio of tissue over
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the total area of the image, considered only if check_tissue equals to True (default

is 80.0); (P5) prefix: a prefix to be added at the beginning of the tiles’ filename (op-

tional, default is the empty string); (P6) suffix: a suffix to be added to the end of the

ties’ filename (optional, default is .png).

The general mechanism is to (i) create a tiler object, (ii) define a slide object, used

to identify the input image, and (iii) create a mask object to determine the area for

tile extraction within the tissue. The extraction process starts when the tiler’s extract

method is called, with the slide and the mask passed as parameters.

RandomTiler: The randomtiler extractor allows for the extraction of tiles picked

at random within the regions defined by the binary mask object. Since there is no

intrinsic upper bound of the number of the tiles that could be extracted (no overlap

check is performed), the number of wanted tiles must be specified.

In addition to (P1)-(P6), the randomtiler constructor requires as two additional

parameters the number of tiles requested (n_tiles), and the random seed (seed), to

ensure reproducibility between different runs on the same WSI. Note that less than

n_tiles could be extracted from a slide with not enough tissue pixels and a lot of

background, which is checked when the parameter check_tissue is set to True.

GridTiler: A second basic approach consists of extracting all the tiles in the areas

defined by the binary mask. This strategy is implemented in the gridtiler class.

The additional pixel_overlap parameter specifies the number of overlapping pixels

between two adjacent tiles. Tiles of width w and height h are cropped by using a

sliding window with stride s = (w− p)(h− p).

ScoreTiler: Tiles extracted from the same WSI may not be equally informative; for

example, if the goal is the detection of mitotic activity on HE slides, tiles with no

nuclei are of little interest. The ScoreTiler extractor ranks the tiles with respect to a

scoring function, described in the scorer module. In particular, the ScoreTiler class

extends the gridtiler extractor by sorting the extracted tiles in a decreasing order,

based on the computed score. Notably, the ScoreTiler is agnostic to the scoring
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function adopted, thus a custom function can be implemented provided that it inputs

a Tile object and outputs a number. The additional parameter n_tiles controls the

number of highest-ranked tiles to save; if n_tiles= 0 all the tiles are kept.

Each extractor will automatically (i) calculate the binary mask on the WSI depend-

ing on the mask object provided; (ii) generate the tiles within the mask; (iii) save all

generated tiles or only the informative ones if the attribute check_tissue is set to

True.

To visualize the position of the tiles that can be extracted, each Tiler object pro-

vides the locate_tiles method, returning a PIL Image corresponding to a scaled

version of the slide with the tiles’ boundaries outlined.

6.2.0.6 The scorer module

The goal of the scorer module is to provide the grading functions for the ScoreTiler

extractor described in Section 6.2.0.5. The scorer objects input a Tile object and

return their computed score.

The main aim of the NucleiScorer class is to compute a score on tiles extracted

from H&E slides based on the amount of nuclei detected. The automatic detection of

cell nuclei on histological images is a well-known challenging task due to the high

heterogeneity of slide preparation and image acquisition techniques [218]. Moreover,

the morphology and texture of nuclei vary according to several factors such as tis-

sue structure or disease type, often resulting in complex, overlapping clusters [189].

Among the automated approaches employed to perform the nuclei segmentation,

the threshold-based methods have the advantage of requiring no parameter tuning

or training procedure. Threshold-based techniques are usually integrated with other

methods, such as color space conversion [4, 295], watershed transformation [378, 410],

and morphological operations [360, 506].

The NucleiScorer class implements an hybrid algorithm that combines threshold-

ing and morphological operations to segment nuclei on H&E-stained histological

images. The proposed method is build upon native histolab filters, namely the

HematoxylinChannel filter, the YenThreshold filter, and the WhiteTopHat filter. Per-

formance of the proposed nuclei segmentation algorithm have been evaluated on the
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UCSB public dataset [162] (Section 6.4.0.2). Notably, the algorithm does not require

any parameter tuning.

The NucleiScorer class defines the score of a given tile t as:

st = Nt · tanh(Tt), 0 ⩽ st < 1 (4)

where Nt is the nuclei ratio on t, computed as number of white pixels on the

segmented mask over the tile size, and Tt the fraction of tissue in t. Notice that we

introduced the hyperbolic tangent to bound the weight of the tissue ratio over the

nuclei ratio.

6.2.0.7 The data module

The data module, based on Pooch [476], gives access to a collection of 11 slides

dyed with different staining techniques (HE and Immunohistochemistry (IHC)). In

particular, WSIs are retrieved from three public archives: TCGA 3, OpenSlide 4, and

IDR 5. The slides are downloaded and stored in the system cache and they can then

be imported in a Python script (see Table 25 for a detailed description of the sample

data provided with histolab).

3 https://bit.ly/3GlRpQA
4 https://bit.ly/3AKrccW
5 https://bit.ly/34lmQx5
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6.3 Illustrative Example

>>> from histolab.data import breast_tissue 
>>> _, path = breast_tissue()

>>> from histolab.slide import Slide 
>>> slide = Slide(path, "path/to/processed")

>>> from histolab.tiler import RandomTiler 
>>> extractor = RandomTiler( 
      tile_size=(512, 512), 
      n_tiles=10, 
      level=2, 
      seed=42, 
      check_tissue=True, 
      tissue_percent=80.0, 
   )

>>> from histolab.tiler import GridTiler 
>>> extractor = GridTiler( 
      tile_size=(512, 512), 
      level=1, 
      check_tissue=True, 
      tissue_percent=80.0, 
      pixel_overlap=0, 
   )

>>> from histolab.scorer import NucleiScorer 
>>> from histolab.tiler import ScoreTiler 
>>> extractor = ScoreTiler( 
      scorer = NucleiScorer(), 
      tile_size=(512, 512), 
      n_tiles=100, 
      level=1, 
      check_tissue=True, 
      tissue_percent=80.0, 
      pixel_overlap=0, 
   )

>>> extractor.extract(slide, mask)

or

or

A

B

D

Cr

Cg

Cs

>>> from histolab.masks import TissueMask 
>>> mask = TissueMask()

E

Figure 30: histolab workflow to retrieve a tile dataset from a WSI with different extraction
strategies (Slide of breast cancer from the TCGA repository, see Table 25). Left: code
snippets of histolab major functions, from slide downloading and initialization
(A, B), to the definition of the extractor for the tiling procedure (Cr, Cg, Cs), and
the choice of the tissue mask (D) for the extraction of the tiles (E). Right: Visualiza-
tion of each step on the slide thumbnail (A-D) and (E) representative examples of
extracted tiles by using the Cr extractor on the whole tissue mask.
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Figure 30 illustrates the main steps to extract a reproducible dataset of tiles from a tis-

sue slide with histolab. In particular, a WSI of breast invasive carcinoma is retrieved

from the TCGA repository through the data module (Figure 30A and Appendix 25)

and initialized with the processed path where the tile dataset will be saved (Fig-

ure 30B). Different extraction strategies are then defined with custom parameters

(Figure 30Cr- 30Cs), such as the tile size, the extraction level, and the minimum

required percentage of tissue over the total area of the tile (see Section 6.2.0.5). The

result of each extractor can be visualized via the locate_tiles method, as illustrated

on the right of Figure 30Cr- 30Cs. The TissueMask class (see Section 6.2.0.3) is selected

in order to consider the whole tissue area detected on the slide (Figure 30D, left) as

highlighted by the locate_tiles function on the slide thumbnail (Figure 30D, right).

Finally, the extraction procedure is performed by the extract method on the chosen

extractor, passing the slide and the mask as parameters (Figure 30E). The retrieved

tiles are automatically saved in the specified processed path.

6.4 Appendix

Automated Testing Methods

6.4.0.1 Continuous Integration pipeline

The intent of the histolab project is to warrant reliability and quality of scientific

software for preprocessing high-throughput digital pathology images. This effort is

specifically aimed at improving reproducibility of deep learning frameworks applied

to WSIs, possibly in combination with other bioinformatics tools. In practice, we em-

brace industrial software standards that are commonly used in software development

and, less frequently, in open source software development communities.

Automated software testing is a specific feature of histolab. This Python package

includes a comprehensive test suite, composed currently of 320 unit tests and 280

integration tests. The tests are developed using the pytest framework (v6.2.5), a full-

featured Python testing tool that supports complex functional testing for applications
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and libraries. In addition to pytest, the Python standard library packages unittest

and mock are used. A synthesis of the Continuous Integration (CI) pipeline adopted

for histolab is outlined in Figure 31. CI has been previously introduced in major

Python scientific open source projects such as Pandas and Numpy [182], for which

a coverage fraction of 93% and 85% are documented. For DP, the histomicsTK li-

brary [13] has adopted CI / automated testing, currently resulting in a 73% coverage.

However, the data preprocessing section in known DL pipelines for digital pathology

such as PyHIST [330], and compay-syntax [64] does not appear to explicitly include

CI.

A pull request  
is created

Code is pushed 
to the Histolab 

repository

The status report  
is generated

GitHub triggers 
Github Actions to 

build

GitHub triggers 
Github Actions to 

build

Code is reviewed

Coverage  
statistics are sent 

to Codecov

Branch build flow

Pull request build flow

The status report  
is generated

Figure 31: Overview of the histolab branch build workflow (top) and the Pull Request build
workflow (bottom).

6.4.0.2 Coverage statistics

We adopted the Python package coverage.py to compute detailed test coverage
statistics for histolab. The coverage percentage for each file is computed as:

coverage =
# executed lines + # execution paths (branches) hit by at least one test

# relevant lines + # execution paths
· 100

Note that contributing software is accepted only if the total coverage is not re-

duced, currently corresponding to 100%. Thus any contribution is expected to be

fully covered by tests.
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Nuclei segmentation

To assess the validity of our automated nuclei segmentation algorithm (Figure 35),

we estimated its accuracy on the public UCSB breast cancer dataset [162]. This public

dataset includes 59 HE-stained images of 30 benign and 29 malignant breast cancer

samples of size 896px× 768px and for each image it provides ground truth binary

masks of segmented nuclei on a smaller region of size 200px× 200px. To compute the

number of nuclei on the binary masks, we first applied histolab’s Watershed filter

and then we counted labeled regions with area greater than 100 pixels (Figure 32-34).

Binary Mask Watershed 
Segmented Mask

Figure 32: Example of Watershed filter applied on a nuclei binary mask of a tile extracted
from a WSI sample from the UCSB breast cancer dataset.

Extracted tile Hematoxylin segmentation Mask refinement

Figure 33: Nuclei segmentation procedure adopted by the NucleiScorer class: the hema-
toxylin channel is filtered with the Yen threshold and the mask is then refined
with the white top hat morphological operation. Tile from the OS-HEART WSI
(Table 25).
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UCSB images Ground truth Our algorithm

# Nuclei = 21 # Nuclei = 23

# Nuclei = 29 # Nuclei = 29

# Nuclei = 49 # Nuclei = 49

# Nuclei = 27 # Nuclei = 27

# Nuclei = 40 # Nuclei = 41

Figure 34: Nuclei segmentation performance of benign samples from the UCSB dataset, com-
pared to the ground truth.
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We quantified the segmentation results using pixel-wise metrics as defined in [291]

(Table 23). Cell nuclei in malignant samples of the UCSB dataset present the salt-and-

pepper chromatin patterns, typically detected in endocrine tumors [395]. The fine

granularity of the chromatin results in a dispersion of the hematoxylin staining, ex-

plaining the lower pixel-wise performance of the segmentation in malignant samples.

Table 23: Pixel-wise performance of the NucleiScorer (NS) segmentation algorithm on the
UCSB dataset, for benign (NS-Benign), malignant (NS-BRC), and all data (NS-All).
Results are expressed as a percentage.

Samples Accuracy (std) Precision (std) recall (std) F1 score (std) Jaccard index (std)

NS-Benign 90.81 (0.31) 74.27 (0.75) 93.93 (0.50) 82.54 (0.40) 70.47 (0.58)
NS-BRC 87.95 (0.65) 77.19 (1.03) 73.66 (2.64) 70.31 (1.94) 57.04 (1.89)
NS-All 89.48 (0.52) 75.62 (0.91) 84.55 (2.09) 76.88 (1.49) 64.26 (1.52)

Table 24: Pixel-wise performance of nuclei segmentation methods on the UCSB dataset:
threshold-based methods (Buggenthin et al. [59], Al-Kofahi et al. [5]); clustering-
based by Tang et al. [451]. Results are expressed as a percentage.

Method accuracy precision F1 score Jaccard index
[59] 84.36 61.37 72.50 –
[5] 82.27 61.03 74.15 60.16

[451] 86.60 64.04 76.34 –

In terms of pixel-wise accuracy (a), precision (p), F1 measure (f1), and Jaccard in-

dex (j) the NucleiScore algorithm outperforms the threshold-based approaches pro-

posed by Buggenthin et al. [59] and Al-Kofahi et al. [5], and the precision of the

proposed algorithm is significantly higher than the clustering-based technique de-

fined by Tang et al. [451], as summarized in Table 24. The lower recall and higher

precision with respect to the compared methods implies a reduced number of false

negatives detected.
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Input image

  HematoxylinChannel()

  YenThreshold()   WhiteTopHat()

Mask 1 Mask 2

Output mask

Figure 35: Schematic workflow of the algorithm implemented for the automated nuclei seg-
mentation.

Table 25: Set of WSIs downloadable with the histolab data module. TCGA-BRCA: TCGA
Breast Invasive Carcinoma dataset; TCGA-PRAD: TCGA Prostate Adenocarcinoma
dataset; TCGA-OV: Ovarian Serous Cystadenocarcinoma dataset. IDR: Image Data
Resource. H&E: Hematoxylin and Eosin. IHC: Immunohistochemistry

WSI ID Tissue Dimensions (w× h) Size (MB) Repository Staining
OS-AORTA Aorta 15, 374px× 17, 497px 63.8 OpenSlide H&E
OS-HEART Heart 32, 672px× 47, 076px 289.3 OpenSlide H&E

TCGA-BREAST Breast 96, 972px× 30, 682px 299.1 TCGA-BRCA H&E
TCGA-PROSTATE Prostate 16, 000px× 15, 316px 46.1 TCGA-PRAD H&E

TCGA-OVARY Ovary 30, 001px× 33, 987px 389.1 TCGA-OV H&E
TCGA-BREAST-RED Breast 60, 928px× 75, 840px 510.9 TCGA-BRCA H&E

TCGA-BREAST-GREEN Breast 98, 874px× 64, 427px 719.6 TCGA-BRCA H&E
TCGA-BREAST-BLACK Breast 121, 856px× 94, 697px 1740.8 TCGA-BRCA H&E

IDR-BREAST Breast 9960px× 7121px 218.3 IDR [411] IHC
IDR-KIDNEY Kidney 5179px× 4192px 66.1 IDR [411] IHC
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Chapter7
T I L S D E T E C T I O N I N N E U R O B L A S T O M A

Highlights

■ A novel DL pipeline is introduced
for automated quantification of
TILs on histopathology images in
precision oncology.

■ The proposed framework is first
tested on an original collection
of Neuroblastoma WSIs with IHC
staining for T-cell detection over
the whole tissue area.

■ WSI preprocessing is performed
with histolab to ensure repro-
ducibility, and patient-wise data
partitioning protocols are adopted
to avoid data-leakage effects.

■ TDA descriptors are used to inves-
tigate the inner states of DL archi-
tectures during training for model
interpretability.

■ The unsupervised analysis of the
deep features reveals clusters of
tiles with similar histological pat-
terns, e.g. pseudo-necrotic tissues
or stroma poor areas.

■ Agreement with human estimates
indicates our framework a promis-
ing tool in the clinical setting, to
support pathologists for the precise
quantification of immune content
in cancer samples.

Personal contribution I personally scanned the WSI collection with Dr. O.
Melaiu. I designed the overall approach, supervised the experiments (per-
formed by B. Papa), and evaluated the results, in particular the deep feature
analysis. I contributed to the annotation of histology tiles under the supervi-
sion of Dr. O. Melaiu. I also drafted the paper and prepared the figures.

7.1 Abstract

We introduce here a novel Machine Learning (ML) framework to address the issue

of the quantitative assessment of the immune content in Neuroblastoma (NB) spec-

imens. First, the EUNet, a U-Net with an EfficientNet encoder, is trained to detect
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lymphocytes on tissue digital slides stained with the CD3 T-cell marker. The training

set consists of 3782 images extracted from an original collection of 54 WSIs manually

annotated for a total of 73751 lymphocytes. Resampling strategies, data augmenta-

tion, and transfer learning approaches are adopted to warrant reproducibility and to

reduce the risk of overfitting and selection bias. TDA is then used to define activation

maps from different layers of the neural network at different stages of the training

process, described by Persistence Diagrams (PD) and Betti curves. TDA is further in-

tegrated with the UMAP dimensionality reduction and the HDBSCAN algorithm for

clustering by deep features the relevant subgroups and structures, across different

levels of the neural network. Finally, the recent TwoNN approach is leveraged to

study the variation of the intrinsic dimensionality of the U-Net model. As the main

task, the proposed pipeline is employed to evaluate the density of lymphocytes over

the whole tissue area of the WSIs. The model achieves good results with mean abso-

lute error 3.1 on test set, showing significant agreement between densities estimated

by our EUNet model and by trained pathologists, thus indicating the potentialities

of a promising new strategy in the quantification of the immune content in NB spec-

imens. Moreover, the UMAP algorithm unveiled interesting patterns compatible with

pathological characteristics, also highlighting novel insights on the dynamics of the

intrinsic dataset dimensionality at different stages of the training process.
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Summary

Figure 36: Graphical representation of the full analysis workflow. From the original WSIs the
collection of tiles constituting the NeSTBG dataset is generated and annotated to
obtain the ground truth for the model. Tiles are then used as the input for the
DL architecture EUNet to predict density maps, that are then post-processed and
analysed via TDA descriptors to interpret the detected deep features.

Here we propose a novel AI procedure, sketched in Figure 36, for the quantitative

evaluation of the immune content in NB specimens in a IHC / Digital Pathology

framework, i.e., using WSIs as the input data: in detail, a Deep Learning predictive

model is trained to estimate the density of lymphocytes over the whole tissue area

of the WSIs. The approach is demonstrated on the Neuroblastoma Specimens with

T-Lymphocytes - Bambino Gesù (NeSTBG), an original dataset of samples from NB

patients, provided by Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù (OPBG) in Rome, achieving

a satisfying performance (MAE ≈ 3.1). To boost reproducibility and interpretability

of the DL model, the extracted deep features are analyzed by TDA methods [72, 428]

and, in particular, Persistent Homology (PH) [212]. To date, this is the first realization

of an Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) reproducible platform encompassing

all the analysis steps from WSI preprocessing to clinical feature interpretation inte-
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grating topological concepts with deep architectures. Although currently more an ef-

fective proof of concepts than a fully fledged infrastructure, the novel link established

between DL and TDA in DP can lead to further developments along this research line.

Neuroblastoma

Neuroblastoma (NB) is the most common cancer diagnosed in the first year of

life [94] affecting the sympathetic nervous system. NB is a heterogeneous disease

with different outcomes ranging from spontaneous regression to aggressive progres-

sion, metastasis and death. Two main staging systems have been created to strat-

ify patients based on the wide range of outcome and tumor biology: the Interna-

tional Neuroblastoma Staging System (INSS), introduced in 1988 [54] and revised

in 1993 [53], and the International Neuroblastoma Risk Group Staging System (IN-

RGSS), introduced in 2009 by the International Neuroblastoma Risk Group task

force [104]. INRGSS enhances INSS by defining a series of Imaging Defined Risk

Factors based on radiological data such as CT scans and MRI assessing whether the

tumor is circumscribed, if it has metastasized or if it develops near vital parts of the

body. However, the effort of establishing an accurate staging system is still ongoing:

for instance, additional factors like the MYCN status, the histopathologic classifica-

tion, and the DNA content have also proven to be significant [114], and they are

currently evaluated in clinical practice. Tumor microenvironment (TME) has been

shown to play a role in the tumor development. In particular, several pieces of ev-

idence highlighted the importance of the composition, density and distribution of

tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes as prognostic markers in several human cancers, in-

cluding NB. Such observations are stimulating a growing research flow targeting

the dynamics of the immune system during the NB evolution [502], following the

Precision Medicine paradigm [29, 106, 145, 219].
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Related works

Immunohistochemistry

The IHC technique is particularly suitable to evaluate the density of tumor infiltrat-

ing immune cells on histology specimens [240]; by employing the right binding anti-

body, it is indeed possible to highlight specific immune cells on the tissue, allowing

pathologists to obtain information about their localization within the tumor microen-

vironment. Given the importance of TILs in recognizing and neutralizing cancer cells,

several studies have been conducted on different tumor types [100, 148, 433], and the

key prognostic significance of these cells has been highlighted. In NB, the study of

the immune response can be traced back to more than 50 years ago [70, 140, 262, 303].

However, the adoption of IHC to evaluate the role of the immune infiltration for the

prognosis of NB patients has its landmark in the work by Mina and colleagues [320].

The authors demonstrated that tumor-infiltrating T cells have a prognostic value

greater than, and independent of, the criteria currently used to stage NB. In this

thorough study different IHC biomarkers were used, including the Cluster of Dif-

ferentiation 3 (CD3). CD3 is a complex of trans-membrane proteins representing an

appropriate target for T Cells, also used as a representative marker in the present

work. As a major result of [320], a positive correlation is found between the density

of CD3 positive cells (i.e., CD3+ cells) and the overall patient survival.

Lymphocyte detection and density maps

As pointed out in several references [443, 483], detecting and quantifying lympho-

cytes represent a powerful tool to identify strong prognostic and predictive biomark-

ers for evaluating cancer progression and targeting novel therapeutic solutions. Nonethe-

less, it is widely acknowledged that the technical challenges to be solved towards the

goal are numerous and difficult, making the aforementioned tasks very hard to tackle

and indeed still an open problem. No shared consensus has been currently reached
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by the community on an optimal methodology: automatic localization and quantifica-

tion of lymphocytes have represented a major goal in DP in the last decade, resulting

in a constant stream of publications featuring the emerging solutions in both imaging

and learning, together with dedicated reviews detailing such evolution [408]. Focus-

ing on the methods adopting DL algorithms, convolution is the natural tool common

to many proposals, starting from [221], where CNNs were combined with a proba-

bility map to identify lymphocytes’ centers. Other approaches employed CNNs as a

classifier to discriminate lymphocytes from the image background [274], generating

a heatmap representing the probability of each pixel being a lymphocyte. The strat-

egy to move from the heatmap to the lymphocytes identification was later improved

in [406] through thresholding, while clinical relevance was made explicit by detect-

ing local spatial features [26]. Further technical improvements on the same directions

were achieved in [43] with the development of a non-maxima suppression (NMS) al-

gorithm to locate the center of each lymphocyte. Finally, combination with a more

classical morphologically-oriented procedure [488] allowed Li and coauthors [267] to

better identify the center of each candidate cell.

The landscape of solutions is quite rich even when restricting to the detection of

lymphocytes in IHC-stained WSIs. A first approach combining CNNs with color decon-

volution to produce a probabilistic heatmap [91] was later improved in [159] again

via a NMS procedure. An important breakthrough came when the general YOLO

architecture [382] was adapted to the lymphocyte detection task. After the first at-

tempt [444] where a non-maxima suppression algorithm was usedduring inference to

consider overlapping bounding boxes as detecting the same lymphocyte, in 2019 Van

Rijthoven and colleagues proposed YOLLO [567], a modified version of YOLO [382],

as a fast method to detect lymphocytes in IHC-stained WSIs. The proposed modifi-

cations to YOLO included a guided sampling strategy and a simplified architecture,

resulting in both a performance gain and a procedure speed-up. Finally, in [443],

YOLLO combined with non-maxima suppression is compared to other approaches

based on U-Net, a fully convolutional neural network, and Locality Sensitive Method

(LSM).
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In particular, two families of algorithms deserve being mentioned for the quite

large popularity gained in the last few years, both stemming from the original R-

CNN model [166]. The former set of architectures is mainly aimed at quick object

detection, with Fast R-CNN [165] as the first implementation, followed by its im-

proved version Faster R-CNN [386]. These models still work as building blocks for

recent solutions in DP, as in [280, 282, 523]. The latter family of models stem from

the prototypal structure Mask R-CNN [192, 193], obtained by optimizing the Faster

R-CNN for pixel-level segmentation tasks. Use of Mask R-CNN and derived mod-

els is also currently quite widespread in the DP community, with several examples

published in the literature [12, 129, 150, 499].

At the same time, crowd counting has always been a challenging task in com-

puter vision. The idea of tackling the counting problem with density maps begun

with [265]. Then Zhang and colleagues [527] started using DL models to predict

object density maps, later refined in [22] through a new encoder-decoder CNN for

crowd counting in aerial images. Similar strategies have been recently used in com-

putational biology for yeast cells detection [246] and also in DP [224], where density

maps are used to count cells in histology images of bone marrow tissues.
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7.2 Materials and Methods

Figure 37: Summary of clinical features and age distribution at diagnosis (month) for the 54

patients of the NeSTBG dataset.

Gender Male 30 (55%) Female 24 (45%)

INSS 1 18 (33%) 2 10 (19%) 3 5 (9%) 4 16 (30%) 4S 5 (9%)

INRGSS L1 26 (48%) L2 7 (13%) M 16 (30%) MS 16 (9%) 4S 5 (9%)

COG Low 24 (44%) Intermediate 19 (35%) High 11 (20%)

Prognosis Favourable 40 (74%) Unfavourable 14 (26%)

Mytotic frequency Low 24 (44%) Medium 1 (2%) High 24 (44%) Unknown 5 (9%)

MYCN Ampl. Absent 31 (57%) Present 13 (24%) Gain 8 (15%) Unknown 2 (4%)

1p36 deletion Yes 8 (15%) No 36 (67%) Imbalance 5 (9%) Yes + Imbalance 1 (2%) Unknown 4 (7%)

Morphology Stroma poor, poorly differentiated 42 (78%) Stroma poor, differentiated 4 (7%)

Stroma poor, undifferentiated 3 (6%) Other 5 (9%)

The NeSTBG dataset

The NeSTBG dataset is a collection of 3782 tiles with annotations for the centers of

lymphocytes for 54 IHC-stained WSIs of as many NB specimens, previously character-

ized for density of tumor infiltrating immune cells, including T cells [320], dendritic

cells and natural killer cells [316], as well as the expression of PD-L1 and PD-1 [315].

CD3 stained slides were digitized by the Menarini D-Sight scanner at native magni-

fication 40x (resolution 0.25 µm
pixel ) and employed for digital analysis. The 54 patients

are reasonably gender balanced (30 males vs. 24 females), mostly younger than 4

years at diagnosis. INSS, INRGSS and COG values are quite heterogeneous, as well

as the tumour location, with suprarenal position as the most frequent (24 patients,

44%); less frequent locations include lymph nodes, aorta, scapula, eye, pharynx, and

spleen. The full set of clinical characteristics of the 54 patients are summarised in Fig-
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ure 37. Morphologically, the large majority of the tumours in the cohort are stroma

poor (91%), and in particular poorly differentiated (42 patients, 78%). The remaining

12 samples include 4 differentiated and 3 undifferentiated stroma poor cases, to-

gether with an undifferentiated case and 4 ganglioneuroblastoma (GNBL), with only

a single stroma rich case. Furthermore, at a 40x magnification level, all samples have

about 560 tumoral cells in each sector, while pseudonecrosis areas are mainly present

in Stage 4 samples. Note that the heterogeneity of the stroma in the cohort does not

represent a confounding factor in the analysis: our experience suggests that immune

cells can infiltrate the tumour tissue regardless of the morphology of the stroma,

thus yielding that tissue composition is not directly correlated to the immune con-

tent. Further, CD3 staining is extremely clean and specific, and the background noise

is reduced by precise stain tuning and by blocking the non specific binding sites,

with no need for preprocessing procedures reducing stain variability. Each tile in

NeSTBG is a 512 by 512 pixels RGB image stored in png format, randomly extracted

from a WSI at 20x magnification.

Annotations refer to the x and y coordinates of the centers of the lymphocytes

found in each tile. The tiles are extracted from digitised tumor samples of NB pa-

tients, diagnosed between the 2002 and 2013 at OPBG [320]. In particular, NeSTBG is

generated from the subset of the samples treated with monoclonal antibodies against

CD3, and visualized with the Fast Red chromogen substrate. All the slides are also

counterstained with Haematoxylin, the dye used to visualize cell nuclei. Among the

ten available stainings, only the subset of slides treated with anti-CD3 antibodies

was selected and coloured with Fast-Red. Moreover, the specimens obtained through

needle ago-biopsy were excluded, as suggested by an expert pathologist, as they may

be less representative of the tumoral status. Level 1 in the OpenSlide standard [167],

corresponding to 20x magnification and 0.5 µm
pixel resolution, was selected for the im-

ages as a trade-off between image details and computational load, being sufficiently

detailed to detect marked cells and also to describe WSIs using a limited number

of tiles. Segmentation of the tissue region within the slide was also needed: a large

portion of a WSI is background, and restricting computations only on the tissue area

saves both time and resources. However, the original slides in the NeSTBG dataset in-
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cluded many types of artifacts, for instance different appearances of the background

surrounding the tissue; WSIs presented a wide range of shades, from pure white to

greys with different levels of detail.

To address the above issues, a sequence of filters was applied to mask out low

frequency areas, and morphological operations were used to refine the result. The

extraction scheme was designed by overlaying a grid on the tissue area detected on

each slide, where each cell of the grid represented a tile. A random number of tiles

ranging from 20 to 175 were extracted with random uniform probability, in order

to have a representative sample of tissue per slide. The pre-processing steps have

been performed with the histolab library (See Chapter 6). An example of the tile

extraction procedure is shown in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Visualization of the random extraction pattern performed with histolab. A CD3+
stained WSI used for the NeSTBG dataset is portrayed (at magnification 1.25x).
The size of each tile is representative of the real portion of tissue captured with a
512× 512 tile at 20x magnification.

The point-wise annotations for the centers of the lymphocytes were manually per-

formed using the VIA annotation tool (version 2) [131] by four trained annotators,

generating 73571 annotations for 3782 tiles extracted from a total of 54 WSIs. Exam-

ples of annotations are reported in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Example tiles from NeSTBG with corresponding manual point-wise annotations
for the centers of the lymphocytes by the VIA software.

Given the non negligible irregularity in the shapes of lymphocytes, the staining

variability, and the presence of really packed clusters of T-cells, a relaxed constraint

for the annotations was chosen, following the strategy introduced in [265] for object

counting in crowded scenes; the authors defined a density map of the objects in a

crowded scene by centering at each annotated point a Gaussian curve, and normaliz-

ing such that the integral over the whole scene would result in the number of objects.

When used for lymphocyte detection, the density-map approach associates to the

annotated centers the highest confidence of objectness [8], a measure that decreases

with radial distance from the center.

The point-like annotations were used to build targets to train the deep learning

model to reproduce the density maps instead of bounding boxes typically used in an

object detection task. This approach allows the model to encode the confidence of the

annotation during the training phase, and also to leverage the surrounding context

for the prediction. To define a density map, let T be an RGB tile of shape (N×N× 3),

and A its set of annotations

A = {ck = (xk,yk)|k ∈ [0,n], xk ∈ [0,N− 1], yk ∈ [0,N− 1] for n ∈ N, n ⩽ ∞}
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The density map is then computed as:

1. Assign a value d to each annotated pixel and define M̂ as:

M̂(i, j) =


d if (j, i) = ck for k ∈ [0,n]

0 otherwise

2. Define a Gaussian kernel

G(x,y;σ) =
1

2πσ2
e
−x2+y2

2σ2

and a squared structuring element GK, with side length l << N and values

given by G centered on the midpoint of GK;

3. Convolve M̂ with GK to obtain the target density map M = M̂ ∗GK.

EUNet architecture

EUNet, the chosen architecture for the predictive model, is based on the fully con-

volutional U-Net [394] in its encoder-decoder version. The aim of the encoder is to

extract feature maps at different depth; the corresponding decoder blocks will up-

sample feature maps from preceding layers and use feature maps of the encoder to

refine the spatial information. Specifically, for each layer of the decoder:

1. The feature map from the preceding layer is up-sampled with standard up-

sampling operations, without any trainable parameter.

2. The up-sampled feature map is concatenated with the feature map from the

symmetric level of the encoder path on the depth dimension (i.e., adding more

feature channels).

3. The concatenated feature map is fed to convolution operations to refine the

spatial information and reduce the number of feature channels.
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In this work, we leveraged the PyTorch [354] U-Net implementation provided by

Yakubovskiy in [512], which includes several encoder architectures and provides pre-

trained ImageNet weights [121, 251, 252].

EfficientNet [449] (b3 version) was chosen as encoder; moreover, the spatial and

channel Squeeze & Excitation blocks (scSE) [397] were also introduced in the de-

coder to improve model performance (see Appendix A.3). The proposed framework

is illustrated in Figure 40 and includes:

• encoder and decoder each composed of five blocks;

• scSE blocks at the end of each decoder block;

• Decoder blocks with output feature channels of size: 256, 128, 64, 32, 16;

• Identity function as activation map in the output layer.

Figure 40: The full EUNet analysis pipeline.
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EUNet training and evaluation

The lymphocyte counting task was censored as a classification task, by manually

defining classes of lymphocyte density. The density classes used can be represented

by the set C = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, as shown in Table 26.

Table 26: Lymphocyte count binning in ordinal classes.

Class 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

No. of Lymphocytes 0 1-5 6-10 11-20 21-50 51-200 > 200

Let D be a dataset represented by a collection of n tiles: then γ ∈ Nn is the

vector of ground truth class for the target lymphocytes in each tile and γ̂ ∈ Rn is

the vector containing class predictions. As model performance metrics we used the

Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the Mean Squared Error (MSE), the ACC, the Cohen’s

Kappa and the MCC. MAE and MSE are the L1 and L2 averaged difference between

predicted counts and ground truth counts, respectively, while ACC is the averaged

matching between the predicted class and the ground truth class.

MAE =

∑n
i=1 |γi − γ̂i|

n

MSE =

∑n
i=1 (γi − γ̂i)

2

n

ACC =

∑n
i=1 δγi,γ̂i
n

where δ is the Kronecker delta δγi,γ̂i =


1 if γi = γ̂i

0 otherwise.
The Cohen Kappa K [102] is a statistical measure used to evaluate agreement be-

tween two classifier, and it is defined as: K = ACC−pe
1−pe

, where pe is the sum of the

probabilities of the two classifiers agreeing on each class by chance. K takes values

in [-1,1] where 1 means perfect agreement between classifiers and 0 or lower values

mean that the two classifiers are agreeing by chance. In this work K has quadratic
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weights for non agreeing values, thus attributing less importance to errors among

nearby classes, in concordance with our classes having ordinal values.

The loss function used for training is the MSE between the ground truth and

the predicted density map, computed pixel-wise. Since the L2 metric penalizes large

differences between pixels accordingly to their magnitude, the larger the values of

the peaks in the constructed density maps, the higher the relevance: as a result,

pixels in proximity of the lymphocyte centers (where the peaks are located) are more

easily predicted than pixels of lymphocyte boundaries. Coupling the Gaussian kernel

density maps with the MSE loss drives the network to focus on lymphocytes centers

using the context in close proximity, but without great penalty for the exact margin

reconstruction.

Hyperparameter optimization is done by the Ranger algorithm [508], combining

the Lookahead procedure [524], and the Radam stabilization strategy [278]. The recti-

fication strategy of [278] works by tuning the variance parameters of adaptive learn-

ing rate optimizers (e.g., Adam [543]) for the first iterations, until variance stabilizes

with data from a sufficient number of iterations, thus avoiding the optimizer to re-

main stuck in local minima. The Lookahead strategy [524] improves parameter explo-

ration speed and stability by using two sets of weights for the optimizer. One set of

weights is used for fast exploration of the loss landscape, the other set of weights

updates with smaller speed and serves as a stabilizing mechanism if the state of

the the optimizer get stuck in unwanted local minima of the loss function. Overall,

Ranger proved to be more robust and fast with respect to Adam, warranting a stable

optimization providing a high optimal learning rate η = 10−2, resulting in a faster

training phase, especially for the ResNet50, whose training could be reduced from

more than 300 epochs to about 80 epochs.

Networks were initialized by using pretrained weights from ImageNet [121, 251,

252]; alternative strategies such as using weights from fine-tuned ResNet50 pre-

trained on the public DP dataset Lysto1, did not lead to a significant performance

improvement.

1 https://lysto.grand-challenge.org/
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To guarantee robustness and reproducibility to the modeling, a preliminary train-

ing/test split with ratio 3
4 / 1

4 was operated and on the training set a 4× 5−cross val-

idation resampling strategy was employed, following the guidelines recommended

by the US-FDS in their MAQC/SEQC initiatives [179, 463]. Metrics are reported in-

dicating average and standard deviation. Moreover, throughout the model training

a particular care has been devoted into avoiding overfitting effects such as data (or

information) leakage [62]: tiles extracted from the same WSI were not distributed in

different training/test data subsets, a careful approach which is now becoming stan-

dard in the most recent works being published [146]. Finally, we adopted a plateau

learning rate scheduler by monitoring metrics on validation set and reducing the

learning rate if no improvements occurred for at least ten epochs: the new learning

rate was computed as ηt+1 = αηt with α = 0.2.

Lymphocytes spatial identification

The predicted lymphocytes density map is post-processed through a 3-step pipeline

in order to refine the coordinates of the lymphocytes’ centers:

1. First, the predicted density map values are corrected by setting to zero all pixels

with negative values. Indeed, the model learns to predict near-zero values for

pixels not belonging to lymphocytes, but the prediction may tend to zero in

both positive and negative direction, and for the prediction to be a valid density

map the negative values should be removed.

2. Secondly, Otsu thresholding algorithm [348] is used to find an optimal value

to discretize the density maps in two levels: lymphocytes and background. The

Otsu algorithm is the de-facto standard for discriminating foreground and back-

ground pixels within an image. In detail, the optimal threshold is identified by

minimizing intra-class intensity variance (equivalent to maximizing inter-class

variance). Since the Otsu algorithm is the one-dimensional discrete analog of

Fisher’s Discriminant Analysis, this procedure coincides with globally optimiz-

ing k-means clustering on the intensity histogram. Pixels with values under the
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threshold are assigned to the background, while pixels with values over the

threshold are assigned to the lymphocyte class.

3. Thirdly, in crowded scenarios, the simple segmentation may still result in con-

nected components including more than one pixel. To split connected compo-

nents on the Otsu mask, the Watershed segmentation algorithm [392] is used

to effectively separate a dense single connected component into multiple sub-

components. The result of the Watershed technique is a matrix with n con-

nected components with different labels.

Finally, in order to obtain the coordinates of the center, for each connected component

in the mask, the coordinates of the center of mass are computed and used as a proxy

for the coordinates of the predicted lymphocytes. The goodness of the detection is

evaluated by the three metrics Precision, Recall and F1-score, using as input the two

sets of points T and P, defined for each tile as:

T = {tk = (xk,yk)|k ∈ [0,n1], xk ∈ [0,N− 1], yk ∈ [0,N− 1] for n1 ∈ N, n1 ⩽ ∞}

P = {pk = (xk,yk)|k ∈ [0,n2], xk ∈ [0,N− 1], yk ∈ [0,N− 1] for n2 ∈ N, n2 ⩽ ∞} ,

corresponding to the ground truth and the predicted center’s coordinates, respec-

tively. The Hungarian algorithm [253] is used to find the best assignment between

ground truth points and predicted lymphocyte centers. Since optimal assignment

can fail if the matched points are too far away, each possible match is accepted only

if the distance between points is lower than a given threshold t, with Θ(t) = sl for

sl ≃ 4µm, i.e., the average size of a lymphocyte [567], corresponding to 8 pixels.

Accepted matches are labeled as True Positive, while unmatched ground truths are

considered False Negatives and unmatched predictions False Positives.

Deep Features interpretation

To explore the hidden layers of the model, a subset SN of 1080 tiles was extracted from

the NeSTBG dataset, 20 tiles for each available WSI, and then analysed by three dif-

ferent methods, namely UMAP-HDBSCAN clustering (Chapter 2, Section 2.6.3.1), TDA
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descriptors (Appendix A.2) and TwoNN dimensionality estimation (Appendix A.4).

First, UMAP is used to project data into a low b-dimensional space with b ∈ [2, 12],

where the upper bound is recommended in [312] for later feeding the projection into

the HDBSCAN algorithm without falling into a computationally intractable task. In-

deed, feature maps from raw images or from hidden layers of the network can be up

to 106 dimensions. For instance, in an intermediate step of the trained U-Net the fea-

ture map has height and width 128 and 64 feature channels, resulting in a flattened

vector of length 128× 128× 64 = 1, 048, 576 elements, for each tile. Estimating den-

sities in 106 dimensions with approximately 103 data points would not be feasible

without the UMAP dimensionality reduction step. Value of b needs to be a trade-off

between computational constraints (lower b) and the effort of preserving most of

the original structure of the dataset (higher b): for the current tasks, b = 4 was cho-

sen. Furthermore, the UMAP minimum distance parameter was set to zero to let the

embedding be free of arranging points close together; the number of neighbors pa-

rameter was set to 25 so that at each iteration UMAP is forced to compare tiles from

more than one patient, since at most 20 tiles are extracted from the same WSI; finally,

L2, L1 and cosine norm were used as the distance in the original feature space.

The obtained 4-dim projection was thus used as the input for HDBSCAN to extract

the dense regions of the embeddings; the clustering was subsequently visualized us-

ing a different 2-dim UMAP projection for a qualitative analysis of its global structure.

Next, Betti curves are used to highlight the topological dynamics of the deep fea-

tures and finally the estimate of the intrinsic dimensionality of SN as a point cloud

is provided by the TwoNN algorithm.

Ansuini et al [17] experimented standard Convolutional Neural Network architec-

tures for classification tasks (VGG, AlexNet, ResNet) and observed a characteristic

pattern of Intrinsic Dimensionality of the deep features along layers in a well trained

model. However, EUNet is more complex, with connections across multiple layers

and two main branches with inherently different behaviors (encoding and decod-

ing).
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7.3 Results

Quantification of the immune content

To quantify the immune content in NB in terms of lymphocyte detection, a suite of

DL experiments were run on the NeSTBG dataset employing a U-Net network with

an EfficientNet-b3 architecture as encoder (EUNet for short). The whole dataset was

first partitioned into Training (TR) and Test (TS) subsets, with ratio 3
4 −

1
4 ; on the

TR portion, a 5-fold cross validation was run four times (TR-CV), and the model

trained on the whole TR was then evaluated on the left-out TS. The outcome of the

prediction on TS was finally postprocessed (TSp) to enhance the lymphocyte detec-

tion: for this model, Precision=0.73, Recall=0.85 and F1-score=0.75. The complete set

of classification performance is summarized in Table 27.

Table 27: Classification results (in terms of mean and standard deviation mean (st.dev) of
the performance metrics for repeated experiments) for different EUNet models: in
cross-validation on the training set (TR-CV), in training on the whole TR and infer-
ence on the test set, before (TS) and after (TSp) postprocessing (see Sec. 7.2). MCC:
Matthews Correlation Coefficient; K: Cohen Kappa; MAE: Mean Absolute Error;
MSE: Mean Squared Error.

Subset MCC K ACC MAE MSE

TR-CV 0.50(0.10) 0.87(0.04) 0.70(0.10) 7.0(5.0) 881(1560)

TS 0.55 0.85 0.69 3.4 47

TSp 0.59 0.84 0.71 3.1 30

The EUNet was later applied to the entire tissue area of the 54 NeSTBG WSIs to

obtain a patient-wise estimate of T-cell density. The tiles already included in NeSTBG

were discarded during the training phase to avoid data leakage effects. Note that,

for each WSI, NeSTBG includes approximately 1
100 of all possible tiles. In Figure 41

the process of density estimation is graphically summarised on two tiles, while in

Figure 42 the effect of postprocessing on the same two tiles is shown.
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Figure 41: Examples of the density map prediction process on two tiles. First row: original im-
ages. Second row: ground truth density maps. Third row: predicted density maps.
Fourth row: predicted density maps discretized with Otsu threshold overlaid on
the original image.
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To compute the density, the area (mm2) of a single tile of size 512 × 512 pixels

can be approximated as Atile = l2 = 0.655 mm2 where ltile = (512
pixel
mm · ρ · 10−3) =

0.256 mm is the tile side length and ρ = 0.5 µm
pixel is the resolution (20×) used for the

tile extraction.

Figure 42: Examples of lymphocytes detection obtained through postprocessing of predicted
density maps on the original tiles of Figure 41. gt: ground truth after postprocess-
ing, pred: prediction.

As a benchmark, the DL estimate is compared with the manual estimate of a pathol-

ogist through the formula proposed in the reference work [320], expressing the den-

sity estimate L for each slide as the natural logarithm of the number of lymphocytes

per mm2:

L = log

(
1

n

n∑
i=0

ci
Ai

)
, (5)

where n is the number of regions of interest (5 or 10), log is the natural logarithm,

ci is the number of lymphocytes in the i-th selected region of interest, and Ai is the

area of the i-th region of interest expressed in mm2. The two density estimates have

a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.47 with P-value 3 · 10−4: in details, in Figure 43

the corresponding correlation plot is shown, together with the residual plot display-
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ing the difference between DL predicted density value and pathologist estimation,

indicating a positive offset.

Figure 43: Comparison between DL and human expert density estimations computed for the
54 patients of the NeSTBG dataset. Notice that the pathologist estimation is com-
puted on 10 regions of interest while the DL predicted densities are computed on
the whole slide . Left panel: correlation plot for predicted densities and density es-
timated by pathologists. Right panel: residual plot for difference between DL and
pathologist density estimation. Yellow line, both panels: perfect correlation. Red
Line: average difference between DL and pathologist prediction.

Clinical assessment of the topological features

Clustering analysis was performed by HDBSCAN on the deep features projected by

UMAP from the deepest (central) layers of the EUNet. Notably, these features are

represented by vectors vi ∈ RD, with dimension D = 524, 288, as the output of the

feature maps in the deepest layers has spatial dimensions 128× 128 and 64 feature

channels. The most interesting structure emerged in the second block of the EUNet

decoder; Figure 44 shows the cluster assignment using cosine similarity as metric in

the higher dimensional space, 15 neighbours and zero minimum distance for UMAP,

minimum cluster size 5 and minimum number of samples 16 for HDBSCAN.
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Figure 44: UMAP 2-dimensional embedding of a deep EUNet layer with cosine metric, and
HDBSCAN clustering assignments. Gray points (label -1) are classified as noise by
the clustering algorithm, while colored points belong to the clusters 0-4 detailed in
Figs. 45-49: stroma rich areas with low TILS level (0), tissue with septa infiltration
(1), tissue with pseudo-necrotic tissue infiltration (2), intermediate level of lym-
phocyte infiltration in stroma poor areas (3) and low level of infiltration in stroma
poor areas (4). In the upper-left corner, the graphical schema of the corresponding
layer in EUNet.
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Figure 45: Example of 8 representative tiles with stroma rich areas with low level of TILs,
grouped as cluster 0 by UMAP and HDBSCAN.

Figure 46: Example of 8 representative tiles with infiltration inside septa, grouped as cluster
1 by UMAP and HDBSCAN.
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Figure 47: Example of 8 representative tiles with infiltration of lymphocytes in pseudo-
necrotic tissue, grouped as cluster 2 by UMAP and HDBSCAN.

Figure 48: Example of 8 representative tiles with an intermediate level of lymphocyte infiltra-
tion in stroma poor areas, grouped as cluster 3 by UMAP and HDBSCAN.
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Figure 49: Example of 8 representative tiles with a low level of infiltration in stroma poor
areas, grouped as cluster 4 by UMAP and HDBSCAN.

The tiles belonging to the 5 clusters identified by HDBSCAN can be clinically char-

acterized according to their spatial arrangement. In particular,

• In cluster 0 (blue), the majority of tiles represents stroma rich areas with low

level of TILs (Figure 45).

• In cluster 1 (orange), the majority of the tiles represents tissue with infiltration

inside septa (Figure 46).

• In cluster 2 (green), the corresponding tiles present infiltration of lymphocytes

in pseudo-necrotic tissue (Figure 47).

• In cluster 3 (red), the corresponding tiles show an intermediate level of lym-

phocyte infiltration in stroma poor areas (Figure 48).

• In cluster 4 (purple), the corresponding tiles display a low level of infiltration

in stroma poor areas (Figure 49).

The cosine metric seems to be more effective in detecting sub-structures among

samples described by DL features than alternative distances such as L1 or L2, as

shown in Figure 50.

Here sparsity plays a crucial role: data represent activation maps returned by a

rectifier linear unit (ReLU) layer [332] inducing sparsity on the data. Indeed, the
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(a) (b)

Figure 50: Alternative UMAP 2-dimensional embedding on the features extracted from the
second layer of the decoder path of the EUNet network, with L1 (a) and L2 (b)
metric. Colors correspond to the detected clusters.

extracted feature vectors are quite sparse, with about 60% of the entries being zero,

on average. Given the high-dimensionality and the sparsity, cosine similarity is more

effective than Lp alternatives [441].

Nonetheless, an interesting pattern emerges also from the UMAP projection of the

second layer of the decoder using the Euclidean distance, shown in the two panels of

Figure 51. In the left panel, colors represent the INRGS stage of the NB patients, while

in the right panel, NB patients are represented according to their MYCNamplification

status. In the left scatterplot, high-risk NB patients from stage M are mostly localized

on the left portion of the point cloud. Tiles from patients in the L1 stage can be

mainly found along the sides of the triangular shape and, finally, most of the tiles

from MS patients (with metastases but with favorable prognosis) lie in the centers

spreading to the upper and bottom-right vertex of the triangle. Notably, patients with

MYCN amplification are clustered together in the upper-left area of the scatter cloud,

similarly to high-risk NB patients.
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(a) (b)

Figure 51: UMAP 2-dimensional embedding on the second layer of the decoder path of the
EUNet, with Euclidean metric, minimum distance 0.02 and 15 neighbours. (a)
Color indicates INRGSS. The red and green ovals mark the plot areas enclosing
the majority of NB patients of stage MS and M, respectively. (b) Color indicates
MYCN amplification.

Topological analysis of the deep features

We computed Persistence Diagrams (PD) to extract Betti curves (See Appendix A.2)

from six selected EUNet blocks at different stages during model training. In Figure 52

Betti curves are shown for the 0-th homology group H0 from the third decoder block

at different epochs (left panel), with a focus on first three and last three epochs (right

panel).

Notice that the Betti curves become smoother as the training proceeds, suggesting

that the EUNet is progressively learning a meaningful representation of the data. At

earlier training stages, several groups of connected components are merged together

at uniformly-spaced thresholds; later in the process the curves decrease slower, im-

plying that, from a set of points lying at uniform distances, there are larger groups

at non-uniform mutual distances. Finally, towards the end of the training, points be-

come less and less uniformly distributed as indicated by the smoother profiles of the

curves.
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(a) (b)

Figure 52: Betti curves for the 0-th homology group H0 from the third decoder block (inset)
at different epochs (a) and in particular for the first and last three epochs (b).

Intrinsic Dimensionality of datasets

The Intrinsic Dimensionality (ID) of NeSTBG is computed by the TwoNN algorithm

(See Appendix A.4) in the six inner blocks of the EUNet (Figure 53) at different stages

of the training process. Despite the high dimensionality of the deep feature space, the

NeSTBG dataset possibly lives on a manifold of much lower dimension, similarly to

the findings in [17]. Specifically, we computed the activation map from the EUNet

model state every six epochs, and we estimated the dataset ID. Notably, ID= 125

for the original dataset (computed on 20 random tiles extracted from each patient),

while ID= 26 for the predicted density map.

Figure 53: Graphical representation of the EUNet architecture. In the red encircling, the 6 in-
ner blocks computing the Intrinsic Dimensionality at different stages of the train-
ing process using the TwoNN algorithm.
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Detailed dynamics of the ID estimates are reported in Figure 54. In the top panel,

the ID is plotted for each inner block for all the training epochs. In panel b), ID is plot-

ted for the first three epochs (1,7,13) and for the last epoch (60), which corresponds to

the highest peak of the encoder. During the central epochs (panel c) ID values of the

encoder are stable, while the ID values of the decoder still show some variability; in

particular (panel d) a ID peak on the third block. Thus, ID dynamics share a similar

trend in both the encoding and the decoding phase, at different magnitudes.

Figure 54: Intrinsic Dimensionality (ID) along different layers of the EUNet network, at differ-
ent training stages: a) all training checkpoints, b) first three training checkpoints,
c) intermediate training checkpoints, d) intermediate checkpoints, zoomed on the
decoder. Legend includes all different epochs; ID curves corresponding to trans-
parent elements of the legend are not shown.
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7.4 Discussion

WSI data from DP are leveraged here to design a human-in-the-loop ML framework

that could aid clinicians in NB risk assessment. As a major novelty in the pipeline,

cloud computing is used to train a DL model with state-of-the-art architectures to

predict density maps, an approach rarely found in DP for IHC-stained specimens.

The predictive model is trained on the task of counting lymphocytes, while a post

processing pipeline able to detect nuclei is implemented from the predicted density

maps, with results aligned with the pathologist’s estimates.

Furthermore, novel TDA approaches are employed to study the hidden representa-

tion of data as processed by the network. As future developments, different strategy

for data augmentation (such as elastic transformations) or different techniques to

construct the predicted target density maps can be explored, as well as possible

optimization of the model architecture, and different activation and loss functions.

Moreover, the current work focused on the CD3 T-cell marker as a proof of principle

that can be extended to other immune cell markers to gain a deeper understanding

of the role played by the immune system on NB progression.

Finally, the ML framework would strongly benefit from the ability to simultane-

ously recognise the tumour regions where lymphocytes are localized, e.g, septa, or

tumoral nests, and also to observe tiles within a larger portion of the slides, in order

to gain a higher level of information.

Overall, the promising results emerging from the the current study pave the way

towards the development of an effective learning tool aimed at timely and precisely

quantifying the immune content within tumoral cells. Building on the awareness

raising from the experience gained by previously published works [315, 316, 320],

such a tool can work as a precious support for the pathologist, with an effective

impact on the daily routine in a clinical setting.

As a future development, we plan to complement the current methodological work

by deepening the reported analysis through the study of the contribution of addi-

tional markers such as PD-1 and PDL-1, investigating their correlation level with
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both cell infiltration and patients outcome to strengthen the derived biological in-

sights on NB.

Implementation and code availability

All the experiments were run on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform. The source

code is written in Python/PyTorch as a deep learning framework, and it is available

at the GitHub repository https://bit.ly/3Gf4XwX.
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Part III

M U LT I - M O D A L I N T E G R AT I O N I N R A D I O L O G Y

Chapter 8 introduces the RADLER framework to Deep and Machine learn-

ing models simultaneously trained on multiple radiology scan collections.

RADLER encodes functional and morphological information from PET

and CT scans in an integrated reproducible framework, and further eval-

uates the contribution of deep and handcrafted features to extract predic-

tive biomarkers in precision oncology.
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Chapter8
T H E R A D L E R F R A M E W O R K

Highlights

■ The RADLER framework inte-
grates hand-crafted and deep learn-
ing features for clinical endpoint
prediction on multi-modal datasets
in Radiology.

■ To boost reproducibility, RADLER
relies on a Data Analysis Plan for
model evaluation.

■ RADLER is evaluated on the pre-
diction of loco-regional recurrence
in HNSCC on PET-CT scans from
the TCIA collection, improving on
published results (MCC=0.926).

■ Classification results on integrated
and single feature sets indicate a
higher accuracy of ML models com-
bining deep and radiomics features
in a unique predictive framework.

Personal contribution I contributed to the implementation of the RADLER
framework and run part of the experiments on the TCIA data. I co-designed
the transfer learning strategies and performed the UMAP analysis. I also con-
tributed to the writing and prepared the figures for the article.

8.1 Abstract

In this study, we introduce a machine learning framework for medical imaging that

combines the current pattern recognition approach (“radiomics”) with DL. We apply

the framework in cancer bioimaging for prognosis of locoregional recurrence in head

and neck squamous cell carcinoma (N=298) from PET and CT imaging. The DL archi-

tecture is composed of two parallel cascades of CNNs layers merging in a softmax

classification layer. The network is first pretrained on head and neck tumor stage

diagnosis, then fine-tuned on the prognostic task by internal transfer learning. In

parallel, radiomics features (e.g., shape of the tumor mass, texture and pixels inten-
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sity statistics) are derived by predefined feature extractors on the PET-CT pairs. We

first compare and then mix deep learning and radiomics features into a unifying

classification pipeline (RADLER), where model selection and evaluation are based

on a data analysis plan developed in the MAQC initiative for reproducible biomark-

ers. On the multimodal PET-CT cancer dataset, the mixed deep learning/radiomics

approach is more accurate than using only one feature type, or image mode. Further,

RADLER significantly improves over published results on the same data.

Summary

Radiomics is grounded on the underlying biological assumption that imaging fea-

tures can capture distinct phenotype morphology, thus achieving both classification

and clinical understanding in the machine learning process. On the other hand, DLR

have a remarkably different role in the context of clinical diagnosis. However, DL

models typically need a much larger amount of data for training for optimal results

than statistical machine learning models; thus these models are often bootstrapped

with the transfer learning approach, i.e. borrowing weights of models trained on dif-

ferent domains, and possibly retraining only a sector of interest of the network with

the data from the novel task [447]. This trick is extensively used in non-medical do-

mains, based on the availability of large-scale data and pretrained architectures [186,

355]. Recently, these resources are becoming available in cancer research. For exam-

ple, the DeepLesion dataset, containing over 32, 000 annotated lesions in CT scans [513],

and TCIA, which provides medical images of different modalities (MRI, CT, etc.) [485].

The success of transfer learning schemas is clearly contributing to approaching

DL models as powerful extractors of useful feature sets (i.e. deep features). However,

linking deep features to meaningful clinical properties interpretable by physicians

remains a key challenge [468]. Statistical machine learning approaches are also still

widely used in radiomics [105, 537]. This state of the art has naturally led to the

idea of an hybrid combination of HCR and DLR in an integrated system [48, 350, 565].

These systems can provide objective characterizations of tumor and a more effective
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decision support environment, activating expertise in interpretation by clinicians,

biologists and bioinformaticians [487].

In this work, we propose RADLER, an automatic pipeline for the integration of

HCR and DLR features for medical images analysis, in a first application on mul-

timodal PET-CT scans. Here we expand a preliminary version of this approach re-

ported [46]. To support reproducibility, models are trained with a DAP that includes

repeated cross-validation, model selection and feature ranking techniques. To vali-

date the framework, an application is shown on a dataset of two-modality 3D PET-CT

scans for prognosis of locoregional recurrence (LR) in HNSCC (N=298), previously

solved with a HCR approach and a logistic regression model [479]. The multimodal

network architecture is derived from a multi-stream multi-scale architecture for lung

cancer screening [98]. The network is first pretrained on head and neck tumor stage

(T-stage) diagnosis, then fine-tuned on the prognostic task (internal transfer learn-

ing). The RADLER model integrates in this case up to four feature types (CT-HCR,

CT-DLR, PET-HCR, PET-DLR) improving over the published results on the same

data [479]. Moreover the mixed deep learning/radiomics approach is more accurate

than using only one feature type, or image mode.

Related works

Deep learning based solutions have demonstrated superior quantitative performance

for OARs (Organs at Risk) contouring in CT scan images, using both 2D slices [174,

213] and 3D volumes [156, 450, 484, 516]. Approaches for head-and-neck cancer PET-

CT images have used either 2D slices or the whole volumetric representation; al-

though 3D networks are computationally more expensive, volumetric images can in-

deed provide comprehensive information (e.g. spatial context) in any direction rather

than just one 2D view [198] Zhao et al. [531] introduced a 3D segmentation method

based on a multi-task training module and validated on a PET-CT dataset of 84 pa-

tients with lung cancer. Diamant et al. [125] developed a convolutional-based frame-

work to predict HNSCC cancer treatment outcomes based on a patient’s pre-treatment
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CT image. Kann et al. [233] implemented a 3D CNN to identify nodal metastasis and

extranodal extension on segmented lymphonodes.

Regarding radiotherapy treatment, Daoud et al. [113] have implemented a CNN to

predict the optimal radiation dose distribution from contoured CT images of patients

with nasopharyngeal carcinoma. On the same task, Neph et al. [339], adopted a U-

Net based architecture on head and neck CT volumes.

Deep learning based reconstruction pipeline have been also implemented for low

dose CT [32] to remove the noise and artefacts from the reconstructed images; for

example, Sumida et al. [439] proposed a 2D convolutional neural network to perform

a contrast reduction from contrast-enhanced CT images of head and neck cancer.

Though progress has been made in standardizing PET protocols in oncologic imag-

ing [309], PET processing presents a lot of pitfalls and challenges mainly due to inter-

institutional (or even intra-institutional) lack of standardized image acquisition.

Several works have attempted to automate the tumor segmentation process from

PET-CT images of head and neck cancer through DL models. In particular, the Gross

Tumor Volume (GTV) has been delineated with a CNN on 2D slices by Huang et

al. [210]. Moreover, U-Net [326] and 3D DenseNet [156] have been leveraged for

automatic segmentation of GTV.

The RADLER integrative framework

RADLER is a general framework for predictive medicine that can integrate Deep

Learning and predefined features from multi-modal radiomics image datasets (see

Figure 55). A study was designed to demonstrate the RADLER framework on the

clinical task of predicting the recurrence of HNSCC. We can consider RADLER as a

pipeline composed by four main stages:

A) Processing of input images

B) Feature extraction

C) Feature selection
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D) Classification within a Data Analysis Protocol framework.

Each stage of the RADLER pipeline is described in the corresponding subsection.

An additional section (Section 8.2.0.4) describes the pre-trained network which oper-

ates on 3D multi-modal images.

Figure 55: The RADLER pipeline on PET-CT data: predictive models from the integration of
radiomics and deep features.
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8.2 Material and Methods

Medical images of 298 patients with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma have

been downloaded from the Head-Neck-PET-CT (HN) dataset [125, 479], publicly

available from TCIA1.

1 https://bit.ly/3s1F8LH
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For each patient, the HN dataset provides CT and PET images and the Gross Tu-

mor Volume (GTV) mask, together with several clinical variables, in particular: Lo-

coregional Recurrence (LR) within the follow-up period (median: 43 months; range:

6-113 months) and the secondary diagnostic label tumour stage (T-stage).

Only 14.4% of the patients presented a LR (Table 28), which is the clinical endpoint

of this study, while 3.3% of patients were assigned an undefined T-stage label (TX).

Images were collected from four different hospitals. Notably, each hospital has

its own equipment and image acquisition settings, which cause high heterogeneity

in image characteristics, such as the resolution and scale of the PET images. In the

approach by Vallieres and colleagues [479], images from two hospitals (cohorts: HGJ

and CHUS) are used to train the predictive models, while the remaining images

(cohorts: HMR and CHUM) are used to test the models. To enable the application of

a DL framework to a small dataset and to improve model generalization, we adopted

a random split 80/20 transversely to the four cohorts, stratified for endpoint classes.

The first stage of the RADLER pipeline aims to homogenize the image characteris-

tics of the input data. The pixel values of PET images are converted to Standardized

Uptake Values (SUVs), applying the protocol proposed by the Quantitative Imaging

Biomarkers Alliance, which also considers vendor-dependent parameters. SUVs are

then thresholded in the range between 0 and 50 to avoid outliers due to artifacts or

errors in sensor readings. The intensity in CT images is associated with tissue density

and it is measured with the Hounsfield Unit (HU); the pixel values are thresholded

between HU=−1050 (air density score) and HU=3050 (bone density score). The GTV

is converted to a 3D binary mask with the same size of CT and PET images. An

isotropic voxel resampling (1 mm3) based on cubic interpolation was performed on

each of the 3 modalities (CT, PET and GTV binary mask).

In the last preprocessing step, a fixed-size sub-volume centered on the centroid

of the GTV mask was extracted for each patient. This step is necessary due to the

limited memory of GPUs, which prevents training with full-size 3D images. The

drawback is a loss of information from the regions near the GTV. Thus, the size

of the sub-volume was set to 128 mm3, which we deemed a reasonable trade-off
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Table 28: Clinical data for original HN cohorts (N=298).

Cohort Age (years) Sex (% female) no-LR LR total

HGJ 61± 10.89 17 79 12 91

CHUS 63± 10 27 86 15 101

HMR 67± 9.35 25 32 9 41

CHUM 63± 9.12 25 58 7 65

between the size of the GTVs in the dataset, the size of the GPU memory and the

amount of context included.

Feature Extraction

Three different feature sets are considered in this study and are described in this

subsection.

8.2.0.1 Hand-crafted Radiomics Features

A total of 3263 radiomics features are extracted for each patient, replicating [479]. Ra-

diomics features are computed only on the voxels of the GTV and are chosen to de-

scribe three main image properties: shape (13 features, based on the GTV contours),

intensity (18 features, based on the voxel intensities), and texture (1, 600 features,

based on four Gray-Level Matrices). Following [479], 40 types of texture features

were considered, each one computed on 40 sets of parameters that define voxel spac-

ing, quantization method and number of gray levels. As a result, since the same types

of texture features are extracted several times with different sets of parameters, the

radiomics feature set might include highly correlated features.

Table 29: HN Data: class distribution of the diagnostic T-stage tasks (4-class and binary) in
train and test sets (N=284).

T1 T2 T3 T4 T1/T2 T3/T4 total

Train 31 85 75 36 116 111 227

Test 8 21 19 9 29 28 57
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8.2.0.2 Deep Learning Radiomics Features

A total number of 512 deep features are extracted (256 from PET images and 256

from CT images) from a pre-trained multimodal neural network. As in the case of

generic 2D images in the recent 5 years, it is now common to pre-train networks on

the largest and general image datasets and then apply some type of transfer learning

procedure to obtain a performing model into novel medical domains. Often the trans-

fer learning approach can boost the accuracy of Deep Learning models (e.g. see [45]).

Unfortunately, although several solutions have been proposed and implemented [90],

no research team has released a pre-trained network for multi-modal 3D PET-CT im-

ages yet. Thus, we first trained our own network to predict the T-stage (see Section

8.2.0.4). The input images are processed by the convolutional branches of the trained

network to obtain the set of the DLR features.

8.2.0.3 Merged Features

HCR and DLR features are concatenated into an integrative dataset. A more accurate

model is expected from two feature sets as they should capture different and com-

plementary information from the input images.

8.2.0.4 Feature selection

The feature selection section in RADLER leverages a combination of three methods

and is performed for each feature set. Table 30 summarizes the three feature sets and

the results of the feature selection.

After mean imputation of missing values (inf and Nan), features are standardized

to zero mean and unit variance. Overall, the procedure consists of three steps (see

also [479]):

• Removal of correlated features: the Pearson’s correlation matrix is computed,

and in case of highly correlated features pairs (ρ > 0.95), one of the two features

is removed from the feature set. Notably, no feature pair from the DLR feature

sets showed high correlation and was removed at this stage.
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• Univariate analysis: an association score (ANOVA F-test) is computed between

each feature and the target. Features are ranked based on the association score,

and the top 1, 000 features are kept;

• Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE): the remaining features are ranked based

on their predictive power and ordered by decreasing importance. RFE and al-

ternative methods are discussed in [152, 175].

Table 30: Summary of the three feature sets considered for the LR prediction

Feature Set # samples # Initial features # Features after selection

HCR 287 3263 692

DLR 284 512 512

HCR + DLR 284 1203 1000

Classification within DAP

A linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM) model is trained on the three feature

sets within the DAP framework (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). A grid search is

performed to select the optimal value of the regularization parameter C with C ∈
{10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 1, 10, 102, 103 and of the number of features nf = nstep ×N with

nstep ∈ {1%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%} and N the total number of features.

In our experiments, for each parameter point, the training set is randomly split

into 5 folds: 4 folds are cyclically used to train the model which is evaluated on the

left out fold. The procedure is repeated 10 times. The parameters that maximize the

average performance are selected and used to set the final model which is trained on

the whole training set and evaluated on the test set.

Training of the Deep Learning network

The first step of our transfer learning strategy aimed at training a multi-modal net-

work to predict the T-stage, i.e. a descriptor of the size of the primary tumor [123]
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that is considered significantly correlated with the Locoregional Recurrence [479].

The multi-modal network is designed following [98] and [46]. Briefly: a convolutional

branch, composed of a stack of Convolutional blocks, operates on each modality in-

dependently to compute 256 convolutional features, which are then processed by a

set of linear layers to output the T-stage classification (see Figure 56).

Figure 56: Multimodal network architecture for PET-CT scans. The network inputs are pairs
of volumes of size 64 × 64 × 64, one for each channel (CT and PET). The total
number of output features from the convolutional branches is 512.

As the network on the 4-class problem (T1, T2, T3, T4) was prone to overfitting [46],

in this study we also considered a binary classification task, by grouping T1/T2

and T3/T4 stages (Table 29). In addition, to leverage the single modality contribu-
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tion, the convolutional branch of each modality (CT and PET) was first trained in-

dependently within two single-modality networks (BrCT and BrPET). The network

trained on CT-volumes is more accurate than the BrPET network: MCCtr = 0.308 and

MCCts = 0.385 versus MCCtr = 0.240 and MCCts = 0.209 respectively. This result

was expected, as the PET modality produces qualitative images and the conversion

to SUV is still an open clinical problem [41, 347].

The trained weights were thus transferred to the CT-branch and PET-branch of

the multi-modal network (see Figure 56), respectively. This branch-wise network

(BWNet) was fine-tuned for further 50 epochs. Notably, the strategy both reduced

the overfitting and improved the performance on the T-stage prediction, when con-

sidering the 80/20 split. As expected, the original cohort-based split (Valières split)

produced an higher overfitting effect (see Table 31).

To improve the performance and reduce overfitting, we applied data augmentation

procedures (i.e., minimal rotations and translations and addition of Gaussian noise)

and dropout layers. All the training procedures adopted the same hyper-parameters

setting: 80/20 train/test split with fixed seed or Vallières-like split, a batch size of

32 samples and the Adam [543] optimizer with a learning rate of 10−5. The input

images were resized to cubes of 64× 64× 64 pixels to better fit the GPU memory

size.

To qualitatively investigate the embedding resulting in the binary T-stage classi-

fication, we considered the UMAP dimensionality reduction method (see Chapter 2,

Section 2.6.3.1). The UMAP projection of the deep features extracted from the com-

bined PET-CT images with the pre-trained BWNet is displayed in Figure 57. Notably,

the TX-stage data (primary tumor cannot be assessed [123]), which were not consid-

ered during training, mostly clustered with the low-stage (T1/T2) data.
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Figure 57: UMAP projection of the deep features extracted from the combined PET-CT im-
ages with the pre-trained BWNet.

8.3 Results

We compared the performance of the LSVM model trained within the DAP on the

different feature sets (see Table 33 and Table 34) and against the reference study [479]

(see Table 32).

Note that the single modality (CT and PET) DLR feature sets are obtained from the

corresponding single branches (BrCT and BrPET networks) trained on the T-stage

classification task. In validation we found that:
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Table 31: Transfer learning strategy: results on binary T-stage prediction. MCC is reported on
the training and test set for both train/test split types.

Split BrCT BrPET BWNet
train test train test train test

80/20 0.308 0.385 0.240 0.209 0.563 0.432

50/50 0.362 0.076 0.424 0.258 0.643 0.233

Table 32: LR prediction scores for the different feature sets on the test set, compared to ref-
erence results (“VS PET-CT”). Deep features are extracted from the multi-modal
network pretrained on the T-stage binary task.

Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy MCC

VS PET-CT 0.560 0.670 0.650 0.184

HCR 0.250 0.979 0.873 0.355

DLR 0.250 0.854 0.768 0.099

HCR+DLR 0.875 1.000 0.982 0.926

Table 33: LR prediction task on deep features from network trained on T-stage binary task.
MCC: median value with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

MCC CT PET PET-CT

HCR 0.485 0 0.356

(0.433, 0.534) (0, 0) (0.300, 0.410)

DLR 0.177 0.127 0.095

(0.123, 0.229) (0.073, 0.178) (0.053, 0.139)

HCR+DLR 0.581 0.091 0.833
(0.532, 0.628) (0.046, 0.139) (0.807,0.861)

• In single modality, both HCR and DLR have better performance on CT than on

PET (as expected);

• In single modality, DLR has better performance on PET than HCR;

• Performance on PET-only are poor for all feature sets. Limits of PET scans

for quantitative interpretation are a known open problem in the clinical prac-

tice, particularly for head and neck pathologies [203, 372]. In fact, despite the

applied conversion to SUV, technical differences between PET scanners and
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Table 34: LR prediction task on deep features from network trained on T-stage 4-class task.
MCC: median value with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

MCC CT PET PET-CT

HCR 0.485 0 0.356

(0.433, 0.534) (0, 0) (0.300, 0.410)

DLR 0.124 0.065 0

(0.081, 0.175) (0.017, 0.114) (0, 0)

HCR+DLR 0.628 0.112 0.982
(0.590, 0.664) (0.068, 0.156) (0.969,0.992)

non-linear effects associated to GTV segmentation, as well as other patient-

dependent parameters are hard to compensate [41, 185, 347];

• The merged feature set (HCR+DLR) gives improves classification. The overall

best performance is obtained for the merged feature set and the multi-modal

dataset.

On test set, we improve the original results with the merged feature set (HCR+DLR).

8.4 Discussion

The RADLER framework can be applied for the integration of deep and radiomics

features in medical image analysis and classification tasks. Its application to estimate

prognostic locoregional recurrence (LR task) of head and neck cancer has helped de-

sign a model more accurate than the original work [479], both in terms of sensitivity

(0.875 vs 0.56) and specificity (1.00 vs 0.67). In summary, the DAP analysis shows

that the feature set that integrates radiomics and deep features is more effective in

predicting LR with respect to single feature types.

Notably, the use of the MAQC DAP within RADLER helps to evaluate the vari-

ability injected by the choice of partitioning and control for possible bias during

the model selection phase. As a sanity check for selection bias effects, the DAP is

repeated stochastically scrambling the training set labels, which should result in
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MCC ∼ 0 (for both train and test). For example, this random labels experiment

results in MCCtr = 0.02 (−0.012, 0.075) for the HCR features set (50 replicates).

We have shown that the RADLER framework can be used with fairly complex DL

architectures for multimodal imaging. In our PET-CT application, we adapted a 3D

multimodal CNN from a 2D solution originally designed to classify lung nodules

from CT imaging [98]. As is often the case in medical imaging, we had to apply an in-

ternal transfer learning approach, starting from the diagnostic classification of tumor

stage. This domain adaptation approach is useful in dealing with class unbalance and

a relatively low number of samples, while achieving good predictive performance,

as shown on the HN dataset.

We were motivated by the need of integrating PET and CT images in a clinical con-

text. Further work is needed to confirm the robustness of the approach on different

cohorts and hospital systems. However, this design makes the RADLER pipeline and

its DL network potentially effective to model other tasks of clinical interest when

different image modalities (e.g., MRI) and anatomical regions (e.g., lung, brain) are

considered.

This work aimed mainly at investigating the integration of radiomics and deep

learning; limited effort was focused on tuning the DL model, and we restricted the

types of radiomics features to those proposed in the reference paper [479]. We expect

that accuracy can be improved by adopting specific DL architectures or considering

more complex methods to extract radiomics features, for instance applying Wavelet

filters [566]. A further option to complete the approach should include an automatic

segmentation module [156, 531] to avoid the manual annotation of the GTV, moving

towards a fully automated pipeline.

Implementation and code availability

The whole pipeline was developed in Python and is available at https://bit.ly/

35wfiIg. Upstream image processing is based on SimpleITK; the extraction of the

HCR features is based on pyRadiomics [565]. The Data Analysis Protocol was devel-
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oped based on scikit-learn [357] and pytorch [353]. Deep Learning networks were

trained on a NC24 Azure virtual machine featuring a 4xK80 Nvidia GPU.
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Part IV

P R E D I C T I V E M O D E L S O N O M I C S F O R T O X I C O L O G Y

Chapters 9 and 10 explore predictive models on public omics data in pre-

clinical research. Chapter 9 investigates Deep and Machine Learning mod-

els on gene expression data derived from cancer cell lines to assess hepa-

totoxicity of chemical compounds. In Chapter 10, shallow and deep learn-

ing techniques are implemented on molecular descriptors of endocrine-

disrupting compounds within the ML4Tox framework, in order to extract

predictive biomarkers for drug response assessment. All models are eval-

uated within a robust DAP to boost reproducibility.
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Chapter9
D I L I P R E D I C T I O N F R O M O M I C S D ATA

Highlights

■ ML and DL strategies are tested
to predict DILI status from nor-
malized gene expression (GE) data
on two cancer cell lines provided
within the CAMDA cMAP Chal-
lenge.

■ All models are evaluated within a
Data Analysis Plan to control for se-
lection bias, using either all genes
or a compact signature proposed in
literature.

■ Independently on cell line, nor-
malization approach or predictive
model consistently poor results are
obtained.

■ Lack of classification power might
be caused by poor signal in the
data or biological processes caus-
ing DILI that are not elicited in the
studied cell lines.

Personal contribution I designed, implemented, and trained the DL models on
the GE data. I also contributed to the writing and the figures for the article.

9.1 Abstract

DILI is a major concern in drug development, as hepatotoxicity may not be apparent

at early stages but can lead to life threatening consequences. The ability to predict

DILI from in vitro data would be a crucial advantage. In 2018, the Critical Assessment

Massive Data Analysis group proposed the CMap Drug Safety challenge focusing on

DILI prediction. The challenge data included Affymetrix GeneChip expression pro-

files for the two cancer cell lines MCF7 and PC3 treated with 276 drug compounds

and empty vehicles. Binary DILI labeling and a recommended train/test split for the

development of predictive classification approaches were also provided. We devised
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three deep learning architectures for DILI prediction on the challenge data and com-

pared them to random forest and multi-layer perceptron classifiers. On a subset of

the data and for some of the models we additionally tested several strategies for bal-

ancing the two DILI classes and to identify alternative informative train/test splits.

All the models were trained with the MAQC DAP, i.e., 10x5 cross-validation over

the training set. In all the experiments, the classification performance in both cross-

validation and external validation gave Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) values

below 0.2. We observed minimal differences between the two cell lines. Notably, deep

learning approaches did not give an advantage on the classification performance.

We extensively tested multiple machine learning approaches for the DILI classifica-

tion task obtaining poor to mediocre performance. The results suggest that the CMap

expression data on the two cell lines MCF7 and PC3 are not sufficient for accurate

DILI label prediction.

Summary

We developed three DL models to predict DILI on the challenge data and compared

their accuracy with shallow machine learning models (SL), namely a RF classifier

and a baseline MLP. Models combining response to both drug and corresponding

vehicles were investigated, as well as strategies for class balancing and identification

of alternative informative TR/TS splits. MCC was used to assess the performance of

our models, as it effectively conveys in a single number the confusion matrix of a

classification task, thus making it possible to evaluate classifier performance even in

presence of unbalanced classes.
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9.2 Material and Methods

Data

The data provided by the CAMDA2018 organizers included microarray expression

derived from two cell lines (MCF7 and PC3), either treated with one of 276 chemical

compounds or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) vehicle alone, part of the larger Connec-

tivity Map build 02 resource [259]. A spreadsheet containing information to link

compound filename identifiers to the corresponding vehicles, the DILI labels for the

276 compounds and the split into TR and test TS sets was also provided. To comple-

ment these information, we downloaded from the CMap project website a sample

annotation file (Additional file 2) including information such as chip platform used

for the assay, processing batch identifiers, compound CMap names, treatment dura-

tion and compound concentration during treatment. Experiments were performed in

96-well plates and a graphical representation of the experimental design is provided

in Figure 58 along with the data pre-processing overview.

The original dataset provided by the organizers globally included 1095 CEL files

(Table 35).

Table 35: CEL files available in the original CAMDA2018 Drug Safety challenge dataset.

Affymetrix chip MCF7 PC3

HT_HG-U133A 588 475

HG-U133A 7 25

Two distinct Affymetrix chips were used for the expression data assays: HG-U133A

and HT_HG-U133A. To avoid potential confounding effects in the analysis, since HG-

U133A was used only for a handful of samples, these were removed from the list of

input CEL files prior to normalization. Consequently, the starting dataset consisted

of a total of 1057 samples, distributed across cell lines as shown in Table 36.
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Table 36: Number of samples available after removing CEL files profiled with the HG-U133A
chip. Sample numbers are reported according to three categories: samples treated
with a compound assigned to the TR test, samples treated with a compound as-
signed to the TS set and samples treated with DSMO vehicle only.

category MCF7 PC3

compound train 180 180

compound test 86 86

vehicle 316 209

MCF7 cell line

PC3 cell line

HT_HG-U133A microarray

fRMA normalization

Data types:
● Expression
● logFC

Feature sets:
● ALL
● KH

Labels:
● DILI-0/DILI-1

compound

vehicle

compound

vehicle
Jeffrey M. Vinocur

ComBat batch correction

Machine Learning

Figure 58: Experimental design scheme and batch correction. The figure represents schemat-
ically the data processing approach adopted in the article.

9.2.0.1 Microarray data preprocessing

The microarray data was normalized using the fRMA function of the Bioconductor

package fRMA [308] with default parameters. Briefly, the function performs back-

ground correction according to the robust multi-array average algorithm, quantile

normalization and robust weighted average summarization over probesets. Using

the Bioconductor annotation package hgu133a.db [71], the expression data was fur-

ther summarized considering the mean expression value for each gene and gene

symbols were used as reference. Since a batch effect related to the actual microarray

processing batches was observed, a batch correction adjustment was applied to the
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normalized expression data using the ComBat function of the Bioconductor package

sva [263]. The resulting normalized and batch adjusted data was used as input for

the subsequent analyses, either directly in the form of compound expression or as

the log2-transformed fold change (logFC) between compound and vehicle treated

samples. If a given compound was associated to multiple vehicles, their median ex-

pression value was considered in the calculation. All data were simultaneously nor-

malized, neglecting the TR/TS partition due to their mutual heterogeneity. We note

that part of the vehicles were shared between the TR and the TS set. We considered

two feature sets. A first dataset included all the 12437 genes resulting from the pro-

cessing of the microarray data (named ALL feature set). A second, more compact,

consisted of 1234 genes (KH feature set) representing the intersection between ALL

and the 1331 genes most associated to the predictive toxicogenomics space defined

by Kohonen and colleagues in [244].

9.2.0.2 Random splits

We randomly split either the whole dataset or the original TR set into new TR/TS

pairs, containing 75% and 25% of the data respectively with balanced classes, 100

times. Since previous experiments showed fundamentally homogeneous results across

classifiers and feature sets, the “random split” experiments were performed using the

RF classifier and the ALL feature set for both cell lines.

9.2.0.3 Class balancing

Since the TR and TS classes were unbalanced (including about two thirds vs. one

third of the initial data respectively, Table 37) three oversampling strategies were

considered for balancing, as follows:

• naïve random over-sampling, i.e. resampling either both classes (all) or the mi-

nority class only (minority);

• synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE, [85]) and variants border-

line1, borderline2, svm [180, 341];

• adaptive synthetic sampling approach for imbalanced learning (ADASYN, [190]).
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Table 37: Number of samples belonging to DILI-0 and DILI-1 classes for TR and TS sets.

DILI-1 DILI-0
TR 120 60

TS 67 19

Oversampling was performed using imbalanced-learn v0.3.3 Python package [264].

The experiments were performed on the cell line MCF7, on the feature set KH, using

expression as input and either RF or NMBDeep as classifier.

Deep learning architectures

The DL models were trained following two distinct strategies dealing with vehicle

expression differently, as sketched in Figure 59A. In the first strategy (“single”) each

cell line was treated independently and either the logFC values or the expression of

each compound were considered as input for the models, creating samples of size

(1× N), with N = 12437 (ALL) or N = 1234 (KH). In the second strategy (“end-to-

end”), we considered the expression of each compound along with the median of the

corresponding vehicles, creating homogeneous samples of size (2× N) for each cell

line, with N = 12437 (ALL) or N = 1234 (KH).

We designed three neural network architectures with increasing depths: NBM1,

NBM2, and NMBDeep (Figure 59B). The NBM1 architecture includes a first layer

taking as input the whole set of 12437 (ALL) or 1234 (KH) features, concatenated

according to the two strategies. This is followed by two fully connected layers with

1000K and 100K nodes (with K = 2 for ALL and K = 1 for KH) and by the out-

put layer. NBM2 was created doubling the 1000K and 100K inner layers of NMB1.

NBMDeep is the deepest network, created further expanding the inner layers of

NBM2 as detailed in Figure 59B, obtaining a total of 12 hidden layers.

For each architecture the weights and biases of the fully connected layers were

initialized before training with values drawn from the uniform distribution. The

rectified linear unit (ReLU) functions [332] were used as activations for all the inner

layers while SoftMax was used for the output layer. For the ReLU layers a batch
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normalization with eps 10−5 and momentum 0.1 was applied. The categorical cross-

entropy was chosen as loss function, with weights proportional to the class sizes. To

avoid overfitting, dropout layers were added with rate 0.5 after each of the inner

layers. The networks were trained over 1000 (NBM1, NBM2) or 5000 (NBMDeep)

epochs, using minibatches of 60 samples.

9.2.0.4 Parameter tuning

The optimizer type and the learning rate (LR) of the networks were selected among

the alternatives described below by training NBM1 over 1000 epochs on 70% of the

training set (randomly chosen) and evaluating the performance on the left-out 30%

portion. With the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer, the net was trained

with LR ∈ [10−2, 5× 10−3, 2× 10−3, 10−3]. Using Adam optimizer, the net was trained

with LR ∈ [10−7, 10−6, 5× 10−6, 7× 10−6, 8× 10−6, 9× 10−6, 10−5, 10−4, 5× 10−4, 10−3],

as Adam requires smaller LR with respect to SGD [241]. We compared the training

and validation performance and losses of the network using the two optimizers. As

detailed in the Results sections, the performances were generally poor without strong

dependence on the parameters. We decided to use Adam as optimizer with LR =

1× 10−5 as it was giving slightly better performance (not shown).

Shallow machine learning

We considered a basic MLP and a RF as baseline machine learning strategies to com-

pare our DL models to. MLP consisted of three fully connected hidden layers with 30

nodes each, and an input layer with 12437 or 1234 nodes for ALL and KH feature

sets, respectively. All activations were ReLU functions [332], with neither dropout

nor batch normalization. As optimizer we used Adam [241] with the number of it-

erations bounded at 200. RF was initialized with 500 trees and the Gini impurity as

criterion to evaluate the quality of a split.
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Predictive modeling strategy

All shallow and DL models (including class balancing experiments) were trained

within the DAP (See Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). Data were rescaled in the interval

[−1, 1] (for shallow learning) or centered and scaled to unit variance (for DL) before

undergoing classification: rescaling parameters from TR were used for rescaling both

TR and TS subsets, so to avoid information leakage. The DL models were run in the

DAP without feature selection, which was enabled for MLP and RF.

9.3 Results

Data production and processing layout are outlined in Figure 58. Briefly, the mi-

croarray data for compounds and vehicles was pre-processed, normalized and batch

corrected following a standard procedure. Two distinct feature sets were extracted:

ALL (including all 12437 genes with detectable expression) compared with KH (the

1234-gene PTGS signature proposed in [244]). All the models were trained on 187

drugs within a standard data analysis protocol (DAP) and validated on 79 different

drugs, using as input either the compound expression values or the log-fold change

(logFC) of compounds vs. vehicles. All processing steps are detailed in the Methods

section. Considering our results globally, the general classification performance for

the DILI status was poor. MCC values in CV ranged from −0.04 to 0.21, while MCC in

validation ranged from −0.16 to 0.11 (details below). These results are comparable

with a random labels experiment on the same data. We did not identify a model

that performs systematically better than the others, nor important differences in clas-

sification performance when considering separately the two cell lines, the different

feature sets or the different input types. The results of all experiments performed are

collected in the online manuscript.
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Deep Learning

We devised three DL architectures of increasing depth, namely NBM1, NBM2, NBMDeep

(Figure 59; see Methods for details), with 4, 6, and 13 hidden layers, respectively. All

DL models operated in two modes: “single”, with the logFC values or the expression

of each compound as inputs, or “end-to-end”, with the expression values of each

compound concatenated with its corresponding vehicles as inputs.

Figure 59: DL strategies and architectures. A. Strategies used for the analysis. “single” indi-
cates that the logFC values or the expression of each compound were considered
as input for the models; “end-to-end” indicates that the expression values of each
compound are considered along with its corresponding vehicles. B. Schematic rep-
resentation of the DL architectures used.
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Overall, the classification performance was poor independently of the architecture,

the DL strategy, and the cell line (Figure 60 and Table 38). In particular, all DL models

performed poorly on the two cell lines (median MCCcv,MCF7 = MCCcv,PC3 = 0.02;

MCCval,MCF7
= 0, MCCval,PC3

= −0.02), using the two feature sets or input types.

The MCC values of the DL “end-to-end” experiments were higher in CV than the “sin-

gle” experiments (median MCCcv,end-to-end = 0.09, MCCcv,single = 0.01; Wilcoxon p =

0.003), but close to 0 in validation for both strategies. Notably, the NBMDeep archi-

tecture performed worse than NBM1 and NBM2, achieving median MCC = 0 both in

cross-validation and validation for each experiment. Qualitatively, NBM1 performed

slightly better than NBM2 in CV (median MCCcv,NBM1 = 0.07, MCCcv,NBM1 = 0.03;

p = 0.31), showing opposite behavior in validation (median MCCval,NBM1
= −0.06,

MCCval,NBM2
= −0.02; p = 0.25).
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Figure 60: Classification results. A. DL results. B. SL results. C. Random TR/TS splits results.
D. Results obtained testing various strategies to balance classes. MCC CV = MCC
in CV; MCC val = MCC in validation.
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Table 38: Results obtained for RF and NBM2 classifiers using different class balancing strate-
gies.

balancing strategy classifier MCCcv MCCval

adasyn RF 0.63 (0.60, 0.66) 0.12
oversampled_all RF 0.69 (0.65, 0.71) -0.13

oversampled_minority RF 0.69 (0.65, 0.71) -0.13

smote RF 0.63 (0.60, 0.66) 0.02

smote_svm RF 0.61 (0.59, 0.65) -0.09

smote_borderline1 RF 0.61 (0.58, 0.64) -0.04

smote_borderline2 RF 0.59 (0.55, 0.63) -0.07

adasyn NBM2 0.07 (0.03, 0.10) 0.02

oversampled_all NBM2 0.24 (0.19, 0.29) -0.02

oversampled_minority NBM2 0.23 (0.19, 0.28) 0.07

smote NBM2 0.20 (0.15, 0.25) -0.2
smote_svm NBM2 0.24 (0.20, 0.29) 0.1

smote_borderline1 NBM2 0.23 (0.19, 0.29) -0.11

smote_borderline2 NBM2 0.11 (0.06, 0.16) -0.01

9.4 Discussion

In the context of the CAMDA2018 CMap Drug Safety Challenge we performed an ar-

ray of machine learning experiments to assess the capability of classifying DILI status

from expression data derived from the two cancer cell lines MCF7 and PC3. We built

three DL architectures to solve the assigned DILI classification task and compared

their performance to two shallow machine learning algorithms (RF and MLP). Over-

all, we observed very poor classification performance both in CV and in validation,

independently on cell line, feature set and classifier. Notably, the NBMDeep architec-

ture performed significantly worse than the two shallower DL architectures, possibly

due to a much larger number of parameters to train with limited data. A reduced

number of samples is notoriously a limit for the applicability of DL. We investigated

the existence of a better TR/TS split by randomly splitting the 266 samples into 100

artificial TR/TS splits containing 75 and 25% of the data. The results on these sim-

ulated TR/TS splits did not highlight the presence of a more informative partition
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of the data. We additionally questioned whether the low MCC values obtained in

validation indicate that the TR and TS samples are extracted from two distinct data

distributions regardless of normalization. To indirectly test this hypothesis we ran-

domly split the 180 samples of the TR set into 100 artificial TR/TS splits. The results

obtained were in line with the random splits on the full dataset. As the two DILI

classes were fairly imbalanced we tested two of our classifiers on a subset of the data

(MCF7 expression data restricted to the KH feature set) with classes artificially bal-

anced following multiple strategies. The results show a sharp improvement for MCC

in CV (9.7 and 7.7 times for the RF and DL classifiers, respectively) with essentially

no improvement in external validation, suggesting that the balancing strategies give

rise to overfitting. An objective comparison with previous efforts aiming at DILI pre-

diction is challenging, as most studies relied on compound chemical structures and

molecular descriptors to assess DILI risk [88, 134, 205, 538]. The closest study we can

consider for comparison is Kohonen et al. [244] as they also used CMap transcrip-

tomics data for the creation of a DILI prediction score. However, the authors used

the full CMap dataset, including ca. 1300 compounds and three cell lines, combined

with the NCI-60 cytotoxicity data [422]. As the input is fundamentally much larger

and therefore more suitable for training a model, a direct comparison with the clas-

sification strategies presented here is difficult to interpret.

All our experiments point to the major conclusion that the data provided in the con-

text of the CAMDA2018 CMap Drug Safety Challenge do not grant the capability of

classifying the DILI status.

Implementation and code availability

The NBM1, NBM2 and NBMDeep architectures were implemented in PyTorch v0.40

[353]. The MLP network and the RF models were implemented in scikit-learn v0.19.1

[357]. The whole DAP was written in Python. All DL computations were run on either

a Microsoft Azure platform with 4x NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU cards or on a Linux

workstation with 2x NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 cards. Shallow learning models

were run on the FBK KORE high-performance computing Linux cluster. All plots
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were produced using the ggplot2 R package [501]. Comparisons between conditions

of interest were assessed by Wilcoxon test using the wilcox.test R function. The

datasets supporting the conclusions of this article are available in the CAMDA2018-

cmap-DILI repository, the code is written in Python 3.6 and available at https://bit.

ly/3ITfZcS.
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Chapter10
M L 4 T O X F O R D R U G B I N D I N G A C T I V I T Y

Highlights

■ The novel AI framework ML4Tox is
designed to determine compound
activities for the ligand-binding do-
main in predictive toxicology.

■ On the CERAPP dataset, ML4Tox
is applied to classify agonist, an-
tagonist, and binding properties

of endocrine-disrupting chemical
compounds.

■ ML4Tox, evaluated by DAP, signif-
icantly improves sensitivity (Sens)
over previous studies, with Sens >

0.69 on all tasks.

Personal contribution I designed and implemented the deep learning models
of the ML4Tox framework. I also contributed to the writing and prepared the
figures for the published manuscript.

10.1 Abstract

We introduce here ML4Tox, a framework offering Deep Learning and Support Vec-

tor Machine models to predict agonist, antagonist, and binding activities of chem-

ical compounds, in this case for the estrogen receptor ligand-binding domain. The

ML4Tox models have been developed with a 10x5-fold cross-validation schema on

the training portion of the CERAPP ToxCast dataset, formed by 1677 chemicals, each

described by 777 molecular features. On the CERAPP “All Literature” evaluation set

(agonist: 6319 compounds; antagonist 6539; binding 7283), ML4Tox significantly im-

proved sensitivity over published results on all three tasks, with agonist: 0.78 vs 0.56;

antagonist: 0.69 vs 0.11; binding: 0.66 vs 0.26.
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Summary

With the aim to target faster, reproducible, and more cost-effective in silico safety as-

sessment, we propose here the machine learning framework ML4Tox, including both

deep and shallow learning in a classification pipeline. The framework can employ

a deep multilayer network or a SVM (linear or gaussian) as predictive models. The

central element in the approach is the DAP that takes care of massive replication of

experiments on data partitions (See Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). While in biomarker

studies based on high-throughput -omics features the MCC is adopted as reference er-

ror function [228], in this study we also use sensitivity as a target performance metric,

in order to give priority to compounds detected as active for potential toxicity.

We applied ML4Tox in three toxicology tasks defined in the Collaborative Estro-

gen Receptor Activity Prediction Project (CERAPP) [297]. Environmental exposure to

endocrine-disrupting chemical compounds (EDC) poses high risks for human health,

with potential impact on the endocrine system causing adverse immune, neurologi-

cal and developmental effects. The interest of the toxicological community in datasets

describing effects of estrogen receptor (ER) related compounds has steadily grown

in the last few years, due to the key role of the ER molecular complex in the repro-

ductive function.

Supported by accuracy improvements reported for autoencoder architectures trained

on the ToxCast invitrodb dataset [61], we aim in particular at extending the applica-

tion of the QSAR data-driven approach to deep learning architectures to improve

sensitivity of CERAPP tasks. Specifically, the CERAPP assessed the application of

predictive modeling to evaluate the binding interactions of environmental chemicals

to the ligand-binding domain of human ER from in vitro high-throughput screening

(HTS) assay data. These interactions are differentiated into three classes: agonist, an-

tagonist and binding. The CERAPP has defined a training set of 5031 compounds

(1677 per class) and the “Literature Evaluation set” (6319, 6539 and 7283 respectively

for agonist, antagonist and binding) labelled as positive or negative. The data defines

three distinct learning tasks, which are tackled by ML4Tox with a deep multilayer net-

work, a linear SVM and a Gaussian SVM respectively, yielding superior performances
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over those published. We present here the general architecture of the ML4Tox frame-

work, its main methods and experimental application to the CERAPP tasks, finally

discussing the potential for the future development of deep learning architectures in

predictive toxicology.

10.2 Materials and Methods

Datasets

In this study, for model development we used the CERAPP training set (TR in the

following), derived from ToxCast™and Tox21 programs and consisting of 1677 chem-

icals [127, 211, 297] (Table 39). Each chemical was assigned a binary label represent-

ing their agonist, antagonist, and binding activities for the ligand-binding domain of

ER. Models were tested on the CERAPP “Literature” evaluation set (EV), consisting

of 6319 chemicals for agonist, 6539 for antagonist, and 7283 for binding (see Table 40).

EV was derived from the 7547 compounds in the full CERAPP evaluation set after

exclusion of chemicals with relatively high (> 20%) disagreement amongst literature

sources [297].

Table 39: CERAPP training set for binary classification tasks.

Class Active Inactive Total

Agonist 219 1458 1677

Antagonist 41 1636 1677

Binding 237 1440 1677

Table 40: CERAPP “Literature” evaluation set for binary classification tasks.

Class Active Inactive Total

Agonist 350 5969 6319

Antagonist 284 6255 6539

Binding 1982 5301 7283
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Feature extraction and filtering.

All chemicals were described by 777 molecular descriptors extracted from their bi-

dimensional chemical structure by the software Mold2 [204, 206], following previous

analyses [297]. Additionally, we explored the use of Extended-Connectivity Finger-

prints [390] (ECF), a class of circular topological fingerprints, as an alternative set

of descriptors. The ECF features were generated from the canonical SMILES of each

compound using the Morgan algorithm [329] with four iterations, as implemented

in the DeepChem [455] and RDKitc̃iterdkit Python 2.7 modules. As a filtering step,

features with constant values across the training samples were removed from the TR

and EV sets before further analysis.

Machine learning

We applied DL and SVM models to predict compound agonist, antagonist and binding

activities. The general ML4Tox architecture is sketched in Figure 61.
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Figure 61: Overview of ML4Tox framework. A: Preprocessing of molecular descriptors
from chemical compounds. Features are extracted by Mold2 or the Extended-
Connectivity Fingerprint (ECF) algorithms. Descriptors constant across all train-
ing data are filtered out. B: Model training. Descriptors and binary labels (agonist,
antagonist, binding) for each compound are used to train three in-silico models:
ML4Tox-Agonist, ML4Tox-Antagonist, and ML4Tox-Binding. DAP: Data analysis
protocol; FC: fully-connected layers; 10x5 CV: 10 rounds of 5-fold cross-validation.

We first developed ML4Tox-Agonist, a deep multilayer neural network to pre-

dict Agonist activity with five fully-connected hidden layers of 644, 644, 420, 30,

and 5 nodes. As activation functions, we considered the Rectified Linear Unit [332]

for the inner layers and a SoftMax one for the output layer. The optimizer was

Adam [adam_optimizer] with a learning rate of LR = 5× 10−6 and Cross Entropy

as the loss function, with weights proportional to the class sizes. The batch size was

300 and the number of epochs 1500. To avoid overfitting, dropout layers were added

with rate 0.5 after each of the first three inner layers and rate 0.25 after the fourth

layer, with no dropout applied to the last hidden layer. Optimizer type, LR, number

of epochs, and the dropout strategy were selected amongst alternatives by training

over 4000 epochs on 70% of TR (randomly chosen) and evaluating the performance

on the left-out 30%. Using a grid of LR values, we compared the training and val-
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idation performance and losses of the net using stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

(Figure 63) and Adam (Figure 62) as optimizers, with no dropout at first.
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Figure 62: ML4Tox-Agonist: training with the Adam optimizer at different learning rates
(LRs). (a) LR=10−6; (b) LR=5× 10−6; (c) LR=7.5× 10−6; (d) LR=10−5. Upper pan-
els: training (grey) and validation (black) MCC; lower panels: training and valida-
tion losses (cross-entropy).

For SGD, the net was trained with LR ∈ [10−4, 5× 10−4, 10−3, 2× 10−3]: with the

two lowest LR values (Figure 63, panels A-B) we observed a slow decay of training/-

validation losses combined with lower MCC (defined below) on training; with the

two highest LR values (Figure 63, panels C-D), the net is slowly learning from data

(MCC ∼ 0.8), while also quickly overfitting.
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Figure 63: ML4Tox-Agonist: training with the SGD optimizer at different learning rates (LRs).
(a) LR=0.0001; (b) LR=0.0005; (c) LR=0.001; (d) LR=0.002. Upper panels: training
(grey) and validation (black) MCC; lower panels: training and validation losses
(cross-entropy).

For Adam, we trained the net with LR ∈ [10−6, 5× 10−6, 7.5× 10−6, 10−5], as Adam

requires smaller LR with respect to SGD [adam_optimizer]. We chose LR = 5 ×
10−6 as the best compromise for the LR; further, to delay overfitting and to narrow

the gap between training and validation MCC, we added the dropout layers, with

different dropout rates. The overall training performance with Adam and the optimal

dropout rates are displayed in Figure 64. We fixed the number of epochs to 1500, to

optimize for loss minimization on training and internal validation, i.e. ensuring the

development of an accurate model while limiting overfitting.
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Figure 64: ML4Tox-Agonist model: training convergence curves. Optimizer=Adam; LR=5×
10−6 and dropout rate=0.5 (inner layers 1–4) and 0.25 (layer 5).

For the Antagonist task, which is highly unbalanced with less than 3% of positive

labels in the training set (Table 39), we developed ML4Tox-Antagonist, a linear SVM

with a regularization parameter C = 0.001 and balanced class weights. Linear, poly-

nomial and Gaussian kernels were tested as possible kernels with a cross-validation

strategy only on the training set. Details on the SVM metaparameter selection are

not reported here for brevity. For the Binding Task, we designed ML4Tox-Binding, a

Gaussian kernel SVM trained on Mold2 and ECF features used alone or in combina-

tion (“Mold2+ECF”). The SVM regularization parameter was C = 10 for Mold2 and
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Mold2+ECF, and C = 100 for ECF features; the kernel coefficient γ = 1
nf

, for nf the

number of features. The optimal SVM regularization parameter was chosen from the

grid [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000].

Predictive modeling strategy.

All machine learning models were trained and evaluated within the DAP framework

and evaluated for a set of metrics, including balanced accuracy (BA) [52], sensitivity

(SN), specificity (SP), and the MCC. In the binary case, BA and MCC are defined

as BA = 1
2

( TP
AP + TN

AN

)
and MCC = TP·TN−FP·FN√

(TP+FP)(TP+FN)(TN+FP)(TN+FN)
, respectively, for

TN, TP, FN, FP the entries of the binary confusion matrix and AP = TP + FN, AN =

TN+FP (TN: true negatives; TP: true positives; FN: false negatives; FP: false positive).

Features were rescaled in the interval [0, 1] before undergoing classification: to avoid

information leakage, rescaling parameters from TR were used for rescaling both TR

and EV sets. Random label experiments were also run to test against selection bias.

After obtaining CV performance estimates, models were retrained on the whole TR

set and evaluated on the EV set.

10.3 Results

After filtering out descriptors with constant values across training samples, a total of

24288 features were kept (644 Mold2 features, 23644 ECF features) for model selec-

tion, training and evaluation as described above. Classification results by ML4Tox on

the CERAPP tasks are reported in Table 41, for Training (CV estimates) and Litera-

ture data. We compared ML4Tox with the FDA_NCTR_DBB model (DBB), which was

among the best performing models on the same CERAPP tasks and datasets [297]

(see Figs. 65–67).

On the Agonist task, the deep learning ML4Tox model scored a balanced accuracy

BA = 0.71 (CI: 0.69, 0.73; 95% studentized bootstrap confidence interval) on Training

and BAEV = 0.73 on Evaluation. Notably, the model had fair sensitivity both in
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training SN = 0.60 (CI: 0.54, 0.65) and evaluation SNEV = 0.78, improving on the

original DBB model ( SNDBB
EV = 0.56), as shown in Figure 65.

On the Antagonist task, with BAEV = 0.71 (SNEV = 0.69, SPEV = 0.73) in evalua-

tion, the ML4Tox significantly improved over DBB both for balanced accuracy and

sensitivity: BADBB
EV = 0.55 (SNDBB

EV = 0.11, SPDBB
EV = 0.98), as shown in Figure 66.

On the binding task, the most accurate ML4Tox model was Gaussian SVM over

combined Mold2 and ECF features (M2+ECF), with BA = 0.67 (CI: 0.66, 0.68) and

SN = 0.76 (CI: 0.74, 0.79) in cross-validation, and BAEV = 0.64 (SNEV = 0.66, SPEV =

0.61), also significantly improved the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity of

the DBB model (BADBB
EV = 0.60, SNDBB

EV = 0.26, SPDBB
EV = 0.94), see Figure 67. Notably,

the improvement in sensitivity of the ML4Tox-Binding model was obtained with the

M2+ECF feature combination.

The consistent gain in sensitivity with ML4Tox in the antagonist and binding tasks

is important in the context of predictive toxicology, where the prioritization of chem-

icals for in vivo risk assessment is one of the main goals.

ML4Tox (DAP) ML4Tox (test) DBB (test)
BA SN BA SN BA SN

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Models

Figure 65: Agonist prediction task. ML4Tox-Agonist classification metrics in cross-validation
on training (DAP: leftmost panel) and on independent evaluation set (test: middle
panel), compared with evaluation metrics of the FDA-NCTR model (DBB: right-
most panel). Vertical bars represent 95% studentized confidence intervals. BA: bal-
anced accuracy; SN: sensitivity.
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ML4Tox (DAP) ML4Tox (test) DBB (test)
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Figure 66: Antagonist prediction task. ML4Tox-Antagonist classification metrics in cross-
validation (DAP: leftmost panel) and on independent evaluation set (test: middle
panel), compared with evaluation set metrics by NCTR model (DBB: rightmost
panel). Vertical bars represent confidence intervals. BA: balanced accuracy; SN:
sensitivity.
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Figure 67: Binding prediction task. ML4Tox-Binding (Mold2+ECF features) classification
metrics in cross-validation (DAP: leftmost panel) and on independent evaluation
set (test: middle panel), compared with evaluation set metrics by NCTR model
(DBB: rightmost panel). Vertical bars represent confidence intervals. BA: balanced
accuracy; SN: sensitivity.

10.4 Discussion

In this study, we introduced ML4Tox, a predictive toxicology computational frame-

work for modeling the potential endocrine disruption of environmental chemicals,

based on machine learning. Our approach is motivated by the recent availability of

QSAR-ready datasets from the literature.

We demonstrated ML4Tox by developing Deep Learning and Support Vector Ma-

chine models to predict chemical compound agonist, antagonist and binding activity

for the human estrogen receptor ligand-binding domain, using data sourced from

the CERAPP initiative.

We have explored the use of Deep Learning models for the first task (Agonist),

and of shallow methods on the other two (Antagonist and Binding). We also test

the potential of a different class of molecular descriptors (circular topological finger-

prints) in the Binding task. While the sensitivity of these methods remains fair at
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best, all three ML4Tox models improve over published results (Agonist: 0.78 vs 0.56;

Antagonist: 0.69 vs 0.11; Binding: 0.66 vs 0.26).

We did not test the use of the richer set of features for predictive toxicology with

deep architectures: combining the two improvements is expected to provide an ad-

vantage. In general, the recent availability of curated datasets has been used until

now only with shallow statistical machine learning models [287] and thus it opens

new potential applications for deep learning. In particular, as already proposed in

the combination of diagnostic-prognostic tasks [290], we aim to exploit multi-task

learning architectures to simultaneously solve the agonist, antagonist and binding

tasks. The hypothesis that supports multi-task architectures in predictive toxicology

is that when a shared core structure is trained to target several tasks simultaneously,

each covering different aspects of toxicity, the model may be driven to better describe

pathway disruption, thus improving its potential for prioritizing chemicals.

Implementation and code availability

The ML4Tox-Agonist models were implemented in PyTorch v0.4.1 [353], with code

available at https://bit.ly/3oeymkW; ML4Tox-Antagonist and ML4Tox-Binding were

built on top of the scikit-learn v0.19.1 [357] Python library. The whole DAP was writ-

ten in Python based on scikit-learn functions. Computations were run on the FBK

KORE high-performance computing cluster for shallow learning models, and on a

Linux workstation with 2x NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 cards and on a cloud instance

with 4x NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU cards, funded by the Azure Research grant “Deep

Learning for Precision Medicine”.
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Part V

M U LT I - O M I C S I N T E G R AT I O N

Chapter 11 presents the network-based INF framework for biomarker de-

velopment on multi-omics datasets. INF leverages ML models to extract

compact signatures of predictive biomarkers in a reproducible environ-

ment. The diagnostic/prognostic potential of INF in precision oncology

is demonstrated on public oncogenomics datasets for prediction of (i) es-

trogen receptor (ER) status in Breast Cancer, (ii) overall survival in acute

myeloid leukemia and (iii) kidney renal clear cell carcinoma, and (iv) sub-

types of breast invasive carcinoma. Following the approach in MAQC

II [463], the ER status is used as the first target outcome in which models

have relatively higher accuracy, as compared to outcomes such as overall

survival. For example, MCC ranged from MCC>0.7 on ER status to MCC=0.4

on overall survival on the microarray Neuroblastoma data [463], and sim-

ilarly for RNA-Seq data [525] (from MCC=0.3 to MCC=0.6 for overall sur-

vival of Neuroblastoma patients).

While INF is not proposed as a clinical alternative for the ER status predic-

tion in breast cancer, we show that it supports the integration of multiple

layers deriving from omics and possibly non-omics data. Of interest, the

combination of diverse omics data for ER-status prediction can overcome

the limits of IHC-stained analysis, due to the variability in slide prepara-

tion and pathologists’ subjectivity [56]. For example, Alakwaa et al. [6]

have analyzed metabolomics data to predict ER status and extract com-

pact signatures for targeted therapies.
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Chapter11
T H E I N F F R A M E W O R K

Highlights

■ INF is a reproducible network-
based framework for multi-omics
integration that leverages ML mod-
els within a robust DAP, to extract
predictive biomarkers from an arbi-
trary number of omics layers.

■ INF was applied to predict es-
trogen receptor status (BRCA-ER,
N=381) and breast invasive car-
cinoma subtypes (BRCA-subtypes,
N=305) from gene expression, pro-
tein abundances and copy num-
ber variants. Further INF was ap-
plied to methylation, gene expres-
sion, and microRNA expression to
predict overall survival in acute
myeloid leukemia (AML, N=157)

and kidney renal clear cell carci-
noma (KIRC, N=181).

■ INF improves over the perfor-
mance of single layers and naive
juxtaposition on (three) oncoge-
nomics tasks, extracting a biolog-
ically meaningful compact set of
predictive biomarkers.

■ Notably, gene expression provides
the largest number of features to
the biomarkers’ lists identified by
the INF workflow.

■ Feature analysis with UMAP on
the INF signature identifies refined
clusters of cancer subtypes consis-
tent with published findings.

Personal contribution I contributed to the implementation of the overall INF
framework and the design of the experimental pipeline. I run most of the ex-
periments on the oncogenomics datasets, and I performed the UMAP analysis
on the INF signature. I also contributed to the writing and prepared the figures
for the article.

11.1 Abstract

Recent technological advances and international efforts, such as TCGA, have made

available several pan-cancer datasets encompassing multiple omics layers with de-
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tailed clinical information in large collection of samples. The need has thus arisen for

the development of computational methods aimed at improving cancer subtyping

and biomarker identification from multi-modal data. Here we apply the Integrative

Network Fusion (INF) pipeline, which combines multiple omics layers exploiting

Similarity Network Fusion (SNF) within a machine learning predictive framework.

INF includes a feature ranking scheme (rSNF) on SNF-integrated features, used by

a classifier over juxtaposed multi-omics features (juXT). In particular, we show in-

stances of INF implementing RF and linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM) as the

classifier, and two baseline RF and LSVM models are also trained on juXT. A compact

RF model, called rSNFi, trained on the intersection of top-ranked biomarkers from

the two approaches juXT and rSNF is finally derived. All the classifiers are run in

a 10x5-fold cross-validation schema to warrant reproducibility, following the guide-

lines for an unbiased Data Analysis Plan by the US FDA-led initiatives MAQC/SEQC.

INF is demonstrated on four classification tasks on three multi-modal TCGA oncoge-

nomics datasets. Gene expression, protein abundances and copy number variants are

used to predict estrogen receptor status (BRCA-ER, N=381) and breast invasive carci-

noma subtypes (BRCA-subtypes, N=305), while gene expression, miRNA expression

and methylation data is used as predictor layers for acute myeloid leukemia and

renal clear cell carcinoma survival (AML-OS, N=157; KIRC-OS, N=181). In test, INF

achieved similar Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) values and 97% to 83%

smaller feature sizes (FS), compared with juXT for BRCA-ER (MCC: 0.83 vs 0.80;

FS: 56 vs 1801) and BRCA-subtypes (0.84 vs 0.80; 302 vs 1801), improving KIRC-OS

performance (0.38 vs 0.31; 111 vs 2319). INF predictions are generally more accurate

in test than one-dimensional omics models, with smaller signatures too, where tran-

scriptomics consistently play the leading role. Overall, the INF framework effectively

integrates multiple data levels in oncogenomics classification tasks, improving over

the performance of single layers alone and naive juxtaposition, and provides compact

signature sizes.
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Summary

Our study introduces Integrative Network Fusion (INF), a reproducible network-

based framework for high-throughput omics data integration that leverages machine

learning models to extract multi-omics predictive biomarkers. Originally conceptu-

alized and tested on multi-omics metagenomics data in an early preliminary ver-

sion [472, 519], INF combines the signatures retrieved from both the early-integration

approach of variable juxtaposition (juXT) and an intermediate-integration approach

(SNF [496]), to find the optimal set of predictive features. In particular, first a set

of top-ranked features is extracted by juXT by a classifier, here Random Forest (RF)

and linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM). Then, a feature ranking scheme (rSNF) is

computed on SNF-integrated features and finally a RF model (rSNFi) is trained on the

intersection of two set of top-ranked features from juXT and rSNF, obtaining an ap-

proach that effectively integrates multiple omics layers and provides compact predic-

tive signatures. Selection bias and data-leakage effects are controlled by performing

the experiments within a rigorous Data Analysis Plan (DAP) to warrant reproducibil-

ity, following the guidelines of the US FDA-led initiatives MAQC/SEQC [419, 464,

465]. In particular, to alleviate the computational burden of the full DAP pipeline, an

approximating DAP is designed to lighten computing without significantly affecting

the results. Further, experiments are run on samples with randomly shuffled labels

as a sanity check versus overfitting effects and, finally, INF robustness is verified by

testing on different train/test splits.

We test INF on three datasets retrieved from the TCGA repository, to predict either

the estrogen receptor status (ER) or the cancer subtype on the breast invasive carci-

noma (BRCA) dataset, and to predict the overall survival (OS) on the kidney renal

clear cell carcinoma (KIRC) and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) datasets. Overall,

INF improves over the performance of single layers and naive juxtaposition on all

four oncogenomics tasks, extracting a biologically meaningful compact set of predic-

tive biomarkers. Notably, the transcriptomics layer is prevalent inside the inferred

INF signatures, consistently with published findings [80].
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The INF framework is currently designed to integrate an arbitrary number of one-

dimensional omics layers. We plan to further extend the framework by enabling

the integration of histopathological features extracted from whole slide images [45]

or deep features from radiological images [47] extracted by deep neural network

architectures, carefully addressing all potential caveats [283].

11.2 Materials and Methods

Data

Three multi-modal cancer datasets generated by TCGA and four classification tasks

are considered in this study. Protein abundance (prot), gene expression (gene) and

copy number variants (cnv) are used to predict breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA)

estrogen receptor status (0: negative; 1: positive) and subtypes (luminal A, luminal

B, basal-like, HER2-enriched). Methylation (meth), gene expression (gene) and mi-

croRNA expression (mirna) are used to predict acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and

kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC) overall survival (0: alive; 1: deceased). The

number of samples and features for each omic layer and classification task are de-

tailed in Table 43; class balance, split by dataset, is reported in Table 42.

Dataset-task labels (#samples)

BRCA-ER Negative (95), Positive (286)
BRCA-subtypes LuminalA (170), LuminalB (102), Basal-like (81), HER2-enriched (48)
AML-OS Dead (101), Alive (56)
KIRC-OS Dead (133), Alive (48)

Table 42: Class balance. BRCA: breast invasive carcinoma; AML: acute myeloid leukemia;
KIRC: kidney renal clear cell carcinoma; ER: estrogen receptor; subtypes: breast
cancer subtypes; OS: overall survival.

For AML [461] and KIRC [460], gene expression is profiled using the Illumina

HiSeq2000 and quantified as log2-transformed RSEM normalized counts; miRNA

mature strand expression is profiled using the Illumina Genome Analyzer and quan-
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tified as reads per million miRNA mapped; and methylation is assessed by Illumina

Human Methylation 450K and expressed as beta values. For BRCA [459], gene ex-

pression is profiled with Agilent 244K custom gene expression microarrays; protein

abundance is assessed by reverse phase protein arrays; copy number profiles are mea-

sured using Affymetrix Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 platform, copy number

variants are segmented by the TCGA Firehose pipeline using GISTIC2 method, and

then mapped to genes.

The original data is publicly accessible on the National Cancer Institute GDC Data

Portal1 and the Broad GDAC Firehose2, where further details on data generation

can be found. The data was retrieved in December, 2019 and January, 2020 using the

RTCGA R library [249].

Furthermore, the INF pipeline has been tested on a synthetic dataset with 380

observations in two classes (70% class 1 and 30% class 2, defining the synthetic target

ST), 3 pseudo-omics layers, and 400 features (layer 1: 100; layer 2: 50; layer 3: 250). The

dataset is generated in-house using scikit-learn’s make_classification function with

the arguments shuffle=False and flip_y=0. The number of informative features and

the difficulty of the task were set on a per-layer basis, as summarized in Table 45.

Dataset-task #samples layers (#features)

BRCA-ER 381 gene (17814), cnv (18050), prot (142)
BRCA-subtypes 305

AML-OS 157 gene (10265), meth (2500), mirna (352)

KIRC-OS 181 gene (10265), meth (2500), mirna (484)

Synthetic-ST 380 layer1 (100), layer2 (50), layer3 (250)

Table 43: Data summary. BRCA: breast invasive carcinoma; AML: acute myeloid leukemia;
KIRC: kidney renal clear cell carcinoma; gene: gene expression; cnv: copy number
variants; prot: protein abundance; meth: methylation; mirna: microRNA expression;
ER: estrogen receptor; subtypes: breast cancer subtypes; OS: overall survival; ST:
synthetic target.

1 https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/
2 https://gdac.broadinstitute.org/
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In silico workflow

The INF pipeline integrates two or more omics layers, e.g. gene expression, protein

abundance, or methylation, in a machine learning framework for improved patient

classification and biomarker identification in cancer. The core consists of three main

components, structured as in Figure 68, managing the integration of the omics layers

and their predictive modeling. A baseline integration method (juXT) is first consid-

ered by training a RF [51] or a linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM) [107] classi-

fier on juxtaposed multi-omics data, ranking features by ANOVA F-value. Secondly,

the multi-omics features are integrated by Similarity Network Fusion (SNF) [496], a

method that computes a sample similarity network for each data type and fuses them

into one network. INF introduces a novel feature ranking scheme (rSNF) that sorts

multi-omics features according to their contribution to the SNF-fused network struc-

ture. A RF or LSVM classifier is trained on the juxtaposed multi-omics data, ranking

features by rSNF. A compact RF model (rSNFi) is finally trained on the juxtaposed

dataset restricted to the intersection of top-ranked biomarkers from juXT and rSNF.
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Figure 68: Graphical representation of the INF workflow for N omics datasets with K phe-
notypes. A first RF or LSVM classifier is trained on the juxtaposed data, ranking
features by ANOVA F-value (juXT). The data sets are then integrated by Similar-
ity Network Fusion, the features are ranked by rSNF and a RF or LSVM model
is developed on the juxtaposed dataset with the rSNF feature ranking (rSNF). Fi-
nally, a RF or LSVM classifier is trained on the juxtaposed dataset restricted to the
intersection of juXT and rSNF top discriminant feature lists (rSNFi). The classifier
is either RF or LSVM throughout the INF workflow. All the predictive models are
developed within the DAP described in the methods and graphically represented
in Figure 6. The alternative and mutually exclusive paths A and F are followed by
the “accelerated DAP” and the “full DAP” procedures, respectively (see Methods)

.

Omics integration

In a comparative review of scientific literature, SNF [496] emerged as one of the most

reliable alternatives to simple juxtaposition-based integration. SNF is a non-Bayesian

network-based method that can be divided into two main steps: the first step builds
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a sample-similarity network for each omics dataset, where nodes represent samples

and edges encode a scaled exponential Euclidean distance kernel computed on each

pair of samples; the second step implements a nonlinear combination of these net-

works into a single similarity network through an iterative procedure. The multi-

omics datasets are first converted into graphs, and for each graph two matrices are

computed: a patient pairwise similarity matrix (“status matrix”), and a matrix with

similarity of each patient to the K most similar patients, through K-nearest neigh-

bors (“local affinity matrix”). At each iteration, the status matrix is updated through

the local affinity matrix, generating two parallel interchanging processes. The status

matrices are finally fused together into a single network. Spectral clustering is per-

formed on the fused network, in order to identify sub-communities of samples, po-

tentially reflecting phenotypes. The clustering performance is evaluated with respect

to a ground truth, i.e., the real phenotype each sample belongs to, by the Normalized

Mutual Information (NMI) score. SNF integrates multiple omics datasets into a sin-

gle comprehensive network in the space of samples rather than measurements (e.g.,

gene expression values).

This work proposes multi-omics integration as an approach to identify robust

biomarkers of sample phenotypes or cancer subtypes (e.g., survival status vs breast

cancer subtyping); consequently, it is necessary to extract measurement information

from the SNF-fused network of samples. To this aim, we extended SNF by imple-

menting rSNF (ranked SNF), a feature-ranking scheme based on SNF-fused network

clustering. In detail, a patient network Wi is built for each feature fi, based on fi

alone, and spectral clustering is performed on it. Then, NMI score is computed com-

paring the clusters found inside Wi with those in the fused network; the higher the

score, the more similar the clustering between the fused network and Wi. Thus, each

feature fi is associated to a consistency score, ranking all multi-omics features with

respect to their relative contribution to the whole network structure.

The entire procedure of similarity networks inference and fusion relies on two

hyperparameters: α, the scaling variance in the scaled exponential similarity kernel

used for similarity networks construction, and K, the number of nearest neighbors

in sparse kernel and scaled exponential similarity kernel construction. While the
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original method [496] assigned fixed values to α and K, in this study the optimal

hyperparameters are chosen among the grids αgrid = {0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, . . . , 0.8} and

Kgrid = {i ∈ N, 10 ⩽ i ⩽ 30} in a 10×5-fold cross-validation schema.

Predictive profiling

To ensure the reproducibility of results and limit overfitting, the development of clas-

sification models is performed inside the DAP (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). Data

is split in a training set (TR) and two non-overlapping test sets (TS, TS2), preserving

the original proportion of patient phenotypes (classes). The TR/TS/TS2 partitions

are 50%/30%/20% of the entire data set, respectively. The data splitting procedure

is repeated 10 times to obtain 10 different TR/TS/TS2 splits. Predictive models are

trained and developed on TR and TS for juXT and rSNF; in the case of rSNFi, the

models are trained and developed on TS and TS2 to avoid information leakage due

to using the same data both for feature selection and model training (see Figure 69).

For each split, RF or linear kernel Support Vector Machine (LSVM) classifiers are

trained on the training partition within a stratified 10×5-fold cross-validation (10×5-

MCVCC!). The model performance is assessed in terms of average precision, recall,

and MCC. At each MCVCC! round, features are ranked either by ANOVA F-value (for

juXT, rSNFi) or by the rSNF ranking (see Section 11.2) and different classification

models are trained for increasing numbers of ranked features, namely 5%, 10%, 25%,

50%, 75%, and 100% of the total features. A unified list of top-ranked features is then

obtained by Borda aggregation of all the ranked MCVCC! lists [227, 230]. The best

model is later retrained on the whole training set restricted to the features yielding

the maximum MCC in MCVCC!, and validated on the test partition. A global list of

top-ranked features is derived for juXT, rSNF, and rSNFi by Borda aggregation of the

Borda lists of each TR/TS split (Borda of Bordas, “BoB”). The signatures for juXT,

rSNF, and rSNFi are defined by the top N features of the corresponding BoB lists,

with N being the median size of top features across all experiments.

In the “full” version of the DAP (fDAP), described above, the rSNF ranking is

performed at each MCVCC! round on the training portion of the data. Since this
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juXT

rSNF

Dataset

Train set

Test set

Common 
biomarkers

rSNFi

TR

TR TS

TS2

Test set

TS Train set

TS

Figure 69: Data splitting procedure. To avoid information leakage due to the use of the same
data both for feature selection and model training, we considered different train
and test sets according to the integration scheme. In particular, each data set is
split into three non-overlapping partitions (TR/TS/TS2), corresponding to the
50%/30%/20% of the entire data set, respectively. The TR/TS/TS2 partitions pre-
serve the original proportion of patient phenotypes. Predictive models for juXT
and rSNF are trained on TR and validated on TS, while for rSNFi the train set is
TS (with features restricted to the intersected biomarkers of juXT and rSNF) and
TS2 the test set.

procedure is quite demanding in terms of computational time, even if parallelized (≈
9 feature/min), we devised an “accelerated” version of the DAP (aDAP), where the

rSNF ranking is precomputed on the whole TR data and used as is at each MCVCC!

round. We assessed the fDAP vs aDAP performance on the synthetic dataset as well

as BRCA-ER and BRCA-subtypes by comparing the overall metrics and measuring

the dissimilarity of the rSNF BoB of the two DAPs by the Canberra distance [227].

RF models are trained using 500 trees, measuring the quality of a split as mean

decrease in the Gini impurity index [51]; the regularization parameter C of LSVM

models is tuned over the grid Cgrid={10i, i ∈ N,−2 ⩽ i ⩽ 3} within a 10× stratified
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Monte Carlo cross-validation (50% training/validation proportion). Results for RF

models are summarized in Table 44, while LSVM models performance is detailed in

the Supplementary Tables online.

To ensure that the predictive profiling procedure is not affected by selection bias,

the whole INF workflow, including the rSNF procedure, is also repeated after ran-

domly scrambling the training set labels (“random labels” mode): in the absence of

systematic bias, MCC is expected to be close to the random guess value of zero.

Implementation

The complete INF pipeline is implemented through the workflow management tool

Snakemake [250], which allows automatic handling of all dependencies required to

generate the INF output. The pipeline operates on N omics input files, one for each

layer that should be integrated, and a single file describing the patient labels. The

omics files are tab-separated text matrices with patients on the rows and features on

the columns, with row and column identifiers. The label file is a single column file

with patient phenotypes, with no header. This input structure, with one file per omic

layer and a label file, simplifies the downstream analysis and reduces to a minimum

the preprocessing burden for the end user.

The predictive profiling module, including the DAP, is written in Python 3.6 on

top of NumPy [346] and scikit-learn methods [357]. The ranked SNF (rSNF) proce-

dure is implemented in R [375] leveraging the original R scripts provided by SNF

authors [496], extended by a dedicated script for SNF tuning and a main script for

SNF analysis and the post-SNF feature selection procedure, which is parallelized

over the features for efficiency using the foreach R library.
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Computational details

The INF computations were run on the FBK Linux high-performance computing

facility KORE, on a 8-core i7 3.4 GHz Linux workstation, and on a 72-vCPU 2.7 GHz

Platinum Intel Xeon 8168 Microsoft Azure cloud machine (F72s v2 series).

11.3 Results

The INF workflow was run on all tasks considering 3-layer integration and all 2-layer

combinations; the DAP was also run separately on all single-layer datasets in order

to obtain a baseline. All results presented here refer to experiments performed with

RF classifier. Experiments using LSVM were performed on BRCA-ER and KIRC-OS

obtaining similar classification performances, top features and layer contributions

(see Supplementary Material tables online). The classifier performance for 3-layer in-

tegration is summarized in Table 44, in terms of average cross-validation MCC on

the 10 training set splits (MCC_cv) with 95% Studentized bootstrap confidence inter-

vals (CI) as (MCC_min, MCC_max), average MCC on the 10 test set splits (MCC_ts)

with CI, and median number of features (Nf) yielding MCC_cv. Similarly, precision

(PREC) and recall (REC) are reported in Table 44 as average cross-validation and

test set values with CI. As expected, whenever there is a non negligible unbalance

towards the positive class, the number of false positives tends to increase, with more

false positives yielding a comparatively low precision with higher recall, and vice

versa. In both cases, the MCC efficiently works in balancing the two effects. The clas-

sifier performance on single-layer and 2-layer data is summarized in Figure 70.
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Figure 70: Overview of Random Forest classification performance (MCC, Matthews Correla-
tion Coefficient) on the four tasks in cross validation (“CV”) and test (“ts”), on
single-layer (blue shades) and on all two-layer combinations for juXT (orange),
rSNF (red) and rSNFi (green). Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. On top of
each MCVCC!-ts pair is the median number of features leading to best MCVCC!
performance.
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A comparison between the “accelerated” flavour of the DAP (aDAP) and the full

DAP (fDAP) was run on synthetic data, BRCA-ER and BRCA-subtypes data, with

aDAP yielding similar performance metrics and top-ranked biomarker lists as fDAP

(Results reported Supplementary Material online), while being ≈ 30× faster (for

BRCA-ER, approx. 2h vs 64h, or 300 features/min vs 9 features/min). All the results

presented here were thus obtained using aDAP. Moreover, the INF workflow running

in “random labels” mode achieved an average cross-validation MCC ≈ 0, as expected

by a procedure unaffected by systematic bias.

Overall, integrating multiple omics layers with INF yields better or comparable

classification performance than using only features from a single layer or naïve omics

juxtaposition, at the same time with much more compact signature sizes. On 3-layer

BRCA-subtypes and 2- or 3-layer KIRC-OS, INF outperforms the single layers, as well

as juXT and rSNF (Figure 70, Table 44). On 2-layer BRCA-subtypes, INF performance

on gene-cnv and gene-prot is comparable to the best-performing single-layer data (gene)

and superior to cnv and prot single layers, while INF on cnv-prot only improves over

the cnv single layer. On the BRCA-ER task, the performance with INF integration of

2 or 3 layers is still better than using single layers, nevertheless to a smaller extent,

except for cnv-prot integration which performs better than cnv alone but slightly

worse than gene and prot single layers. The good performances achieved at the gene

and prot single layers do not come unexpected, since the biological nature of the

target ER-status is defined at transcriptomics level. On the more difficult AML-OS

task, INF has better performance over both rSNF and juXT on gene-mirna and meth-

mirna integration, still improving over single-layer performance both in terms of MCC

and reduced signature sizes.

One or multi-omics layers vs juXT/rSNF/rSNFi.

For BRCA-ER, three-layer INF (rSNFi) integration performs better than either rSNF

or juXT (MCC test 0.830 vs 0.804, 0.797 for rSNF and juXT, respectively). All two-layer

INF integrations perform similarly to, or better than, the corresponding rSNF and
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juXT integrations, in particular for cnv-prot integration (MCC test 0.746 vs 0.682, 0.692

resp. for rSNF and juXT).

On BRCA-subtypes, the 3-layer INF integration performs better than either rSNF

or juXT (MCC test 0.838 vs 0.811, 0.795 resp. for rSNF and juXT), nevertheless without

improving over the gene single-layer performance (MCC test 0.821). However, the INF

median signature size is only 301.5, compared to 1801 for rSNF and juXT, and 891

for the gene layer alone. All two-layer INF integrations yield better performance than

their corresponding juXT or rSNF integrations.

Omics integration is particularly effective for KIRC-OS, as all 2- and 3-layer INF

integrations outperform juXT, rSNF, and each of the single-layer classifiers. In fact,

3-layer rSNFi achieves MCC test 0.378 vs 0.274, 0.305 (resp. for juXT, rSNF), 0.296,

0.327, 0.333 (resp. rSNFi meth-mirna, gene-mirna, gene-meth), and 0.253, 0.261, 0.249

(resp. gene, meth, mirna).

For AML-OS, INF feature sets are always more compact than either juXT or rSNF,

with three-layer integration giving better MCC than any of the INF two-layer inte-

grations (MCC test 0.176 vs 0.125, 0.169, 0.047, respectively three-layer vs meth-mirna,

gene-mirna, gene-meth). Moreover, cross-validation MCCs corresponding to INF inte-

gration are better than any single layer MCC as well as rSNF and juXT.

Characterization of the signatures identified by INF.

For all tasks, INF signatures are markedly more compact with respect to both juXT

and rSNF. With 91.5 vs 6559 (1.4%) median features (rSNFi vs juXT), the largest

reduction in size occurs for AML-OS 3-layer integration, while the least reduction is

observed for BRCA-subtypes task, with 301.5 vs 1801 (16.7%) median features (rSNFi

vs juXT).

In terms of contributions from the omics datasets being integrated, the gene layer

generally provides the largest number of features to the signatures identified by the

INF workflow. In particular for the BRCA dataset, in both ER and subtypes tasks, the

gene layer contributes over 95% of the top features for juXT and rSNFi, with rSNF

signatures being slightly more balanced (prot contribution remains marginal, while
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cnv provides 28.3% and 17.7% of the top features in ER and subtypes tasks respec-

tively). This is expected as the class label is defined mainly at transcriptomics level.

In AML-OS experiments, the layer contributing the most is still gene, accounting for

ca. 78%, 73% and 81% of the top feature sets for RF juXT, rSNF and rSNFi experi-

ments, respectively. In KIRC-OS experiments, gene is the layer contributing the most

to the top juXT and rSNF feature sets, while meth is the major contributor for rSNFi.

The percentage of features from each omic layer contributing to the top signatures

for juXT, rSNF and rSNFi 3-layer integrations are reported in the Supplementary Ma-

terial online. The RF rSNFi signatures for all tasks are available in Supplementary

Material online.

Even though a systematic biological interpretation of the signatures identified is

beyond the scope of this work, to ascertain the reliability of our results we compared

them with published data. The top features in the BRCA-ER rSNFi signature in-

clude multiple genes known to be associated with breast carcinoma progression and

outcome such as AGR3, B3GNT and MLPH [160, 367, 458]. In addition we find the

estrogen receptor gene (ESR1 from the gene and ER-alpha from the prot layer) and the

transcription factor GATA3 (from both gene and prot layers) [173]. Both the BRCA-ER

and BRCA-subtypes signatures include genes previously identified as novel biomark-

ers for intrinsic breast carcinoma subtype prediction [319]. Interestingly there is only

partial overlap between the top features identified in BRCA ER vs subtypes tasks.

Considering AML-OS task, it is noteworthy to mention that the top feature identi-

fied has been recently reported as a potential biomarker predicting overall survival

in a subset of AML patients [23].

Within the mirna features of the AML-OS signature, MIR-203 expression was re-

cently found to be associated with AML patient survival [172]; MIR-100 is highly

expressed in AML and was found to regulate cell differentiation and survival [533];

high expression of miR-504-3p was reported to be associated with favorable AML

prognosis [269]. Given that the rSNFi signature identified in the KIRC-OS task con-

tains a large percentage of methylation data (86.5%), its direct interpretation is more

difficult. It is however interesting to observe that all the 15 gene features in the sig-
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nature are identified as prognostic markers for renal carcinoma according to the

Human Protein Atlas [475].

Unsupervised analysis

The features selected by juXT, rSNF and rSNFi are projected on a bi-dimensional

space using the UMAP unsupervised multidimensional projection method (see Chap-

ter 2, Section 2.6.3.1). Here we show an example on the BRCA-subtypes 3-layer

dataset, with a UMAP projection of the features selected by juXT (Figure 72) com-

pared to the UMAP projection of the INF signature (Figure 71) for one of the 10

data splits (the UMAP plots for the remaining 9 splits are reported in Figure 73 and

Figure 74). Colors represent cancer subtypes and shapes represent training/test par-

titions. Using the 1801 juXT features, cancer subtypes are roughly clustered, with

HER2-enriched and Luminal B being more dispersed (Figure 72). The clusters ap-

pear to be more sharply defined in the projection of the 302-feature INF signature:

in particular, Basal-like patients form a distinct cluster, while Luminal A, Luminal B

and HER2-enriched patient clusters are close to each other, slightly overlapping yet

hinting to a trajectory pattern (Figure 71). The HER2/luminal cluster contains two

patients classified as basal-like subtype, consistently with the findings of Koh and

colleagues [243].
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Figure 71: UMAP projection on the BRCA-subtypes task with 3-layer juxtaposed data re-
stricted to the rSNFi signature. Circle: TR set; triangle: TS set; diamond: TS2 set.
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Figure 72: UMAP projection on the BRCA-subtypes task with 3-layer juxtaposed data. Circle:
TR set; triangle: TS set; diamond: TS2 set.
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11.4 Discussion

We present the INF framework for the characterization of cancer patient phenotypes

by integrated multi-omics signatures, combining an improved version of a state-of-

the-art integration technique [496] with predictive models developed inside a Data

Analysis Plan [464] for machine learning. The framework is applied to TCGA data to

predict clinically relevant patient phenotypes such as the overall survival or cancer

subtypes.

The simplest approach for multi-omics data integration consists in juxtaposition

of normalized measurements into one joint matrix, followed by the development

of a predictive model. Juxtaposition-based integration is considered as a baseline

technique, since it is the most naïve approach to combine two datasets; moreover,

it enables to identify multi-omics signatures by borrowing discriminatory strength

from information derived by all datasets. Juxtaposition further dilutes the already

possible low signal-to-noise ratio in each data type, affecting the understanding of

the biological interactions at the different omics levels.

Conversely, theour INF method for omics data integration is an improvement of

the popular Similarity Network Fusion (SNF) approach [496], which has inspired

several studies in the scientific literature, specifically in cancer genomics [79, 96, 225,

288, 365, 432, 486]. SNF maximizes the shared or correlated information between mul-

tiple datasets by combining data through inference of a joint network-based model,

accounting for how informative each data type is to the observed similarity between

samples.

Two innovative solutions have been implemented in this study: (i) we devised a

SNF-based procedure to rank variables according to their importance in clustering

samples with similar phenotypes; and (ii) predictive models were developed exploit-

ing the SNF-ranked variables, inside a rigorous Data Analysis Plan which ensures

reproducibility [464, 526].

The performance of INF was assessed both in terms of statistical properties as well

as biological interest. Concerning the statistical aspect, INF was compared with pre-
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dictive models developed on the juxtaposed datasets (juXT technique), as well as on

the single-layer datasets. With INF, smaller signature sizes were systematically de-

rived to achieve comparable or even better performance both in cross-validation and

in test. This is an added value for INF, as biological validation of biomarkers can def-

initely benefit from signatures of small size in terms of both costs and required time.

This main achievement is mainly due to the novel rSNF ranking, which increases the

signal-to-noise ratio from the combined layers by prioritizing the most discriminant

biomarkers in terms of network mutual information. rSNF exploits two main SNF

advantages: integration of heterogeneous data and clustering of sample networks.

The main peculiarity of the SNF integrative procedure is its robustness to noise [496],

because weak similarities among samples (low-weight edges) disappear, except for

low-weight edges supported by all networks, which are conserved depending on

how tightly connected their neighborhoods are across networks. Moreover, the rSNFi

step further increases the signal-to-noise ratio by training a predictive classifier on

multi-omics juxtaposed data restricted to the top-ranked biomarkers shared by juXT

and rSNF models. The resulting signatures are compact in size (up to 99% reduction

w.r.t. juXT) while allowing predictive models to achieve equal or better performance

compared to naïve juxtaposition or the single layers alone. While a comprehensive

evaluation of the biological meaning of the signatures identified through the INF

framework is beyond the scope of this work, we assessed their general validity with

a thorough literature search. Our investigation shows that the signatures identified

through the INF framework include biological markers that are relevant in the tasks

under analysis and are consistent with previously published data. Further, as in [80],

the largest contribution in the biomarkers’ lists is provided by gene expression, while

epigenomics, proteomics and miRNA transcriptomics play a minor role.

It should be noted that, especially in computational biology, multicollinearity be-

tween pairs of predictors and/or layers is intrinsic in the problem. Nevertheless,

most machine learning models are indeed designed to identify the relevant predic-

tors even in the presence of strong linear or nonlinear correlations, provided that an

appropriate DAP, feature ranking method, and diagnostic tools (e.g. random labels)
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are adopted against selection bias. To this aim, the application of a DAP derived from

the MAQC-II initiative for model selection is a core attribute of the INF framework.

A fair comparison of INF results with other integration methods is currently un-

feasible due to the number and variety of computational pipelines with dissimilar

datasets, preprocessing methods, data analysis plans, and performance metrics.

This work is based on the original R implementation of the SNF algorithm [496].

However, we are aware that Open Source implementations exist in other program-

ming languages, in particular snfpy for Python [301]. In a future release of the INF

workflow, we plan to migrate the SNF-related parts to snfpy or a similar Python-based

implementation, in order to drop the dependency on R and to potentially improve

the overall performance.

In its current version, the INF framework supports the integration of two or more

one-dimensional omics layers. As part of our future effort we will add support for

the integration of medical imaging layers, for example leveraging the extraction of

histopathological features from whole slide images by deep learning [45] or using

radiomics or deep features from radiological images [47]. In both cases, further issues

will emerge from the interactions between the omics and the non-omics data, needing

particular care in the integration [283].
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Material available on the publisher’s website, while the full set of experimental data

can be accessed at https://bit.ly/3ucB7a4.

11.5 Appendix

Layer # features # informative features Multiplicative factor Class separation Random state

Layer 1 100 10 default 1.0 1

Layer 2 50 5 default 1.2 2

Layer 3 250 25 10 0.8 3

Table 45: Synthetic data summary for each simulated layer. Multiplicative factor, class separa-
tion, and random state refer to the parameters scale, class_sep, and random_state

of the make_classification function in scikit-learn.
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Figure 73: UMAP projections on the BRCA-subtypes task with 3-layer juxtaposed data. Each
subplot represents the projection of the TR/TS/TS2 partition for the remaining 9

splits not reported in the main text. Circle: TR set; triangle: TS set; diamond: TS2

set.
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Figure 74: UMAP projections on the BRCA-subtypes task with 3-layer juxtaposed data re-
stricted to the INF signature. Each subplot represents the projection of the TR/T-
S/TS2 partition for the remaining 9 splits not reported in the main text. Circle: TR
set; triangle: TS set; diamond: TS2 set.
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Part VI

A I O N O P E N R E S E A R C H Q U E S T I O N S I N

T O X I C O L O G Y

Chapters 12 and 13 address open questions concerning AI applications

in Toxicology. The PathologAI deep learning framework is introduced in

Chapter 12 to identify lesion type and location on WSIs by weak label

learning. The PathologAI framework is further applied in Chapter 13 to

assess the advantages of combining molecular data with histopathology

for improved biomarkers. The work presented in Chapter 12 and Chap-

ter 13 is the result of a one-year long collaboration with Prof. Weida Tong’s

team (FDA / NCTR, Arkansas, U.S.), and HK3Lab (Rovereto, Italy). In par-

ticular, the PathologAI project is one of the initiatives promoted by the AI

Research Force (AIRForce) in the Division of Bioinformatics & Biostatis-

tics of FDA’s National Center for Toxicological Research (NCTR).



Chapter12
C A N A I I M P R O V E O N T O X I C O L O G I C A L PAT H O L O G Y

R E P O RT S ?

Highlights

■ PathologAI is one of the first Deep
Learning frameworks in preclinical
pathology that operates in a weak-
label setting.

■ PathologAI exploits an unsuper-
vised encoding network (BiGAN)
to compress WSIs and preserve
spatial information during model
training.

■ PathologAI is applied for DILI clas-
sification using n=816 WSIs from
the TG-GATEs repository and gen-
eralized necrosis as pathologic end-
point.

■ The HistoMAP approach is de-
signed to pinpoint on original
slides injury locations predicted by
the model, further calibrated with
pathologists’ annotations.

■ Although trained on extreme
pathologic endpoints, PathologAI
can accurately discriminate mild
findings and dose level on exter-
nal validation data. Notably, spon-
taneous lesions are differentiated
from article test related injuries.

Personal contribution I am one of the main contributors of the PathologAI
framework. In particular, I implemented the encoding network and run most of
the classification experiments; performed deep feature analysis; contributed to
the design of HistoMAP, and collaborated with the pathologists for review of
original annotations.

12.1 The PathologAI weak-label framework

PathologAI is a multistage deep learning framework for digital pathology analysis of

WSIs that can be effectively trained to identify lesion type and location by weak label

learning, i.e. based on a label at slide level, without a previous manual annotations

of ROIs. The PathologAI framework is applied to predict Necrosis and Single Cell
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Necrosis (Generalized Necrosis) on Liver data in TG-GATEs slides, on a total of n=816

WSIs (377 controls).

To boost reproducibility, PathologAI integrates methods for reproducible WSI pre-

processing with deep-learning architectures evaluated within the Data Analysis Plan

(See Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). Based on histolab functions (see Chapter 6), datasets

of non-overlapping square tiles are extracted from all the detected tissue. The Patholo-

gAI architecture for weak label training is a generalization of the work of Tellez et

al. [457]. It is based on a combination of three main components (Figure 75):

An embedding map based on the deep learning Bidirectional Generative Adversar-

ial Network (BiGAN) is trained to learn a low-dimensional representation of histolog-

ical images (embedding vectors z) at tile level. Each tile is then compressed individu-

ally with the trained encoder, resulting in a dataset of N vectors. The embedding map

is applied, obtaining a new image (actually a tensor) preserving the original locality

structure of the tissue. The positions corresponding to the background or empty tiles

are filled with zero vectors. Each compressed WSI is further packed by removing

empty rows and columns and adding a padding of fixed size. The dataset with the

transformed images is used to train a CNN classifier with the WSI label as target

value. The HistoMAP mapping approach, based on the ScoreCAM (Score-Weighted

Class Activation Mapping) [497] method is applied to localize lesions based on the

activation of the fourth convolutional layer of the CNN. Deep features from the last

fully connected layer (d = 128) are analyzed with UMAP projection and HDBSCAN

unsupervised clustering (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.3.1).
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Figure 75: Structure of the PathologAI architecture experimental workflow. A) WSIs are pre-
processed into tiles; each tile is compressed with the BiGAN encoder into a vector
of length L=128. B). The embedding maps the WSI into a compressed WSI, pre-
serving the original locality structure of the tissue. The transformed images are
used to train a CNN classifier with the WSI label as target value. C). Output: (1)
Locate the lesions on the slide (2) Provide severity score.

The proposed approach enables a re-analysis of the TG-GATEs toxicological data

collection. PathologAI is applied to predict Necrosis and Single Cell Necrosis (Gen-

eralized Necrosis) on Liver data in TG-GATEs slides, on a total of n=816 WSIs (377

controls). The PathologAI system includes HistoMAP, a saliency mapping method

for automated lesion location, where ROIs are prioritized as a preprocessor for hu-

man expert analysis. A validation applied to the TG-GATEs images analyzed with

PathologAI has proven that injury identification is facilitated (pathologists can easily
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pinpoint necrosis locations). Correct predictions have been validated, showing non

inferiority to pathologists. Further, the PathologAI has been used to identify and re-

vise misclassified samples. The method is general and it can be equally applied to

other endpoints, which is critical to preclinical research.

12.2 Related works

12.2.1 Weakly-supervised approaches for clinical tasks

The most straightforward approach in a weakly-supervised framework in Digital

Pathology is to independently evaluate tiles using global WSI labels, and then aggre-

gate the predictions at slide slide. This technique has been successfully employed

in clinical tasks such as lung cancer subtyping on TCGA slides [109]. More sophis-

ticated Multi-instance Learning (MIL) frameworks have been evaluated to avoid the

need for effortful pixel-wise annotations on large WSI collections [65, 119]; in this

setting, the slides is a single labeled bag comprises multiple instances (the tiles),

which can be used to learn predictive features for the bag. MIL approaches have

been tested on public datasets for oncological tasks, such as prostate cancer clas-

sification, Breast Cancer classification, metastasis detection, or molecular subtypes

classification. Procedures based on tiling preprocessing require an optimal strategy

for slide-level aggregation that might depend on the dataset or task addressed. More-

over, tile aggregation is based on the assumption that the WSI global label is domi-

nant on the slide. To overcome these limitations, compression techniques to train

CNNs on the whole WSI have been introduced. The StreamingCNNs [362, 363] are de-

signed as memory efficient neural networks for megapixel images; StreamingCNNs

retain operations computed on all tiles from a single WSI during CNN training thus

leveraging information at slide-level while reducing memory usage. In the clinical

setting, StreamingCNN has been evaluated on CAMELYON17 for metastases detec-

tion in lymph nodes, and on TUPAC16 for predicting a proliferation score based

on gene expression. However, technical constraints in StreamingCNNs disrupt tech-
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niques that can improve CNN training, such as batch normalization layers. Chen et

al. [87] employed GPU memory optimization strategies to accelerate the processing

of very large WSIs (> 20kx20k pixels) by downsizing by a factor of 4 without affecting

model architectures or training procedures. Although this approach has been proven

on TCGA datasets for lung cancer classification, it is best suited for easier tasks on

lower magnification images.

PathologAI generalizes the compression NIC approach designed by Tellez et

al. [457] that employs a DL-based feature encoding of tiles. The embedding vectors

are then reassembled in a compressed WSI to recover the spatial relationships in the

original slide; compressed images are finally used as input to a CNN classifier for

whole slide classification. NIC has been evaluated in clinical histology for metastasis

detection on CAMELYON16, TUPAC16, and Colorectal liver, and tissue type clas-

sification on a dataset of rectal carcinoma samples [456, 457]. In the original work,

several embedding networks have been explored, including Variational Autoencoder

(VAE), a contrastive training based discriminative model, and a BiGAN architecture.

12.2.2 AI in Preclinical Toxicologic Pathology

Several works have implemented weakly supervised AI techniques for toxicologic

evaluation on preclinical pathology WSIs. Kuklyte et al. [254] explored popular CNN

architectures in a multi-magnification approach for lesion segmentation on different

organs. Notably, the authors performed an extensive curation of the TG-GATEs origi-

nal data (650 hours effort, > 3600 slides reviewed, 1300 re-annotated). On 4319 Liver

WSIs from TG-GATEs, improved necrosis segmentation results were obtained with a

single-magnification model. However, a Slide-Wise train/test split protocol on tile

collections was not applied, possibly incurring in the risk of data leakage (See Chap-

ter 5). Pischon et al. [364] exploited a U-Net architecture to segment hepatocellular

hypertrophy on liver samples from rats treated with Phenobarbital compound. A

total of 34 HE-stained original WSIs from 8 different studies were used, and manu-

ally selected ROIs were annotated by pathologists. Selected ROIs were into 80-20 for

model training, although the tile partitioning protocol is not discussed for data leak-
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age. Mudry et al. [116] trained a VGG network to quantify rodent retinal toxicity by

determination of nuclear layer thickness. In particular, manually annotated tiles of

different severity grades were extracted from 112 WSIs for model training. Quantifi-

cation of retinal thickness was accurate on the control group but partial results were

obtained on diseased eyes. Tokarz et al. [466] designed a DL algorithm to segment

and score severity of Progressive cardiomyopathy (PCM)-related abnormalities, clas-

sifying necrosis, fibrosis, Mononuclear Cell Infiltration, and mineralization. A total

of 300 HE-stained WSIs were used for model development, manually annotated from

veterinary pathologists. On the necrosis endpoint, a Spearman rank-order correla-

tion ρ = 0.82 of model and median grade of five pathologists was obtained on the

test set. However, results are possibly affected by data leakage as the tiling splitting

procedure adopted for WSI preprocessing did not consider the slide’s origin.

12.3 Imaging data

Digital images of the TG-GATEs collection were reviewed by expert pathologists and

for each WSI pathological annotations are provided, including (DOSE_LEVEL): the

dose level of the test article (Control, Low, Middle, High); (SACRIFICE_PERIOD): the

sampling time of the tissue section (3hr, 6hr, 9hr, 24hr, 4 day, 8 day, 15 day, 29 day);

(SINGLE_REPEAT_TYPE): the type of treatment exposure (single dose or repeat

dose), (FINDING_TYPE): the type of histological lesion, (TOPOGRAPHY_TYPE): the

region of the organ where the corresponding lesion was found; (GRADE_TYPE): the

severity of pathological changes based on a 4-point scoring system [296] (0: within

normal limits, 1: minimal, 2: slight, 3: moderate, 4: severe), and (SP_FLG): the spon-

taneity of corresponding lesion (True/False). Necrosis/Single cell necrosis (General-

ized necrosis) were selected as target DILI and downloaded 559 slides from treated

samples with the generalized necrosis among pathological findings, and 257 slides

from control samples with no pathological findings identified. The WSI collection was

partitioned into four main sub-datasets, according to the original TG-GATEs’ annota-

tions (Table 46):
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• Control-NF (n=257): WSIs of liver tissue from non-treated rats, no pathological

changes annotated.

• Control-F (n=120): WSIs of liver tissue from non-treated rats, generalized necro-

sis is found among pathological findings with slight/minimal GRADE_TYPE.

Notice that all acsWSIs in this group have SP_FLG=True for the target lesion.

• Mild-F (n=324): WSIs of liver tissue from treated rats, generalized necrosis is

found among pathological findings with slight/minimal GRADE_TYPE.

• Positive-F (n=115): WSIs of liver tissue from treated rats, generalized necrosis is

found among pathological findings with moderate/severe GRADE_TYPE.

Notice that when more than one target finding was detected on a single slide (e.g.

for different topography types), we considered only the annotation with the highest

severity score. WSIs were selected from the four datasets to address the main tasks of

our experimental pipeline, namely the BiGAN training (n = 102 WSIs), the Necrosis

classifier development (n = 233 WSIs) and testing (n = 481 WSIs) (Figure 76).

Dataset name Treated Pathology finding Severity score Lesion spontaneity Total WSIs

(# TG-GATEs slides)

Control-NF No None None None 257 (5856)

Control-F No Necrosis/Single cell necrosis 1-2 True 120 (120)

Mild-F Yes Necrosis/Single cell necrosis 1-2 True 157 (292)

False 167 (472)

Positive-F Yes Necrosis/Single cell necrosis 3-4 True 3 (3)

False 112 (112)

Table 46: Summary of the datasets used in this work.

12.3.1 BiGAN training data

We selected a set of 102 WSIs including 50 WSIs from the Control-NF group, and 52

WSIs from the treated group with the target finding of generalized Necrosis (Necro-

sis/single cell necrosis). In particular, the control group included 25 WSIs from the

single dose time point and 25 WSIs from the repeat dose time point; the treated

group consisted of 50 Mild-F slides evenly distributed on the topography type of
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Figure 76: Main sub-datasets used in this work and corresponding task. Control-NF: control
(DOSE=0) with no finding (NF). Control-F: control (DOSE=0), with target finding
(F). Mild-F: treated (DOSE̸= 0), with target finding (F) and GRADE_TYPE slight or
minimal. Positive-F: treated (DOSE̸= 0), with target finding (F) and GRADE_TYPE
moderate or severe. For each sub-dataset, the number n of WSIs selected for each
task is indicated.
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the Positive-F data (Figure 77), and 2 Positive-F slides including one WSI from the

single dose group with (SP_FLG, DOSE_LEVEL) = (True, Middle), and one WSI from

the repeat dose group with (SP_FLG, DOSE_LEVEL) = (False, High). From the WSI

collection, we extracted a total of 1.08M tiles of size 128x128 pixels used to train the

BiGAN model (see Section 12.4).

Figure 77: Sunburst diagrams for FINDING_TYPE, GRADE_TYPE, TOPOGRAPHY_TYPE,
and EXP_ID for (A) the BiGAN training data with findings (n=52), and (B) the
Positive-F group (n=115). For each cell, (n) indicates the number of WSIs. Note:
slides can be labelled for both SC Necrosis and Necrosis.

12.3.2 Classification data

The training dataset for the Necrosis classifier included 113 WSIs in the Positive group

(the two WSIs used for the embedding network were excluded from the dataset),

and 120 WSIs from the Control-NF group, for a total of 233 WSIs. The slides in the

control group were selected to match (i) the 23 EXP_IDs of the positive group; (ii) the

dose-time point (SACRIFICE_PERIOD) of the positive group, when available. Each

slide was compressed with the trained BiGAN encoder (see Section 12.4) and the

compressed slides were split into five training and validation sets corresponding to

80% and 20% of the total dataset, respectively. To avoid data leakage effects, train-
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test splits were stratified by label, balanced for topography type (Figure 78), and

segregated by experiment (no EXP_ID is simultaneously in the training and test

sets). Moreover, all validation sets have empty intersections. The remaining 481 WSIs

included the Control-F group (n = 120), The Mild-F group excluded the slides used

for the BiGAN training (n = 274), and 87 WSIs from the Control-NF group with no

EXP_ID in common with the training data. After compression and packing, these

slides were used for model inference as external validation data.

Figure 78: Sunburst diagrams for slides with findings in the train/validation splits of the
5 classifiers. For each diagram, FINDING_TYPE, GRADE_TYPE, TOPOGRA-
PHY_TYPE, EXP_ID and the number of slides (n) is indicated.

12.3.3 Tile extraction and preprocessing

bigan training . We extracted ∼ 10K non-overlapping tiles from each WSI of

the Control-NF (n=50) and the Mild-F group (n=50) using the RandomTiler function

of histolab, and 85000 tiles from the WSIs in the Positive group (n=2) using the

GridTiler function of histolab (see Chapter 6). Tiles were extracted at 20x magnifi-

cation (level 0) considering all the tissue detected on the slide (TissueMask function),

and only the tiles with at least 80% of tissue were selected.
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cnn training and external validation. From each slide, N non-overlapping

tiles covering all the tissue detected were extracted at level 0 (min(N) = 28656,

max(N) = 85104, mean(N) = 52299), using the GridTiler function with check_tissue

True to keep only the tiles with a minimum of 80% of tissue. All the extracted tiles

were normalized with the Reinhard stain normalization method [383] using TCGA-

A2-A3XS-DX1
1 as target image [14].

12.4 Unsupervised encoding network

We adopted the BiGAN architecture [128] as the unsupervised encoding strategy to

learn the mapping between the images and the embedding space (see Appendix A.5).

The BiGAN encoder had the best performance when used as feature extractor for

classifying necrotic tissue among the six encoders (VAE, BiGAN, Siamese Network)

compared in the work of Tellez et al. [457]. In our work, we fixed the dimension of

the latent space to C = 128. To avoid instability and mode collapse during training,

we implemented several strategies, including noise addition to both the real and syn-

thetic data, one-sided label smoothing [405], spectral normalization [324], and two

time-scale update rules [199]. Moreover, we exploited data augmentation techniques,

i.e., random horizontal flipping, random rotation with degree θ ∈ [−π,−π
2 , 0, π2 ], and

we finally resized the input image to half its size before feeding the model. We mini-

mized the binary cross entropy loss with the Adam optimizer with different learning

rate (lr) for the discriminator (lr = 10−4) and the generator (lr = 4× 10−4) and with

fixed coefficients β1,β2 = (0.5, 0.999). We trained the network with batch size 144 for

a maximum of 2000 epochs, and selected the encoder corresponding to the epoch

with the lowest Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) value [199], which measures the

quality of generated images by computing the distance between the Inception-v3

activation distributions for real and generated samples. Examples of tiles generated

with the BiGAN architecture are reported in Figure 79.

1 https://bit.ly/35yZDbf
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Figure 79: (A) Examples of tiles extracted from the BiGAN training dataset before and (B)
after the stain normalization, and (C) examples of synthetic tiles generated by the
trained BiGAN network.

12.4.1 Compression and packing

As a variation to the NIC approach [457], we included a "packing and padding" step

during WSI compression to cope with the general case of multiple, distinct slices of

tissue on a single slide. First, each tile was independently compressed by the trained

BiGAN model, resulting in a set of N (N=number of extracted tiles) embedding

vectors for each slide. To preserve the original spatial structure of the tissue in a

slide S, we filled a matrix of size HS
h × WS

w × c, where (HS,WS, 3) is the original size

of S, (h,w) = (128, 128), and c = 128 is the dimension of the latent space, with the

N vectors so that the embedding of a tile at position (i, j) on S occupies the (i, j)-th

position of the matrix. The remaining positions of the matrix, corresponding to the

background of the slide or to tiles that were not extracted, were filled with empty

vectors 0 ∈ Rc. As the slides in the TG-GATEs dataset include two or more slices of

tissue, often separated by empty background, we further removed the empty rows

and columns of the matrix and we added a padding of fixed size 532, obtaining a

dataset of highly-compact WSIs (∼ 1
10 of the original size).
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12.5 CNN architecture

Similarly to [457], we implemented a CNN model comprising seven convolutional

layers with 128 2-strided filters, batch normalization, leaky ReLu activation, 20%

dropout, and stride 2, and a dense layer with sigmoid activation for the final clas-

sification. We applied data augmentation strategies on both training and valida-

tion set, including random crop to size 512, discrete random rotation with degree

θ ∈ [−π,−π
2 , 0, π2 ], and random horizontal flip with p = 0.5. Moreover, we normal-

ized the input channel-wise with mean and standard deviation (std) computed on

the training set. Specifically, let W = {W0, . . . ,WL} be the set of compressed WSIs in

the training set, where Wi ∈ RH×W×C for i ∈ [1, . . . ,L], and let Wic ∈ RH×W be the

c-th channel of Wi with mean value µic and std σic. We computed the mean and std

per channel as µc = mean({µic,∀i ∈ [1 . . . L}), and σc = mean({σic,∀i ∈ [1 . . . L}). We

then map each xc ∈ Wic to

x̄c =
xc − µc

σc
for each c ∈ [1 . . . C] (6)

We used Adam [543] as optimizer with learning rate 10-2 and we adopted the

ReduceLROnPlateau scheduler, thus lowering the initial learning rate by a factor of

10 if the validation loss had not decreased for 30 epochs (patience), up to the lower

bound of 10−7. We maximized the binary cross-entropy loss and trained the classifier

with batch size 25 for a maximum of 500 epochs, saving the first three models with

the highest MCC values on the training set.

12.6 Feature projection and clustering

We adopted the UMAP (See Chapter 2, Section 2.6.3.1 and Appendix A.1) for the

analysis of the 128-dimensional deep features extracted from the last fully connected

layer of the trained CNN classifier. To avoid the projection being affected by outliers,
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features were first scaled according to the inter-quartile range computed on the train-

ing set (Robust scaler). We fit the UMAP algorithm on the training data using 40

neighbors and the Euclidean metric to construct the graph in the high-dimensional

input space, and transform the test data (n = 481) on the learnt 2D manifold.

For the unsupervised clustering analysis of the external validation data, we adopted

the HDBSCAN algorithm (See Chapter 2, Section 2.6.3.1). We first reduce the dimen-

sionality of the scaled features down to 50 dimensions via the PCA algorithm fitted

on training data (99.99% explained variance). To enhance clustering [10], we further

used UMAP on the obtained 50-dimensional features to learn a 20-dimensional feature

space where data were clustered via HDBSCAN.

12.7 Lesion mapping

Inspired by the work of Wang et al. [497] we designed the HistoMAP approach to

locate the decisive patterns for CNN classifiers on a compressed WSI. First, the tissue

portion in a compressed WSI is partitioned in a grid of 25x25px patches, correspond-

ing to mid-size patches (3200x3200px) in the original space. Each mid-size patch

is then used as a region mask on the compressed WSI. For each CNN classifier, the

Necrosis Score is computed on the masked inputs, and the value assigned to the cor-

responding mid-size patch, resulting in a global mapping on the whole tissue region

of the compressed slide. The HistoMAPs are then thresholded to scores between T1

and T2 quantiles, for each model, where T1 and T2 are uniquely selected during

calibration (see Section 12.7.1). Notice that T2 is needed to exclude maximal values

due to artifacts (e.g., pen marking). As the HistoMAP approach is applied on a sin-

gle model, we designed a strategy to combine the maps of the base estimators for

the ensemble model (Figure 80). In particular, the ensemble HistoMAP is obtained

by combining the thresholded HistoMap of each model with the mean operator at

mid-size patch level.
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Figure 80: Workflow for automated lesion location with the HistoMAP mapping.

12.7.1 HistoMAP calibration with pathologists

The optimal T1,T2 thresholds for the HistoCAM mapping were determined on a

grid of values based on pathologists’ reports from TG-GATEs. Specifically, selected

ROIs are collected from WSIs tested for 92 different drugs and accessible from the

online repository, along with pathologists’ revisions (Finding type and topography

type). For the target endpoint of generalized necrosis, 23 WSIs (corresponding to 19

EXP_ID, and 17 compounds), and 33 annotated regions are available. We manually

located and annotated 26/33 regions on the corresponding slides with the QuPath

software [27]; six regions were excluded due to the lack of identifiable landmarks.

Two expert pathologists (Dr. M. Cadei, and Dr. E. Villanacci) were asked to review

the original annotations with respect to necrosis findings: 33 regions have been con-

firmed with consensus, and 14 were discarded (Figure 81). The confirmed regions

were thus mapped back on the compressed slides and the corresponding WSIs! were

input to the histoMAP mapping. T1,T2 were finally selected to maximize the Necro-

sis Score on the confirmed annotations, namely T1=65, and T2=96.
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Figure 81: Examples of original TG-GATEs annotations and pathologist revisions. A) Original
necrosis finding confirmed, B) Original necrosis finding not confirmed.

12.8 Experiments and Results

12.8.1 Necrosis Score

We defined the Necrosis score (NS) as the probability of the positive class output by

the CNN classifier, NS ∈ (0, 1). The retrieved NS provides a quantitative evaluation

of lesion severity, possibly more robust than a semiquantitative grading system that

may affect the quality of toxicological assessments [296]. We analyzed the NS distri-

bution of the five classification models, i.e. trained on different splits, on the training

set; results were visualized on the 2D UMAP projection of the 128-dimensional deep

features extracted from the last fully connected layer of the network. Notably, the NS
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gradually increases from Control-NF slides (grade 0) to Positive-F samples (grade

3-4), for all five models (Figure 12.8.1).

Figure 82: 2D UMAP projection of the deep features (d = 128) from the last fully connected
layer of Model1 on the training set (n = 233). Each point represents a compressed
WSI colored by (first row) ground truth labels and (second row) by Necrosis score.

12.8.2 Data Analysis Plan and Ensemble model

Classification results were evaluated with a DAP for Machine Learning models (See

Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). In the DAP setting, features extracted from the last fully

connected layer of the CNN model were input to a RF classifier (100 trees), after Robust

Scaler normalization (see Section 12.6).

On the 5 internal validation sets, classification results varied from min(MCC) =

0.389 on Model 3 to max(MCC) = 0.707 on Model 1 (Table 47). Notably, 176 WSIs

were correctly classified on all models, including the six positive slides with severe

grade for generalized necrosis, and n = 15 WSIs were misclassified in at least 4 mod-

els (Figure 83). Lower performance in validation are obtained when the target lesion

is found in different regions (TOPOGRAPHY_TYPE) than the training slides. In par-

ticular, Model 3 is strongly unbalanced due to a large EXP_ID = 685 (corresponding
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MCC Split 1 Split 2 Split 3 Split 4 Split 5 Mean MCC

Train (CI)
0.803

(0,782, 0.824)
0.801

(0.782, 0.824)
0.749

(0.714, 0.781)
0.699

(0.674, 0.723)
0.825

(0.807, 0.844)
0.775

Internal
validation

0.658 0.707 0.389 0.587 0.679 0.604

Table 47: Training and internal validation results for the 5 base estimators of the ensemble
model. CI: 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

to compound methylene dianiline), thus slides with annotated lesions in the bile duct

cell are not learnt during model training (Figure 78). To overcome the variability of

a single estimator, we adopted an ensemble model combining the predictions of the

five classifiers; specifically, the NS per sample is defined as the probability of the

Necrosis class output by the best RF model selected by DAP, for all the base estima-

tors. Predicted labels are then computed by mapping the mean NS (mNS) of the base

estimators to a binary value with a cut-off t = 0.5. As expected, MCC and sensitivity

of the training set are improved for the ensemble model (Table 48).

Figure 83: Predictions by sample for the 5 classification models. The Pred score is defined,
per sample, as the difference between correct and wrong models. As splits have
disjoint validations, exactly one prediction is on the internal validation set. Black
arrows indicate samples with GRADE_TYPE=severe for generalized necrosis.
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Model MCC Sensitivity Specificity
Single 0.838 0.930 0.906

Ensemble 0.889 0. 958 0. 930

Table 48: Single and ensemble model results for the training dataset (n=233). Single model
metrics are computed as the average of the metrics for the single estimators.

12.8.3 External validation

To evaluate the ability of the ensemble model to distinguish between spontaneous

and treatment-related lesions, we further partitioned the Mild-F group into Mild-F

slides with label SP_FLG=True (Mild-F-SP) and Mild-F slides with label SP_FLG=False

(Mild-F-NSP). Remarkably, the mNS for test slides in Control-NF, Control-F, and

Mild-F-SP groups distributes similarly to the Control-NF samples in the training set,

while the mNS is higher for the Mild-F-NSP group (Figure 84). We quantitatively

assessed the performance on the external validation data by considering the positive

class (Necrosis) as ground truth label for the Mild-F-NSP data, and the negative class

(Control) for the Control-NF, the Control-F, and the Mild-F-SP groups (Table 49).
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Figure 84: Univariate distribution of mNS on training data (dashed: Positive-F and Control-
NF) and external validation data (solid: Ctrl-F, mild-F, and ctrl-NF-test), with Mild-
F data separated into spontaneous and nonspontaneous lesions (SP: spontaneous;
NSP: non spontaneous).

Dataset # WSIs Label ACC (%)
Control-NF (test) 87 Control 89.7

Control-F 120 Control 83.3
Mild-F-SP 141 Control 73.1

Mild-F-NSP 133 Necrosis 57.9

Table 49: Ensemble model accuracy on external validation datasets.

Moreover, the ensemble model classified Control-NF vs MILD-F-NSP slides with

MCC=0.476, and mild spontaneous (Mild-F-SP) vs mild treatment-related (Mild-F-

NSP) injuries with MCC=0.313. The analysis of the deep features extracted from the

last fully connected layer of the base estimators indicates that external validation

data lie on the manifolds learnt by the classifiers with Control-NF and Control-F test

samples embedded close to the Control-NF training data (Figure 85).

Notably, the mNS distribution on the external validation data demonstrates the

PathologAI framework, although developed only on extreme endpoints, i.e. high-
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severity necrosis and control samples with no pathology findings, to be effective in

(i) predicting the severity level of the pathology finding, even when minimal (ii) dif-

ferentiating sample treated with diverse dosage (iii) discerning between spontaneous

and treatment-related injury (Figure 86).

Figure 85: 2D UMAP projections of the 128-dimensional deep features of the five base esti-
mators on all data (n=714) colored by ground truth labels.)

Figure 86: (A,B,C) Boxplots of mean Necrosis score distribution on the external validation
data grouped by (A) dose level; (B) severity grade of target finding, and (C)
SP_FLG for target lesion. (D) Boxplots of mean Necrosis score on classifier devel-
opment and external validation data grouped by datasets. SP: spontaneous; NSP:
non spontaneous.
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Highlights

■ A Machine Learning pipeline for
DILI prediction is developed on
gene expression data in the inter-
section with PathologAI imaging
datasets (Chapter 12).

■ Omics features are highly accurate
for liver necrosis prediction; mean
MCC=0.871 is obtained on internal
validation for the five base estima-
tors.

■ Overall, predictive models based
on Imaging features and selected
genes combination did not im-
prove classification results over sin-
gle modalities.

■ Imaging and MAS5-normalized
omics features show a higher con-
sistency with respect to original
pathologists’ annotations.

Personal contribution I designed the Machine Learning pipeline for GE data
and performed all the experiments on omics and combined (imaging+omics)
data.

The PathologAI framework described in Chapter 12 aims at extracting final pheno-

typic readings from pathology WSIs in preclinical applications, possibly reaching hu-

man level performance. Despite the methodological and ethical limitations of in vivo

testing, the histopathology assessment is still considered the gold standard to assess

potential adverse effects in drug safety studies [226]. However, several works have

explored alternate in silico models to complement, or substitute, animal based assays

for the early detection of drug-related hepatotoxicity (see for example Chapter 9). In

particular, gene expression analysis has been evaluated to detect underlying biologi-

cal mechanisms that can precede histological manifestations [226, 276]. For example,

Smith et al. [429] tested different ML classifiers to predict DILI on gene expression

data from the TG-GATEs collection; they identified a compact signature of ten genes

predictive of Liver necrosis. Recently, the FDA/NCTR team proposed the ToxGAN
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architecture to completely simulate in silico the GE profiles for different compounds,

dosage and time points from TG-GATEs [92].

To investigate whether the integration of Imaging and Omics data can provide bet-

ter safety biomarkers in toxicology, we first developed a computational pipeline on

gene expression data using the same endpoint used for the PathologAI framework, i.e

Liver generalized necrosis. The predictive power of imaging and omics combination

is then evaluated with an early integration strategy (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.4.1).

13.1 Gene expression data

Gene expression (GE) data were retrieved by the FDA/NCTR team from the TG-GATEs

repository, and processed either with Robust Multiarray Averaging (RMA) or Mi-

croarray Analysis Suite 5 (MAS5) normalization. Although techniques like FARMS [202]

or CrossNorm [93] have been proven more efficient/accurate than classical meth-

ods [281], MAS5 and RMA were used as baseline preprocessing for a direct com-

parison with results recently published on the use of GAN methods from the same

TG-GATEs gene expression dataset [92]. Specifically, The FDA/NCTR team proposed

an AI approach alternative to animal experiments (Tox-GAN) and a case study on

TG-GATEs.

For comparability with the imaging model, only samples in the intersection with

the datasets described in Chapter 12, Section 12.3 were considered to develop the

Machine Learning pipeline (Table 50). Notice that GE data were available for ∼ 58%

of the imaging samples. Moreover, the five splits stratified for experiment and topog-

raphy detailed in Chapter 12, Section 12.3.2 were also used to develop corresponding

predictive models on the GE data.
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Dataset GE+WSI WSI only
Total 418 713
Control-NF (train) 74 120

Positive-F (train) 76 113

Control-NF_test 41 86

Control-F 67 120

Mild-F-SP 81 147

Mild-F-NSP 80 127

Table 50: Summary of data for the necrosis classifier: GE+WSI: samples with both omics and
imaging data; WSI: samples with only imaging data available.

After normalization, dimensionality reduction was performed on each GE feature

vector (d = 13788) to obtain 128-dimensional vectors; the output dimension was

selected to match the dimension of the deep features extracted from the imaging

model (see Chapter 12, Section 12.4).

In particular, two sequential steps were considered for dimensionality reduction:

(i) Removal of correlated features, which discards one of the two features with a high

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ > 0.95), and (ii) Univariate analysis, which com-

putes an association score (ANOVA F-test) between each feature and the target label.

Features are then ranked based on the association score, and only the top K = 128

features are kept. To avoid selection bias, feature (gene) selection was implemented,

for each split, on the training data, and the corresponding genes were selected on

internal and external validation data.
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13.2 Machine Learning pipeline

Figure 87: Workflow of the Machine Learning pipeline to predict Liver necrosis from GE data.
After data partitioning and dimensionality reduction, a RF classifier is trained
on the five splits within the DAP. Results on the external validation datasets are
evaluated by an ensemble model.

The Machine Learning pipeline implemented for Necrosis prediction on GE data is

illustrated in Figure 87. After reduction from 13788 to 128 on all datasets by KBoost

univariate ranking, the five splits adopted in the histopathology study are consid-

ered for the intersection data. For each split, a RF model is trained within a DAP for

predictive models (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1.1). Results of the best model selected

in the DAP were evaluated in terms of MCC on the five internal validation sets and on

the external validation data. An ensemble model for omics data was also adopted to

evaluate predictions on the external validation data, as for the imaging framework

(Chapter 12, Section 12.8.2); in particular, the probability of the class Necrosis (Necro-

sis Score) for the best RF classifier is computed for each of the five models, and the

mean value (mean Necrosis Score) is thresholded (t = 0.5) to obtain the predicted

label.
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13.3 Experiments and Results

13.3.1 Omics data

The Machine Learning pipeline was applied to predict liver Necrosis on the five

train/validation splits, by using both RMA and MAS5 normalized GE data. Similarly

to the imaging only framework (Chapter 12, Section 12.8.2), results on the unbalanced

split 3 are significantly worse with respect to the other models, regardless of the

normalization method (Table 51, and Table 52). Overall, performance of RMA and

MAS5 normalization are comparable, with narrow CIs and high predictive ability

(MCC > 0.663 on internal validation data).

Training Split 1 Split 2 Split 3 Split 4 Split 5 Mean MCC

Train (CI)
0.921

(0.903, 0.939)

0.950

(0.934, 0.967)

0.966

(0.954, 0.976)

0.931

(0.912,0.949)

0.951

(0.935, 0.968)
0.944

Internal validation 0.935 0.889 0.663 1.0 0.921 0.882

Table 51: Training and Internal validation results on the five splits for the machine learning
pipeline on omics data normalized with the RMA method. CI: 95% studentized
bootstrap confidence interval

Training Split 1 Split 2 Split 3 Split 4 Split 5 Mean MCC

Train (CI)
0.942

(0.924, 0.959)

0.949

(0.933, 0.965)

0.947

(0.934, 0.961)

0.928

(0.910,0.947)

0.931

(0.909, 0.951)
0.939

Internal validation 0.935 0.837 0.663 1.0 0.921 0.871

Table 52: Training and Internal validation results on the five split for the machine learning
pipeline on omics data normalized with the MAS5 method. CI: 95% studentized
bootstrap confidence interval

To identify a compact gene signature for liver necrosis, we computed the Borda

aggregation of the Borda lists [227] on the 10x5 replicates in DAP for the 5 splits,

resulting in a ranked list of genes estimated on 250 experiments. The top 10 genes

for each normalization method are reported in Table 56. Notably, the RMA and MAS5

normalization approaches produce different ranked lists that intersect on only one

gene on the top 10 positions. In particular, the top-1 ranked feature for the RMA

normalization is Bmf (Bcl2 Modifying Factor): this gene belongs to the BCL2 family,
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and acts as an apoptotic activator1. The MAS5 normalization identifies CXCL12 (C-

X-C Motif Chemokine Ligand 12) as top-1 gene for necrosis prediction: CXCL12

encodes for a protein that is involved in immune surveillance, inflammation response,

tissue homeostasis, and tumor growth and metastasis2. Notice that the top-1 feature

for both lists has a mean position close to 0, indicating that the corresponding gene

is selected first for most experiments.

Table 53: RMA normalization

Gene mean_pos
1 Bmf 0.284
2 Adamts7 5.480

3 Ctsl 6.316

4 Pprc1 7.908

5 Tnfrsf12a 8.305

6 Rbm3 8.968

7 Mcl1 9.068

8 Klf 11.920

9 Enc1 13.404

10 Btg3 13.460

Table 54: MAS5 normalization

Gene mean_pos
1 Cxcl12 0.700
2 Nrep 6.188

3 Ndrg2 6.520

4 Bmf 6.764
5 Slc19a2 8.112

6 Ptprd 8.764

7 Pign 9.216

8 Nfib 9.808

9 Kmo 12.784

10 Slc22a8 16.8

Table 55: Total Borda lists for (A) RMA normalization, and (B) MAS5 normalization.
Mean_pos: average position of feature on 250 experiments (50 DAP replicates for 5

models)

On the external validation data, results of the ensemble model are slightly im-

proved for the RMA normalization (Table 56). Notably, the Machine Learning frame-

work predicts all non-treated sample with spontaneous lesion (Control-F) as control,

regardless of the normalization technique.

1 provided by RefSeq, Jul 2008

2 provided by RefSeq, Sep 2014
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Accuracy on External Data Label GE (RMA) GE (MAS5)
Control-NF test 0 0.878 0.853

Control-F 0 1.000 1.000
Mild-F SP 0 0.788 0.700

Mild-F NSP 1 0.725 0.712

Table 56: Predictive results on the external validation data for the ensemble model applied
on GE data with RMA or MAS5 normalization.

13.3.2 Omics and Imaging combination

The PathologAI framework aims to extract the final phenotypic readings from pathol-

ogy WSIs, possibly reaching human level performance. Human pathologists can be in-

correct, or inconsistent but histopathology evaluation based on human experts is still

the gold standard to assess phenotypic endpoints. The gene expression data come

from a different category; a GE based model tries to find any relationship between

genotypes and phenotypes. The goal of a GE model is to discover any molecular ex-

planation for the phenotypic prediction. Such signatures can also be used to predict

the phenotypic endpoint when phenotypic measurements are not available (Joshua

Xu, personal communication). Both PathologAI and the GE model were trained with

extreme labels, Positive-F (treated with non-spontaneous and high-risk injuries) and

Control-NF (controls with no pathology findings) samples. Moreover, imaging and

GE were able to predict samples with non drug related lesions, despite no sponta-

neous necrosis was reported in the TG-GATEs findings for the training set.

To evaluate the benefits of an integrative model for necrosis prediction, we imple-

mented an early-integration strategy that combines selected omics features (dO =

128), and imaging deep features extracted by the PathologAI model (dW = 128),

in a unique 256-dimensional vector per sample. The retrieved feature vectors are

then used as input to RF classifiers in the DAP environment. Following the protocols

implemented for the imaging-only and GE-only models, we adopted the ensemble

approach to evaluate predictive performance on the external validation datasets (Ta-

ble 57).
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Accuracy on External Data Label WSI GE (RMA) GE (MAS5) GE (RMA) +WSI GE (MAS5) + WSI

Control-NF test 0 0.902 0.878 0.853 0.951 0.951

Control-F 0 0.866 1.000 1.000 0.985 0.955

Mild-F-SP 0 0.700 0.788 0.700 0.800 0.775

Mild-F-NSP 1 0.660 0.725 0.712 0.663 0.688

Table 57: Comparison on external validation datasets of predictive models trained on imag-
ing only (WSI), normalized gene expression only (GE), and integration of imaging
and gene expression data (GE+WSI). RMA: Robust Multiarray Averaging normal-
ization; MAS5: Microarray Analysis Suite 5 normalization

Overall, the integration of imaging features and GE signatures into a single ML

model did not significantly improve predictions of the single modalities. We further

investigated if GE and imaging models exhibit a higher consistency than human

pathologists in discerning spontaneous and drug-related necrosis in difficult cases.

In particular, we compared the predictive performance on the classification task of

Mild-F-SP vs Mild-F-NSP of models trained on GE using as target labels predicted

by PathologAI, and viceversa. Notably, the imaging-only model on labels predicted

by GE improves the performance with respect to the original labels in the TG-GATEs

pathology reports (Table 58).

Features Target labels MCC (GE=RMA) MCC (GE=MAS5)
GE Original 0.514 0.413

GE WSI model predictions 0.512 0.613
WSI GE model predictions 0.513 0.613

GE + WSI Original 0.467 0.464

Table 58: MCC results on Mild-F external data for spontaneous (Mild-F-SP) vs test article
related necrosis (Mild-F-NSP) prediction, using imaging (WSI), normalized omics
(GE) or their integration (GE+WSI). Four sets or target labels are used as ground
truth for Mild-F-SP and Mild-F-NSP samples. Original: labels reported in TG-
GATEs findings.
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Chapter14
D I S C U S S I O N

In the last 24 months, the worldwide healthcare system focused on improving pa-

tient stratification and accelerating drug development in the fight against COVID-19.

To this aim, the whole arsenal of cutting-edge technologies has been employed, in-

cluding AI-based models. Patient stratification is of course a key need for all diseases,

in particular for complex non communicable diseases. The urgent need to extract

precise biomarkers from biomedical data requires efficient computational tools to

disentangle the complexity of the generated information. AI techniques, particularly

Deep Learning, have improved the efficiency and accuracy of statistical methods to

analyze high-throughput imaging and omics data. AI can provide a fully data-driven

approach that learns to extract high-level features, avoiding the need for predefined

instructions that might introduce cognitive biases. Once trained, AI models can de-

liver fast and accurate predictions on unseen input, possibly revealing unknown

relationships within the data. As a result, AI in Precision Medicine promises to aid

decision-making, reduce diagnostic errors, and avoid unnecessary tests or ineffective

treatments. By improving the economic cost and time management of the medical

practice, AI will impact the overall healthcare system and promote patient-centered

care.

This thesis investigates the opportunities of Deep Learning and Machine Learning

techniques on heterogeneous data in clinical and preclinical tasks, exploring multi-

modal and multi-omics integration strategies for a composite and broader view of

biological mechanisms underlying complex diseases. The application of AI pipelines

to the biomedical domain presented unique technical issues that are known to exac-

erbate the current discontinuity between research and deployment of medical AI.
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Tools to overcome technical challenges in medical AI

Reproducibility of AI models is the most urgent concern in the medical setting;

poorly designed experiments can result in overconfident estimates, undermining the

reliability of AI models. As a countermeasure, the components presented in this

thesis have systematically adopted a robust DAP that controls model selection and

dataset partitioning biases, providing diagnostic tests to evaluate the ability of pre-

dictive models to generalize on original data.

Developing AI pipelines on biomedical data requires considerable effort in data

curation and preprocessing, especially DL applications in Digital Pathology. The lack

of standardization and robust tools for WSI data preprocessing is a major issue for

the reproducibility of AI in Digital Pathology. In particular, flawed protocols for data

partitioning on tile collections extracted from WSI datasets can introduce selection

bias during the development of DL models, resulting in highly inflated performance

(Chapter 5). The histolab library for reproducible WSI preprocessing introduced in

Chapter 6 is the first open-source project that embraces best practices in software

engineering including automated testing, and Continuous Integration. histolab al-

lowed for maximum reliability of the preprocessing step in AI pipelines that support

particularly complex designs, such as density-map guided training of DL models for

small object detection on crowded images (Chapter 7) or sequential employment of

diverse DL components (BiGAN and CNN) for classification within a weak-label setting

(Chapter 12).

Opportunities in Precision Oncology

Deep Learning, particularly CNNs, excels at pattern recognition on imaging datasets;

its application to the biomedical domain can accelerate routine clinical tasks and

discover sub-visual features that cannot be detected with traditional methods. For

example, integrating Deep Learning and Radiomics has proven effective in estimat-

ing prognostic endpoints on complex multi-modal radiological datasets. In particu-

lar, the RADLER framework exploits 3D CNNs simultaneously trained on PET and

CT scans to summarize functional and morphological information into compact rep-
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resentations. Results of RADLER indicate that deep and hand-crafted features can

provide complementary perspectives for improved biomarkers in precision oncology.

Notably, the RADLER system significantly improved the original published solution.

In clinical histopathology, examining tissue slides remains a laborious and chal-

lenging task, even when performed on digital WSIs. For example, TILs are increasingly

studied as promising predictive biomarkers in solid tumors; the quantification of TILs,

however, requires pathologists to manually count nuclei (∼ 100 pixels) on gigapixel

images (> 109 pixels), and thus it is usually performed on selected ROIs. Moreover,

when staining techniques other than HE are applied, as IHC, the identification of

marked lymphocytes can be highly subjective. An AI approach that rapidly and ob-

jectively detects TILs on the whole tissue in WSIs (Chapter 7) is thus a promising tool

for the automated quantification of the immune content in precision oncology.

The rationale for integrating different omics sources into a unique computational

framework relies on the central dogma of molecular biology; multi-omics AI models

can efficiently model causal pathways between different omics (e.g., genomics, tran-

scriptomics, proteomics) to develop a better understanding of predictive biomarkers.

For example, the reproducible network-based INF framework (Chapter 11) integrates

various oncogenomics layers to extract biologically meaningful compact sets of sen-

sitive biomarkers. Notably, INF improves the performance of single omics and naive

juxtaposition.

Opportunities in Predictive Toxicology

In toxicological research, traditional animal testing to evaluate the potential of new

drugs is slow, expensive, and raises highly controversial ethical issues. In silico mod-

els would have a crucial advantage in assessing organ toxicity in preclinical studies.

We tested AI approaches on expression data from cancer cell lines to predict hepato-

toxicity of chemical compounds (Chapter 9). Unfortunately, results on the CAMDA

CMAP Challenge data were not sufficiently accurate for DILI label prediction, as con-

firmed by similar studies. Technical and biological reasons might cause a lack of

classification power, including poor signals in the available data, lack of biological

replicates for compound microarrays, or DILI-causing compounds that are harmful
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to the liver but not to the two cell lines assayed. On the other hand, the ML4Tox

framework (Chapter 10) to classify properties of endocrine-disrupting chemical com-

pounds from molecular features significantly improved sensitivity over published

results, suggesting the ability of AI models to develop faster, reproducible, and more

cost-effective in silico drug safety assessment.

Digital Pathology has emerged among imaging modalities as one of the most excit-

ing and challenging fields of application for medical AI. The histopathology analysis

of tissue samples is the benchmark for diagnostic evaluation and treatment deci-

sions in clinical practice and drug safety assessment in toxicology. Several AI models

have been successfully applied to address relevant tasks in clinical pathology, mostly

adopting tiles extracted from WSIs to train DL architectures in a weak-label setting.

However, healthy tissue in histopathology slides for preclinical studies usually ex-

ceeds diseased tissue, or multiple lesion types of progressively increasing severity

may be present in the same slide. Deriving the tile lab from the WSI before applying

a standard supervised method is therefore a suboptimal procedure.

PathologAI is the first AI-based framework in preclinical pathology for DILI classi-

fication in a weak-label setting. PathologAI was developed to classify samples from

extreme endpoints (treated samples with moderate/severe injury vs. controls with

no injuries); remarkably, the trained model additionally differentiate spontaneous in-

jury from the test article related injury. Moreover, PathologAI can stratify samples

according to lesion severity level, even between mild findings, and dose-dependent

experimental design. The availability of PathologAI contributes to experiment on

the overarching question of whether AI can perform as humans or better when it

comes to pre-clinical digital pathology. Although several teams experienced the need

to re-annotate the TG-GATEs preclinical findings, in our review lesion categorization

changes were suggested by expert pathologists for up to 38% of ROIs. Notably, the

PathologAI mapping function prioritizes the ROIs with reviewed labels in treated

cases. Second, the PathologAI framework enables the integration between molecu-

lar level and pathology reading. The analysis at a molecular level presents several

advantages concerning histopathology assessment, including (i) the development of
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alternative assays that are cheap and non-animal based. (ii) an improved translation

from non-clinical to human by understanding the underlying mechanisms. (iii) the

detection of targets for therapeutic options. First, the availability of an automated

tool for quantitative lesion detection opens the possibility of scaling up the use of

the molecular level as a measuring and modeling tool.

Limitations

It is important to acknowledge a set of due limitations to the experimental approach

described in this thesis. In practice, for each of the different components discussed

in the previous chapters, specific and general technical limitations can be found at

the end of the chapter. As an overall caution, the reduced availability of large scale

datasets limits capability of training AI models with guaranteed stability along time

and robustness against variability or changes of new bioimaging and omics plat-

forms. Of notice, the FDA has recently shared the GMLP – Good Machine Learning

Practice for Medical device development guidelines ([139], Point #10), where it is re-

quired that Deployed Models should be monitored in “real world” use. It is expected

that both in the clinical and preclinical domains of application, AI developers will

need to focus on maintained or improved safety and performance. Most of the main

themes discussed but not solved in this thesis are expected to be addressed and ex-

tended to include periodic or continual trained after deployment, with appropriate

controls in place to manage risks of overfitting, bias, or lack of accuracy along time

(degradation) of the model due to data drifts. All such aspects may impact the safety

and performance of the model as it is used by the so-called Human-AI team. Hope-

fully, this thesis has shed some light on issues related to data leakage and selection

bias of interest for automated management of performance and re-training risk.

Future perspectives

Although medical AI solutions for the automation of repetitive and subjective tasks

are going to revolutionize the current modus operandi in clinical and preclinical set-

tings, precise patient stratification remains a very ambitious goal of AI applications in

medicine. The extraction of novel reliable, reproducible, and interpretable biomark-
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ers from biomedical data will require the synergy of experts and heterogeneous com-

putational tools to overcome the limitations for AI deployment in healthcare. We

expect that unsupervised machine learning and computational geometry methods

will be used in integration with the tools described in this thesis. For example, TDA

descriptors can provide a robust and reproducible characterization of unsupervised

clustering performed on features extracted from ML pipelines, as well as a deeper un-

derstanding on the geometrical structure of the inner states of deep learning models.

Such descriptors can be used to optimize complex architectures like GAN networks,

and to identify data drifts of relevance. Moreover, GAN architectures can create re-

alistic synthetic data providing a world of simulations to overcome the lack of cu-

rated annotated datasets; for example, Chen et al. designed the ToxGAN approach

to generate transcriptomic profiles for toxicogenomics studies without animal exper-

iments [92]. We plan to integrate ToxGAN with PathologAI in a GAN-based frame-

work for the spatial location of gene expression signatures on histopathology images.

To this end, the framework described in Chapter 13 adopts the RMA preprocessing

both for reference to the results in ToxGAN and for further integration. The impact of

different preprocessing and normalization methods in combination with the GANs

will be explored in the future.

Additionally, PathologAI will be trained on the more general task of normal vs

abnormal histology to include multiple lesions in a single class, given the inconsis-

tent annotations found in the TG-GATEs metadata for WSI samples. Despite the adop-

tion of fair evaluation frameworks (e.g. the DAP variants described in this thesis),

more sophisticated methods are needed to assess reproducibility of AI pipelines on

biomedical data. In particular, data and concept drifts must be evaluated before de-

ployment, considering the adoption of approaches such as online training, or focused

re-training of models.

The path to the clinic for AI applications is at its early stages, but the rapid growth

of applications and tools makes the promise of medical AI a real opportunity in the

near future. Overall, AI will not replace medical specialists, but physicians who do

not employ AI will likely be replaced by those who do.
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14.1 Personal contributions

Chapter 4. I contributed to the design of the DAPPER framework and performed sev-

eral main steps of the experimental pipeline, including data preprocessing and

DL/ML model training ( 50% of the experiments). I collaborated personally

with the expert pathologist (L. Cima) for model accuracy validation. I also sig-

nificantly contributed to the writing and figure preparation for the article.

Chapter 5. I co-designed the overall pipeline and run 50% of the experiments on the con-

sidered datasets. I implemented 100% of the public protocols for data prepro-

cessing on GTEx and TCGA data. I also drafted the article and prepared 100%

of the figures.

Chapter 6. I equally contributed to the software development and testing of all histolab

modules, with A. Marcolini and E. Arbitrio. In addition, I independently de-

signed and evaluated the nuclei segmentation algorithm (Section 6.4.0.2), and

wrote 100% of the online histolab documentation.

Chapter 7. I personally scanned the WSI collection with Dr. O. Melaiu. I designed the over-

all approach, supervised the experiments (performed by B. Papa), and evalu-

ated the results, in particular the deep feature analysis. I contributed to the

annotation of the histology tiles ( 25%) under the supervision of Dr. O. Melaiu.

I also drafted the paper and prepared the figures.

Chapter 8. I contributed to the implementation of the RADLER framework and run 50% of

the experiments on the TCIA data. I co-designed the transfer learning strategies

and performed the whole UMAP analysis. I also substantially contributed to

the writing and prepared 100% of the figures in the published article.

Chapter 9. I designed, implemented, and trained 100% of the DL models on the GE data.

I also contributed to the writing and prepared the figure for the deep learning

strategies.
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Chapter 10. I designed and implemented 100% of the deep learning models within the

ML4Tox framework. I also contributed to the writing and prepared 75% of the

figures for the published manuscript.

Chapter 11. I equally contributed to the implementation of the overall INF framework in

Python and the design of the experimental pipeline. I run 50% of the ex-

periments on the oncogenomics datasets, and I independently performed the

UMAP analysis on the INF signatures. I also substantially contributed to 50%

of the writing, and prepared 100% of the figures for the published article.

Chapter 12. I am one of the main contributors to the PathologAI framework. In particu-

lar, I implemented the encoding network and run 75% of the classification

experiments; I implemented the UMAP analysis of the deep features; I equally

contributed (50%) to the design of HistoMAP, and independently collaborated

with the pathologists for the review of original annotations.

Chapter 13. I independently designed the whole Machine Learning pipeline for GE data, im-

plemented the Borda aggregation, and analyzed the resulting gene signatures.

I performed 100% of the experiments on omics and combined imaging+omics

data.
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A.1 UMAP Background

UMAP creates a topological representation of a high-dimensional manifold by exploit-

ing fuzzy topology. First, the UMAP algorithm constructs the Čech complex Čϵ(X) of

a point cloud X. Formally, the Čech complex is the nerve of the set of balls centered

on each points and having radius ϵ (open cover). By the Nerve theorem [412], from

Čϵ(X) we can recover the key topological structures of the original data. Notice that

in practice UMAP constructs the Vietoris Rips Complex (see Section A.2), given that

VRϵ(X) Čϵ(X) ⊂ VRϵ(X) ⊂ Č2ϵ(X), as it is computationally easier. VRϵ(X) implicitly

defines a graph where an edge between two points is created if the balls centered

at each point have non-empty intersection. To ensure an optimal construction of the

high-dimensional graph UMAP requires two assumptions. First, data points are as-

sumed to be uniformly distributed across the manifold to avoid gaps and clumps in

the cover. This condition however is rarely met in a real world scenario; UMAP thus

adapt the notion of distance on the manifold by stretching each ball to the k-nearest

neighbor of its center. Formally, this step corresponds to replacing classical balls with

a fuzzy cover where the radius ϵ is defined as a function in [0, 1] decreasing further

away from the center of the ball. To avoid completely isolated points that might affect

the local structure of the manifold, UMAP introduces the local connectivity as a sec-

ond assumption; this translates into requiring the fuzziness to decay only beyond the

nearest neighbor of each ball’s center. The local connectivity assumption also helps to

avoid the curse of dimensionality [10]. The use of fuzzy topology results into a com-

patibility issue between the local metric defined for each ball; the theoretical solution

relies on the definition of a fuzzy union as the probability that at least one edge exists
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between two vertices. This process results into a weighted graph containing all the

topological information of the high-dimensional manifold. The higher dimensional

representation of the manifold is then adapted to the target lower dimensional space

via optimization techniques. In particular, the cross-entropy function between edges’

weights in high and low dimensional spaces is minimized.

∑

e∈E

wh(e)log

(
wh(e)
wl(e)

)
+ (1− wh(e)) log

(
1−wh(e)
1−wl(e)

)

Attractive force

Repulsive force

1

Figure 88: Cross Entropy function minimized in the UMAP construction. The attractive force
aims at optimizing clumps, the repulsive force aims at optimizing gaps. E: set
of graph’s edges, wh: edges’ weights of the high-dimensional graph, wl: edges’
weights of the low-dimensional graph1.

In this adaptation, the exact points coordinates lose their spatial meaning but

points that are close together are more similar than points far apart. The steps of

the UMAP algorithm for a point cloud X in a high-dimensional space can be summa-

rized as following (Figure 89):

• For all points xi ∈ X determine the optimal radius ϵi of each ball Bϵi(xi) centred

at xi, based on the distance to its K-nearest neighbors (fuzzy cover).

• Within each Bϵi(xi) attribute a probability to each connection, with the con-

straint that each xi is connected, at least, to its closest neighbor. This results in

a high-dimensional weighted graph G.

• Construct a lower-dimensional graph H by minimizing the cross-entropy func-

tion between G and H.

1 Original image created with https://bit.ly/3s2v84U
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Figure 89: UMAP steps for dimensionality reduction of a high-dimensional point cloud.2

2 Original image created with Keynote software. The visualization of the fuzzy cover has been created
with [356].
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A.2 Topological Descriptors

Figure 90: Persistence Diagram (right panel) for different Vietoris-Rips Complexes on equilat-
eral hexagons with side length of 1 (left panel). In the left panel we display the four
different categories of Vietoris-Rips complexes generated by 6 points forming the
vertices of a regular hexagon of side length 1 in the Euclidean plane: 0-simplices
(top left), 0- and 1-simplices (top right), 0-, 1- and 2-simplices (bottom left) and
complexes including simplices of degree higher than 2 (bottom right). In the right
panel, each point in the scatterplot represents a specific topological feature of the
dataset, where the axes denote the values of the distance for which topological
features appear (“birth” on the x axis) and vanish (“death” on the y axis)

A fundamental building block of TDA is Persistent Homology (PH), the geometric

technique for studying a system at different length scales and discerning noise from

actual topological features, the notion of how persistent a feature is throughout all the

possible length scales. Hereafter we briefly outline the construction of a PD, whose

starting point is the geometric concept of a simplex. Consider a finite set of points

S = {x0, ..., xn} that are in general position with respect to the universe Rd, i.e., S

should not be contained in an affine subspace of Rd. If this condition is satisfied,

S can be associated to a simplex σ(S), the convex hull of S. Define the diameter of

a simplex as the maximum distance between any two points on the simplex itself,

or equivalently, between any of the two vertices, since the set is convex. Given a
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set of points S with diameter r we can define the Vietoris Rips Complex as the set

of simplices3 with diameter d ⩽ r. Moreover, given a Vietoris Rips Complex, it is

possible to compute its Betti numbers, where the k-th Betti number is denoted as

βk(X), for a simplicial complex X; in layman’s terms, βk(X) represents the number of

k-dimensional holes on S. For example, consider the Vietoris Rips complexes shown

in the left panel of Fig. 90 (adapted from Fig.5.2 in [337]) for different values of r.

The four different complexes can be described by Betti numbers as follows:

• The first complex (r = 0) is composed of 0-simplices, i.e, the single points.

Therefore, β0 = 6 and βk = 0, ∀k > 0. Note that β0 indicates the number of

connected components.

• The second complex (r = 1) includes 6 0-simplices and 6 1-simplices, denoted

by dots and lines, respectively. Here β0 = 1 and β1 = 1 as there is one connected

component and one 1-dimensional hole, namely the circle originated by the

connection of the points.

• In the third step we have six 0-dimensional simplices, six 1-dimensional sim-

plices, and six 2-dimensional simplices. The 2-dimensional simplices are the

triangles, that is, the connection of 3 points. Thus β0 = 1 and β1 = 1.

• The last complex (r = 2) has simplices of degree greater than 2. Here β0 = 1

but β0 = 0: for this choice of r the 1-dimensional hole is filled.

The example in Fig. 90 illustrates that features of points arranged, for instance, in

a circular shape can be recovered from their topological descriptors. In particular,

β1 = 1 for a large range of possible distance values: this is thus defined as a persistent

feature of the dataset {A,B,C,D,E,F}. PD provides a compact representation of the

topological insights provided by Betti numbers, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 90.

Betti numbers can be encoded into a two-dimensional scatterplot, each point repre-

senting a specific topological feature of the dataset. The x and y coordinates denote

the values of the distance for which topological features appear (birth x) and vanish

(death y), respectively. Considering (x,y) as coordinates of the scatterplot, only half

3 A simplex is the generalization of a triangle in an arbitrary dimension.
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of the plot is relevant and, the closer a point is to the diagonal, the shorter its lifetime,

and thus the point may represent topological noise. The k-th Betti number βk is the

rank of the k-th homology group Hk and thus each feature counted by βk belongs to

Hk. Considering now the plot in Fig. 90:

• The point at coordinates (0, 1) represents 6 overlapping points. The 6 connected

components (points) appear at r = 0 and vanish at r = 1, the side length of the

equilateral hexagon, when each point is connected to its neighbors by a line.

• There is an H1 point (a 1-dimensional hole) with the same birth value of the

death of the 6 connected components (r = 1), as this topological feature arises

from the union of the 6 features.

• A H0 point (a 0-dimensional hole) lies at ∞; indeed, the connected components

represented by the union of the 6 points persist for every value of r: for every

value of r > 1 there exists only one connected component.

A compact representation to efficiently encode PH information is offered by the

Persistent Diagram (PD) and Barcodes, which represent a different visualization of

PD but encode the same information. If a PD is a scatterplot with coordinates given

by the length scale for which topological features arise or vanish, a barcode can be

regarded as a dumbell plot where each bar represents a different topological feature,

and the start and end values of the bar represent its life span.

Since both PDs and barcodes cannot be handle in a ML framework, several ap-

proaches have been recently introduced to translate PDs into discrete vector spaces [58].

Finally, Betti curves represent the magnitude of an homology group at different

length scales of the filtration. Betti curves are an intuitive way to visualize the evo-

lution of topological features within the dataset. Take as an example the equilateral

hexagon and its persistence in Fig. 90. Recall that in the persistence diagram there

is only one point at (0, 1), which is the collapse of original connected components.

By using Betti curve, it is possible to visualize the number of elements belonging to

an homology group at every length scale. In this way we could have easily observed

the Betti curve starting at 6 and decreasing to 1 for r = 1. A less trivial example
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is reported in Fig. 91. On the top row, a point cloud with the shape of a lemnis-

cate is created without noise, i.e., the points are equally spaced. In the top row are

also illustrated the persistence diagram and the Betti curves for homology groups

H0 and H1. Similarly, the bottom row contains a lemniscate-shaped point cloud with

corresponding Persistence Diagram and Betti curves for H0 and H1, but the point

cloud construction involves some noise. The bottom row shows that it is still possi-

ble to appreciate the same topological structure, but the persistence diagram is more

crowded with points near the diagonal, representing noisy features and thus not per-

sistent features of the input point cloud. The different spatial organization of the two

point clouds is also reflected by the the H0 Betti curve; for the noisy dataset it has

indeed slower decay rate.

Figure 91: Topological descriptors on a lemniscate-shaped synthetic dataset with (top) and
without (bottom) noise: dataset scatterplot (left column), Persistence Diagram (cen-
tral column) and Betti curves for homology groups H0 and H1 (right column).
Although it is still possible to appreciate the same topological structure, the Persis-
tence Diagram for the noisy lemniscate has a cluster of points near the diagonal,
representing not persistent features of the input point cloud. The different spatial
organization of the two structures is also reflected by the Betti curve for H0, dis-
playing a slower decay rate
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A.3 EfficientNets

The Squeeze and Excitation blocks (SE), originally introduced in [209], implement

a self-attention mechanism to make a network focus on the most relevant feature

channels; SE work by first squeezing the spatial dimensions, and then using global

information on feature channels to learn a vector of coefficients used as weights for

each channel in the input feature map. See [209, Fig. 2] for a graphical scheme of

the SE block. In particular, SEs exploit the global average pooling to resize the input

feature map MCxHxW to a vector zCx1x1, where C is the number of feature channels,

H and W the height and the width, respectively. The vector zC×1×1 is processed

through a pipeline including a linear layer that halves its size, a Rectified Linear

Unit (ReLU) activation layer, a second linear layer that recovers the original num-

ber of channels C, and finally a sigmoid activation feeding the vector of weights to

the channels of the input feature map. Two different versions of SE were later intro-

duced in [396, 397], aimed at improving segmentation models by introducing spatial

attention components. The former, named sSqueeze and Excitation, works by first

learning a mapping that reduces the number of channels in the input feature map

from C to 1, hence summarizing information from the C input channels to a single

number for each pixel, resulting in a two dimensional feature map. A sigmoid activa-

tion function is applied to each pixel of the two-dimensional feature map, providing

weights in the range [0, 1] for each pixel of the original feature map. The latter, called

scSE block and shown in [397, Fig. 1], had the goal of combining the benefits of learn-

ing weights for spatial locations and feature channels. The two approaches work in

parallel on the input feature map: a 1× 1 convolution kernel is applied to obtain a

two-dimensional one-channel matrix CM, while preserving the spatial dimensions.

A pixel-wise sigmoid activation function is then applied to CM, finally obtaining

the weight matrix, then multiplied by the input feature matrix on each channel. Two

coefficients are obtained for each entry in the input feature map, and choosing their

maximum value leads to best results in terms of performance and complexity added

to the model [397].
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EfficientNets have been introduced in [449], where the authors exploited the net-

work scaling practice, namely, developed a novel baseline network, which can then

be scaled up to obtain a more powerful model. Typically there are 3 main dimen-

sions along which is possible to scale a network: depth, width and image resolution.

ResNet is a good example of the first two cases: depth ranges from basic ResNet-18

with 18 layers to architectures with 1000+ layers, while width scaling allows reaching

the same accuracy as very deep ResNets with reduced training time [518]. Scaling the

third dimension, image resolution, is based on the idea that better resolution of input

images implies learning patterns that were not discernible at low-res; however, there

is a fundamental technical limit in the memory available on the machine used for

training. EfficientNets, based on MnasNet [448], implement a novel strategy – called

compound scaling – for scaling base neural network architectures by depth, width

and resolution together using a set of coefficients for each dimension. Compound

scaling has been validated also on common ResNet architectures and MobileNets,

and can improve network performances, provided the existence of a strong base-

line model. The available architectures range from the EfficientNet-b0 to the biggest

EfficientNet-b7, achieving top performance on ImageNet with many fewer parame-

ters, thus improving in efficiency. In particular, EfficientNet-b3 has 12× 106 parame-

ters [449] and, tested on ImageNet for a 1000-class classification task, EfficientNet-b3

scores 81.6% in top-1 accuracy, computed as the comparison between the ground

truth and the most confident prediction of the model. Further, because of compound

scaling, EfficientNets models support interpretability, since they focus on relevant re-

gions when making predictions, as verified by the Class Activation Map [535]. There-

fore, using EfficientNets as the encoder in a U-net architecture, allows the decoder

to take advantage of the improved spatial attention mechanism of the encoder, and

ultimately to improve the reconstruction of high-resolution density maps.
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A.4 Intrinsic dimensionality

TwoNN

In a first attempt to understanding deep features, Odena and coworkers [345] used

deconvolution layers to explore the filters learned by a CNN, while few years later

Carter and colleagues [76] used UMAP to explore activation maps coming from dif-

ferent layers of an Inception network. More recently, the Mapper algorithm has been

used in [153] to study the structure of CNN filters, while Ansuini and colleagues [17]

employed TwoNN [141] to estimate the intrinsic dimensionality of a dataset and how

such dimension changes when the dataset is transformed by the different CNN layers.

TwoNN is a recent method that can be used for the estimation of Intrinsic Dimension-

ality of high dimensional and sparse data [141]. TwoNN assumes that the density of

points is approximately constant on the length scale of the distance between a point

and its two neighbors. With the former hypothesis, TwoNN uses information only

from a restricted neighborhood of the point to measure properties of the data man-

ifold [17]. The quantity ρi =
di,2
di,1

is assumed to be a random variable following a

Pareto distribution; if points are uniformly sampled and the hypothesized manifold

has intrinsic dimensionality d ∈ [0,+∞], then p(ρi;d) = dρ
−(d+1)
i . From this for-

mula, the parameter d can be estimated by fitting the likelihood function to the data

P(d; ρi) = dρ
−(d+1)
i , where ρi is known.

A.5 BiGAN architecture

The BiGAN model extends the classic GAN structure, composed of a generator G

and a discriminator D, by adding an encoder E as a third component. The encoder

maps an image x ∈ Rh×w×3 of size h×w into an embedding vector e = E(x) ∈ Rc,

where c ≪ h×w× 3. The objective of the generator is to fool the discriminator by

creating realistic synthetic images x ′ from Gaussian noise, G : z → x ′, where z ∈ Rc,

and x ′ ∈ Rh×w×3. The discriminator D in the BiGAN framework is altered to distin-
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guish the combinations of images and corresponding embeddings. In particular, the

discriminator learns to separate:

(
z ∈ Rc , x′ = G(z) ∈ Rh×w×3

)

Gaussian noise

Synthetic image

and

(
e = E(x) ∈ Rc , x ∈ Rh×w×3

)

Embedding vector

Real image

1

As proven in [128], the BiGAN objective forces the encoder E to learn to invert the

generator, such that E(G(z)) = z and z defines a reliable representation of the image

in a lower dimensional space.
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